
CELEBRITY CHEFS  

REVEAL THEIR TIPS FOR 
FESTIVE ENTERTAINING

£3,000

WIN  

A LUXURY  

NEW YEAR 

BREAK WORTH

THE ONLY GUIDE YOU NEED TO BUYING ANTIQUE, VINTAGE AND UNIQUE GIFTS

All that glitters

RAYMOND BLANC’S 
PASSION FOR 
EASTERN ANTIQUES

Brilliant gold touches to give your 
home instant Christmas glamour 

IDEAS FOR CREATING A 

Buy beautiful 
presents for less  

with our essential  
AUCTION TIPS

426

JEWELLERY SPECIAL  

Contemporary and 
antique designs for 
you to collect now

Christmas



With 33 colours to choose from and the ability to create many more, our new

Mini Project Pack is the perfect gift for those with an eye for painting projects.

Whether they’re upcycling a bedside table or making a second hand chair

their own, Chalk Paint™ provides the perfect decoration! All they need to

do is unwrap and start painting – no sanding, priming or hard work required.
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It doesn’t have
to be a

white Christmas

…wi th the gift of colour



BEHIND THE SCENES
The H&A team had great fun

compiling a guide to antique,

vintage and new gifts with stylist

Harriet Loraine-Smith and

photographer Carolyn Barber.

There really is something for

everyone you might need to buy a

special something for this season.

SA M A N T H A SCOT T-J EFFR I E S

Follow us...5 things you will learn this issue…

FOLLOW THE 
H&A TEAM… 

… on Facebook, Twitter, 

Pinterest and Instagram 

for regular updates and 

to find out which fairs

we’ll be visiting
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LET’S
CELEBRATE!

I
t’s almost time to make merry! At H&A we have created

a very special issue to help you get into the spirit of

Christmas and guide you through the countdown to

festivities. Whether you are preparing your home, thinking

about entertaining or searching for gifts, we really do

have the season wrapped up, to help make light and 

enjoyable work of creating a truly memorable Christmas.

This issue is packed with ideas for decking your halls, from our

feature on decorating with gold, the latest trend with an opulent

history (p60) to five homes brimming with different festive looks

mixing antiques, vintage and new finds (from p70). If you’re

looking to add a few finishing touches to festive favourites you

already own, our shopping pages might be just what you need

to bring a magical touch of Narnia (p35), a cosy rustic vibe (p37) 

or a delicate vintage bauble (p39) to your scheme.

Finally, as it’s the season of giving, we have inspiration galore for

great gifts (p41). For those looking for unique presents, we also reveal

how to spend less by buying jewellery and one-off antique presentsff

at auction (p134). Don’t forget our special gift to you – our book of

discounted offers on your shopping. We hope you enjoy using them, 

and even splurge on something for yourself. Happy Christmas!

ANTIQUE JEWELS

The pieces to buy, collect

and invest in from £200 by

Antiques Roadshow expertw

Geoffrey Munn

p134

SNOW GLOBES

The snow dome was created

in 1900 by Austrian Erwin

Perzy, who was trying to

create a bright light bulb

p130

GLORIOUS BAUBLES

Our edit of glittering 

baubles (which originated in

1880s Germany) contains

the best of old and new buys

p39

THE GOLD RUSH

The ancient Egyptians first

gilded tombs 4,000 years

ago. Discover the glamorous

festive trend for antiques

p60

MARIANNE STOKES

Discover the artist whose

Angels Entertaining the Holy

Child painting fetched a

record price at auction

p142
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Talking H&A If your sight is

failing, contact The Talking

Newspaper Association, National

Recording Centre, Heathfield,

East Sussex, TN21 8DB (0870 442

9593). If enquiring for someone who

has trouble with their sight, please 

consult them first.
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Katya de Grunwald

Photographer Katya, who has just released a new book,

Made in Spode, is a regular H&A contributor. Turn to

p60 to see her gilding-inspired festive shoot. ‘I always

look forward to Christmas and the concept of gold

sparkle is a new one for me,’ she says. ‘It was fun to see

how it could work in the form of decorating a home.’

Harriet Loraine-Smith

An interiors stylist with a love of mixing antiques with

new trends, Harriet was the ideal person to style our

Christmas gift guide (p41). ‘The only thing that beats

finding an amazing vintage piece for yourself is giving

it to a loved one,’ she says. ‘The gift guide is full of

present ideas that should make this quest a bit easier.’

Alun Callender

In between taking photographs for a wide range of

clients, Alun has just finished a portrait project on

East Sussex artists. This month for H&A, he shot a

converted Sussex barn given a magical Christmas feel

(p80). ‘I loved its quirky yet timeless atmosphere,’ he

says. ‘It feels very connected to the local environment.’

BY PHONE:
K Subscription enquiries and

back issues 0844 844 0255

K Editorial enquiries  

0117 314 7444

K Advertising enquiries  

0117 314 8817

ONLINE:
K Subscription enquiries 

and back issues

homesandantiques@

servicehelpline.co.uk

K Editorial enquiries

homesandantiques

@immediate.co.uk

K For iPad support, please

visit apps.immediate.co.uk/

support

BY POS T:
K Subscription enquiries

and back issues: Homes

& Antiques, PO Box 279,

Sittingbourne, Kent, ME9 8DF

K Editorial enquiries: Homes

& Antiques, Immediate Media

Company Bristol Ltd, 2nd

floor, Tower House, Fairfax

Street, Bristol, BS1 3BN

K US subscription enquiries, 

Call 866-926-0268 (toll

free), email HANcustserv@

cdsfulfillment.com or go to 

britsubs.com/homes

HOMESANDANTIQUES.COM

H& A iPAD EDITION
Homes & Antiques is also available for the iPad –

visit the Newsstand section of the App Store and

search for Homes & Antiques. You can purchase

single issues or subscribe and save: 12-month

subscriptions are available for £34.99 and

six-month subscriptions are £18.99

ON THE COVER Photograph: Katya de Grunwald
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SURPRISE YOUR HOME THIS CHRISTMAS

*£300 minimum spend. Offer ends 14th December 2015. Offer does not include delivery and cannot be used alongside other offers.

SHOP ONLINE WITH CODE ANTIQUE FOR £30 OFF*



THE JOURNAL

17We welcome in the
Christmas season

with a round-up of the best
decorations, cosy shops,
festive treats and more

33The twelfth night

H&A’s columnist
Gordon Watson recounts
a festive tale of drama,
Lalique glass and a pop icon

35Shopping Narnia-
inspired furniture and

accessories, rustic Christmas
touches and beautiful baubles

COVER STORY

41Christmas gift guide We
have inspiration galore

for new and antique presents 
that are sure to delight

COVER STORY

51Rock stars Discover the
names that represent

today’s fine jewellery
design and craftsmanship,
whose work looks set to be 
collectable in the future

H&A LIFESTYLE 
COVER STORY

70 A glamorous twist Muna
and Christian Mascolo

have packed their Georgian
home with glamorous antiques 

80 The art of Christmas

This Sussex barn is
brimming with incredible art,
ceramics and, at this time of
year, magical festive touches

90Pretty as a picture

Photographer Helen
Fickling has filled her London
home with vintage French and
mid-century pieces. The result 
is a thing of beauty

On the cover
The gold rush To cover an ordinary
object with gold is to transform it

into something precious. As Ellie Tennant
reveals, gilding is a practice as old as the
discovery of gold itself and Christmas is 
the time to celebrate it

CONTENTS December
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CONTENTS December

98A vintage Christmas

Juliet Maclay is drawn
to collecting quirky 1930s
and 1940s ephemera, which
make a jolly appearance in
her Georgian home during  
the festive period

106 A life less ordinary

Vaux-le-Vicomte has
been in the de Vogüé family
for three generations – and
is the chateau that inspired  
the Palace of Versailles

THE GUIDE 
COVER STORY

119 9 steps to a fabulous

festive table How to
create the perfect convivial
setting. Plus tips from celebrity
chefs, including Hugh
Fearnley-Whittingstall
and Antonio Carluccio

130 10 key stories in the

history of snow globes

Rosanna Morris uncovers
the history of the snow dome
and the souvenir’s association
with the festive season

COVER STORY

134 The H&A survival guide

to buying Christmas

gifts at auction Have some fun
and find a host of antique and
vintage treasures waiting to
be snapped up at auction,  
says Caroline Wheater

142An act of faith When
Marianne Stokes’s

painting Angels Entertaining 
the Holy Child came up
for sale last Christmas, it
achieved a record price. Yet
the result was thanks to more
than just a seasonal mood

148Travel diary Eleanor
O’Kane picks festive

destinations for day trips
and breaks, from the Bath
Christmas market to the
pretty sights of Strasbourg

150Let’s visit…

Copenhagen

Magical winter nights and
timeless design make the
Danish capital a Christmas 
shopping hotspot

152December fair dates  

Our guide to
the month’s best fairs,
plus exclusive ticket offers

REGULARS

10Mailbox Reader finds
and the latest from

Homes & Antiques online

COVER STORY

29Competition This is your
chance to see in 2016

with style and luxury on a
break worth £3,000 at one of
Britain’s most luxurious five-
star hotels  

56Subscribe and save Save
30 per cent when you

subscribe to H&A and receive
a copy of Miller’s Antiques
Handbook & Price Guide
or a True Grace diffuser 

140 Reader offer Choose
from a range of silk,

velvet or embroidered cushions

141Coming next month

Don’t miss our
new year special – complete
with a free 2016 calendar  
with every copy

155 Reader offer Save up
to £700 when you

book a celebrity river cruise

169Shopping directory

Full details of this 
issue’s stockists

COVER STORY

170 The final lot

French chef
Raymond Blanc ponders  
his mysterious Ming  
dynasty statuette

142

51

41

70

17

90
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Rolex, circa 1991
Estimate: £ 4,800–6,800

Fellows

Portrait of Alfred Hitchcock
Estimate: £ 2,500–3,500

Dreweatts & Bloomsbury

Victorian Scottish Cast
Silver Candlestick

Estimate: £ 300–500
Tennants

Gerard Dillon
Estimate: € 20,000–30,000

deVeres

Auto Union DKW Type F7 Cabriolet
Estimate: € 50,000

Auctionata

David Trubridge 1951
Estimate: £ 500–700

Adam Partridge

ALL AUCTIONS IN ONE PLACE

Damien Hirst
Estimate: £ 2,500–3,500 

Ewbank’s 

Bernard Leach Dish, circa 1950
Estimate: £ 1,200–£1,800

Maak

Troika Pottery Mask
Estimate: £ 600–800

Chorley’s

Hans Wegner Swivel Chair
Estimate: $ 8,000–12,000

LA Modern

Robert Indiana ‘Golden Love’
Estimate: $ 3,000–5,000

Wright

Andreas Gursky
Estimate: $ 600,000–800,000

Phillips

Balvenie Vintage Cask 1966
Estimate: £ 900–£1,100

McTear’s

Challen ‘baby’ grand piano in a
walnut case together with a stool

Estimate: £ 400–600
Piano Auctions Ltd

West African Yoruba painted mask 
Estimate: £ 80–120

Halls Fine Art Auctioneers
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MailboxH&A

Send us a tweet, ask advice on Facebook or write to us

with good old pen and paper – we’d love to hear from you

Convert to digital
Your magazine is my first ever
digital subscription and I am loving
it! The sections are easily accessible
and a handy on-the-spot reference 
when shopping. The photographic 
content is clear, plus I can zoom

in and see the smaller items
featured easily. There is the
added bonus of having all
my back issues in one place
without taking up shelf space
or having to carry additional
weight. I am a convert and can 
look forward to receiving each
issue, even if I am away from
home. Thank you.
TEOH BERRY, NORFOLK

+ BE OUR 
STAR LETTER
Our star letter* winner will receive a

bottle of Taittinger Brut Réserve  

with six glasses worth  

£50, taittinger.com

Write to us at Homes & Antiques, 

Tower House, Fairfax Street, 

Bristol BS1 3BN or email 

homesandantiques@immediate.

co.uk or use any of our social 

media channels.

*UK readers only. Please include a daytime 

phone number

A tour of

creativity

While admiring Burleigh calico
pottery on a stall at Macclesfield Treacle Market,
the stall holder told me about the regeneration
project at Middleport Pottery, Stoke-on-Trent.
In my November copy of your brilliant magazine,
I was delighted to find an article about it. I booked
a tour – what an amazing experience it was. For
five hours, my husband and I enjoyed the charming
cafe, browsed in the shops and exhibitions and had
an informative tour, where no question was too
trivial. I strongly recommend a visit to this ‘hub of
creativity and hope’ as it is so aptly described in
your article.
MRS KATE GOODING, MACCLESFIELD

Wild horses

I live in Canada and I bought these four
horses locally (one pictured). Underneath
one was written ‘Made in Britain’,
and under another ‘Solid Brass
Made in England’. Please let me
know how much they’re worth
and tell me more about them.

FAHIMEH REFAEI,
LANGLEY, CANADA

STAR 

LETTER

NICHOLAS DAVIES of TV’s F
It!, Fieldings Auctioneers

What a rather fun ‘team’ of

horses. Unfortunately, I have

been unable to establish a factory or maker that

stamped such wares ‘Made in Britain’ or ‘Solid Brass Made

in England’ which is a shame, as these examples look to

be well modelled and cast. Horses such as yours seem to

have been most popular during the 1950s and 1960s with some thinking that they were

made from recast shells and bullets left over from the wars. Models of horses have been

in production for hundreds of years, horses of course being a classical subject matter

that is much admired, whether the horses are working, hunting, or are show or race

horses. Sadly, as harsh as it may sound, I suspect at one point these may have been

worth more in scrap than the £50 to £80 they would likely command at auction.

EXPERT ADVICE

Flog
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On orders over £25
*subject to postcode

Support more wildlife...

“Sponsoring the Holt Blackbird Tracking Project 

in association with the British Trust for Ornithology”

...with carefully selected fresh natural food, 

for all your garden wildlife.

Order by 3.00pm  

for FREE  

Next day  
delivery* 

e’re here to help:
Call Freephone 0800 085 4865
www.arkwildlife.co.uk

Buy online
or call us for a 
free catalogue 

Feed your birds Provide a Habitat
Enjoy your wildlife



How fine is
my china?
I bought this very
fine cup and saucer
in a charity shop
recently. The painting
is so delicate, as is the
actual china, almost
transparent. Can you tell
me its age and value. I
only paid £3 for it, but
just think it is exquisite!

PAULA HARBER,
SUFFOLK

MailboxH&A

PINTEREST

Harrods history
That Coca-Cola ad, hurried shoppers and

the sparkly Harrods window: Christmas is

nigh. We love a trip to London for a mooch

around the shops at this time of year, and

Harrods has become synonymous with the

season. If you can’t make it to London

check out Harrods’ Pinterest account – it’s

teaming with boards such as the lustworthy

‘Harrods window’ and the inspirational

‘Harrods history’. pinterest.com/harrods

From ‘the best house’ ever seen

to ‘that Friday feeling’, we’ve

given it all to you this month.

Just grab your blanket and a

cuppa already…

K Rob Hall Antiques

@robhallantiques Oct 17

Have to say best home I’ve ever

seen in@homes_antiques was@

JambLtd in October edition.

Just perfect!

K bistoboy

@bistoboy1 Oct 16

Fresh bed linen, a cosy blanket

and in bed mega early with a

copy of @homes_antiques has to

be the best thing ever!

K Rosie Loves Vintage

@RosieLovesVinta Oct 14

Ooh @homes_antiques,

my monthly fix has arrived!

Better put the kettle on!

#Autumninspiration

K @MyNameIsCustard Oct 16

@homes_antiques gives me that

Friday feeling

K Thomas Owen

@TomOwen_96 Oct 16

@homes_antiques loving the

new issue guys!

K Dig Haüshizzle

@DigHaushizzle

Great to be in

@homes_antiques

this month!

SOCIAL MEDIA

facebook.com/homesantiques | @homes_antiques | pinterest.com/homesantiques |  @homes_antiques

HOT TOPIC

BEHIND THE 

SCENES 

We know Christmas isn’t over yet 

but here at H&A we’ve already 

been thinking ahead to our January 

issue! Head over to our Instagram 

account for a sneak peek at one 

of our favourite houses filled with 

those trend-setting vegetable

ceramics that 

we introduced 

to you back in 

October. Keep 

an eye out for 

this one in your 

January issue! 

instagram.com/

homes_antiques

homes_antiques

86 likes 1w

homes_antique sBehind the scenes at one of 

our glorious Christmas homes...

musjekato

reddoorcottage Those plates.....

lifeonaroofterrace Cannot wait!

french_manoir Not too long for Christmas r

It looks like a good example

of late 19th-century Japanese

export ware. The delicateness

you refer to may mean it is made from egg-

shell porcelain which is extremely thin and

when held up to the light, translucent. The

decoration is loosely termed Kutani Ware

which refers to the dense patterns that cover

the entire surface. The original Kutani kiln

closed in 1730 but in c1810 several potters

grouped and re-opened it, this time using 

gold detailing over the first coat of

red and using flowers and figures as

decoration. By the late

19th century, with the rise in

exporting, there were several

hundred factories producing 

similar wares. The price

of £3 for your teacup and

saucer was a good buy. I think

at auction it would command

£15 to £20.

EXPERT ADVICE

WILL FARMER Antiques Roadshow oneersspecialist, Fieldings Auctio
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OF MADE-TO-MEASURE CURTAINS  



TO BOOK AN APPOINTMENT WITH YOUR LOCAL ADVISOR 

CALL 0800 587 6410 OR VISIT HILLARYS.CO.UK

   

Beautiful bespoke window coverings have been 

Hillarys signature for over 40 years. With a 

dedicated in-home service, you’ll be able to view a 

range of samples for blinds, curtains and shutters 

in the comfort of your home and will receive expert 

advice from our knowledgeable Advisors. And we’ll 

WDNH�FDUH�RI�WKH�PHDVXULQJ�DQG�À�WWLQJ�



I N S P I R A T I O N
A L L L A I D O U T

toppstiles.co.uk

Up to 1/3 off only available on selected ranges. Terms and conditions apply, see online for details.

I N S P I R A T I O N

N O W C O M E S

W I T H U P T O

1/3  OFF

Silvabirch Alpine Shimmer™

Shapes Hexagon Unglazed Biscuit

Francisco Segarra York

Woodgrain Bayur Borneo

Regional Refl ections Cottesmore™

Callan Brick™



DELUXE
DECORATING
Christmas is the time to indulge
your home in rich fabrics and
opulent colours – and it needn’t
cost a fortune. High street
baubles can look unique when
a few antique ones are mixed
in too (see our pick on page
39). Try M&S’s 1920s-inspired
spin on a luxe festive look. Tree
decorations from £2.

* 0333 014 8000; marksandspencer.com

Tis the season! We welcome it in with an introduction to the warm colours, decorations,

cosy shops and festive treats in store. ALICE HANCOCK rounds up some of the best

JOURNAL
This
month
A CHANCE TO
WIN CHOCOLATE
19 Chocoholic readers

have the chance to win

an Artisan du Chocolat

hamper with Christmas

treats worth £75. There 

are four to be won.

VISIT AN OLD
WORLD SHOP
23 Alastair Hendy’s

Home Store in Hastings

is a world away from the

fast pace of last-minute 

Christmas shopping

FILL YOUR HOME 
WITH SCENTS
25 We round up the

best candles to spread

some warming festive

fragrance throughout 

your house

STEP INTO A
SNOWY WORLD
35 Frosty finds make 

your home into a

magical Narnia-esque

haven. Take a look at

our pick of the best

ON THE
TWELFTH
NIGHT…
33 Columnist Gordon

Watson remembers the

winter’s night he had a

festive fracas with one  

of rock’s royalty

H&A
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The best way to treat

favourite antiques is not to

make any particular one too

obvious. I don’t believe rarity 

or preciousness should shout

– that smacks of museums.

I like to group things that

have a theme and let the star 

piece speak for itself.

STYLE STEER

Nicky Haslam,

interior designer

WHAT TO BUY

PAPER TALES
The prettiest way to get your gift wrap this

Christmas? Buy it in book form. Pimpernel

Press’s themed wrapping paper books

come in 50 x 70cm sheets. In 12 different

patterns, the books range from Robert Adam

designs to antique maps. The joy of it is that

your gifts will look as great together as they

do separately and you won’t have all the fuss

of wielding paper rolls. £12.99 each.

* 020 7289 7100; pimpernelpress.com

FESTIVE FINDS

IN THE BAG
Even if you’ve grown out of Santa, you have

to admit these sacks by designer Betsy Benn

(£12 each) are rather fun. The thick paper

bags (83 x 47cm) hold presents aplenty and

have a lovely old parcel feel. They’re also

handy when it comes to clearing up.

* 01242 570731; betsybenn.co.uk

AT TO BUY

SEASON’S PICK

PLEASE TAKE A SEAT
The entertaining season is upon us, so make

sure everyone has somewhere to sit. Sofa.com’s

generously sized ‘Patrick’ sofa in on-trend ‘Cadet’

blue (£1,680) is ever so inviting – even more so

when the party’s over and you have it to yourself.

* 0345 400 2222; sofa.com
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So tasty are Artisan du Chocolat’s

creations that they have even been

sent into space. Now you have the

chance to win one of its ‘Grand

Crystal’ hampers worth £75; there

are four up for grabs. Each includes a

range of goodies, from fresh chocolate 

truffles and sea-salted caramels to

chocolate-coated champagne-infused 

prunes. For your chance to win,

send a postcard marked ‘Chocolate

Hamper’ with your full contact details  

to the address on page 169.

01233 505170; artisanduchocolat.com

INSIDE TIP

POP-OUT

POP-UP
Libretto’s Christian Lacroix ‘Shaman

Night’ advent calendar (£49.95) has

an amazing pop-up of

characters plus panels

that expand into 4in

tableau. A YouTube video

(youtu.be/RdluNEdqtSM)

shows it in all its glory.

* 0333 300 1000;

harrods.com

DECORATING

AS GOOD AS GOLD
How do you decorate using gold without it looking garish?

While we’re all for opulence at Christmas, quieter schemes

can provide a breather from all that richness. One way to do

it is with the subtle shimmer of this ‘Christmas is Golden’

fir tree print (£25) by Anki Josefsson and Anneli Sandström,

the quirky Swedish pair behind stationery brand One Must

Dash. They suggest it as an alternative to a tree (fewer

needles) but we think we’ll have both. For more ideas  

using gold, see our feature on page 60.

* 07919 861967; onemustdash.com

SEASON’S PICK

RUSTIC WRAPPING
There’s currently a wave of interest in natural

textures, so it’s hard not to fall for Cox &

Cox’s charming ‘Midwinter Forest’ Christmas

gift wrap (£12.50 per 10m roll) designed

with a magical repeat pattern of reindeer, 

trees and snow.

* 0844 858 0734; coxandcox.co.uk

A HAMPER OF CHOCOLATES

H&A DECEM BER 2015 19
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RIGHT 1950s Martini

glasses, £323 for 10,

1stdibs.com

BELOW Lantern,

£93, Out There

Interiors. 020 8099

7443; outthereinteriors.com

BELOW ‘Ferlett’ wings wall decoration, £155,

Out There Interiors. 020 8099 7443;

outthereinteriors.com

DESIGNS WE LOVE

Add to your cache of Christmas decorations 

with a conversation-starting piece

Festive flair

LOTS TO LOVE

RABBITING ON
Woolley & Wallis 20th Century &

Contemporary Art sale, 9th December

This 60cm-long patinated bronze hare

is by Martin Hayward-Harris (born

1959) who worked at the Natural

History Museum before turning full-

time sculptor. ‘Resting Hare’ has a

bargain pre-sale estimate of

£2,000 to £3,000.

* 01722 424500;

woolleyandwallis.co.uk

FROM THE ARCHIVE

PACKED UP
It’s not just Fortnum & Mason’s

striped teardrop baubles that we’re

hankering after, it’s the delightful

1950s-style boxes that they come in

too. £35 for box with eight baubles.

* 020 7734 8040; fortnumandmason.com

‘Purbrook’ chair in Mulberry velvet, 

£1,121, Sofas & Stuff. 0808 178 

3211; sofasandstuff.com  

ABOVE RIGHT Guardsman by Kay 

Bojesen, £78, Lagom Design. 0333 

123 0101; lagomdesign.co.uk

ABOVE Brass nutcrackers,

£198, Jonathan Adler. 020

7589 9563; uk.jonathanadler.

com ABOVE RIGHT Large

paper star, £11.95, Rigby

& Mac. 020 8761 1011;

rigbyandmac.com

RIGHT ‘Rabbit

Aristocratic

Animal’

taper, £148, 

Anthropologie.

00800

0026 8476;

anthropologie.

eu BELOW

‘Infinite Dreams

dinner plate by

Versace, £113,

Amara. 0800

587 7645;

amara.com

s’

ANTIQUES SPEAK

PICKLING

If you’re pickling,

in antique terms,

you are more likely

to be rubbing white

paint into timber

that is already

finished than

preserving onions

in vinegar

‘Melt’ mini  

pendant in gold by 

Tom Dixon, £370, 

Trouva. 020 7193 

6444; trouva.com
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BUY OR SELL?

BUY
William Moorcroft pottery

has become very affordable.

Moorcroft, with backing

from Liberty & Co, founded

his factory in 1913 and in

1928 was made potter to

Queen Mary. In all shapes

and sizes, a good early

piece can be purchased for

£600 to £800 at auction.

Popular patterns to look

out for include ‘Claremont’,

‘Hazeldene’, ‘Pomegranate’,

‘Spanish’, ‘Moonlit Blue’,

‘Pansy’ and ‘Eventide’.

SELL
Classy costume jewellery

is sought after, especially 

statement pieces by

designers such as Christian

Dior, Trifari, Miriam Haskell, 

Coco Chanel, Josef of

Hollywood and Alexis Kirk.

Wallis Simpson was keen on

dress jewellery and, along

with Hollywood starlets,

helped make it popular in the

1930s–40s. Bold pieces are

particularly desirable and can

be bought at auction from the

low hundreds of pounds up.

VALUER AND AUCTIONEER

ALISON SNOWDON

Fieldings Auctioneers, Stourbridge

DECORATING

TIMELESS TRINKETS
Baubles have gone traditional this Christmas with toys, snow globes

and simple spheres. Good news for those looking to add a few to the

family heirlooms as you can mix the new, such as these sweet trinkets

from House of Fraser, and the old with ease. Even the little robots have

a vintage feel. Decorations from £6, boxes of baubles from £16.

* 0345 602 1073; houseoffraser.co.uk

C
ountry house contents sales are rarer than hen’s
teeth these days, which makes Bonhams’s upcoming 
Hooton Pagnell Hall sale irresistible and sure to

prompt competitive bidding from collectors and antiques
lovers. The Grade II*-listed hall is near Doncaster, South
Yorkshire, and has been in the same family for more than
300 years. The owner, Mark Warde-Norbury, started the 
decluttering process two years ago after inheriting it from
his parents. ‘We had to decide how to use the house for our
family and how to rationalise the furnishings – parts of 
the hall were like a museum and there were things stored
away that hadn’t seen the light of day for years. Much
of what we’ve found is new even to me. The house has
been a repository for family things collected over three
centuries,’ explains Mark. Among the 600 lots are a trio
of charming French pig
automata c1900
(estimated
at £1,000
to £3,000);
a vintage
Cartier
diamond track-
link bracelet
(£2,000 to £3,000);
two late 19th-century Minton majolica
game dishes (£800 to £1,200); and this
lovely late 18th-century rosewood and
ebony strung drum top table, perfect
for displaying treasures
(£2,500 to £3,500).

* Hooton Pagnell Hall: 300 Years of

Collecting takes place on 1st December

at Bonhams New Bond Street.

020 7447 7447; bonhams.com

A SALE OF NOTE

A TREAT IN STORE

If you were inspired by our

November issue’s feature on

terrariums, then try your hand at your

own winter garden with

Plantini’s tabletop botanical

garden kit, £24.95.

* 020 7404 9397; another-

studio.com

WHAT  

TO BUY

PLANT LIFE
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STYLES

FINISHES

CHOICE
Made from the very finest quality

wood, our dining collections are

beautifully finished to the highest  

standards.

over 50 stores multiyork.co.uk  033 33 583 325



Alastair Hendy has created a magical world of

Christmas past in his Home Store in Hastings

WHO Chef, writer and stylist Alastair Hendy has always been drawn to
hardware stores and the ‘below-stairs’ aesthetic. His old world Home Store 
in Hastings is ‘a bit like the old-fashioned family-run department store,
where you could explore a bit, and then stop for a bite to eat,’ he says.
WHAT Inspired by Austro-Bavarian Alpine Christmases witnessed as a child
in Germany, Alastair transforms his Tudor house (at 135 All Saints) and
Home Store shop (at 36 High Street) into ‘a proper postcard Christmas,
with a sprinkling of the Brothers Grimm’.
FIND From kitchen equipment to vintage eastern European tables and
pottery bowls, the Home Store’s pieces are surrounded by foodie goods
and gifts. The separate Christmas House is Alistair’s restored Tudor
merchant’s house, which he decorates and opens to the public in December.
* AG Hendy & Co Home Store, 36 High Street, Hastings Old Town, TN34 3ER. The Christmas 

House, 135 All Saints, Hastings. 01424 447171; aghendy.com 

INTERIORS

CHECK IT OUT
Present-giving is more exciting when it

involves rootling around in the bottom

of a sack. Ian Mankin’s Santa sacks in

smart stripes and plaids mean grown-ups

can indulge too. The fabrics come from

the ‘Britannia’ range – 15 new fabrics

put together with 15 reworked versions

of company classics, all woven at the

Lancashire mill that has been in the family for

six generations. The sacks (£65 each) are 50

x 69cm so plenty of room for the proceeds

of Father Christmas’s visit. You can even

mix and match them with stockings (£24.50

each). * 020 7722 0997; ianmankin.co.uk

COLLECTABLES

BEAR NECESSITIES

This dapper Paddington

Bear is something of

an investment present

and, dare we say it, even

better looking than the

star of last year’s film.

He’s a limited edition

Steiff made with

mohair and sporting

a duffel coat and

red hat – sure to

be a collectors’ item

in a few years. £119.

* 01805 131100;  

steiff.com

TALKING SHOP

AG Hendy & Co Home Store

CLOCKWISE

FROM TOP

LEFT Alastair has

sourced patinated

vintage furniture

for his Home

Store; the stock

includes nostalgic

treats such as

gingerbread

hearts; the store

was inspired

by traditional

hardware shops
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NOTES ON AN ICON

As the V&A’s refurbished Europe galleries open, we look at the

museum’s original director, who sent the first ever Christmas card

Sir Henry Cole

LEFT Sir Henry Cole

was affectionately

known as ‘Old King Cole’

thanks to his sideburns.

He set up what became

the V&A Museum in

1857 and sent the first

Christmas card (below)

in 1843. The card

caused an uproar among 

temperance societies

who didn’t approve of

the festive merriment

going on LOTS TO LOVE

STAR BARGAIN
Woolley & Wallis English & European

Ceramics and Glass sale, 24th November

With a pre-sale estimate of £100–

£200, this Royal Worcester coffee set,

still in its case, is a bargain. It was

bought as a wedding gift from Mappin &

Webb for the 3rd Viscount Cowdray and

Lady Anne Bridgeman in 1939.

* 01722 424500; woolleyandwallis.co.uk

SEASON’S PICK

LOVABLE CARDS
Who can resist a new stationery shop?

Particularly when its Christmas cards

are as pretty as these and can be

customised with your very own greetings.

£12.90 for a set of 10 Christmas cards.

* 01799 252269; papier.com

W
hile you write your Christmas cards, think back to the
first person to put one in the post – Henry Cole, better
known for being the original director of the Victoria
and Albert Museum. Born in 1808, he left school aged
14 to become a clerk. A gregarious personality and
careerist attitude meant that by his 30s he was a high-

ranking civil servant with an interest in art and design who moved in royal circles.
In 1849 he visited the Paris exhibition and on his return successfully petitioned

Queen Victoria for backing to set up a Royal Commission in charge of organising
what became the hugely successful Great Exhibition of 1851. With the £186,000
profit from it, he set up the South Kensington Museum in 1857. Followed by his
faithful terrier, Jim (now buried in the V&A’s gardens), Cole set about his vision
for educating designers, arts students, manufacturers and the public about good
design by displaying casts of important works from all over Europe.

The Christmas card is a good example of Cole’s ability to capture the spirit of
the moment. Before he ventured into museums, in 1843 (the same year that Charles
Dickens published A Christmas Carol) Cole commissioned a card to be made with 
– according to an advert held in the V&A archives – ‘a picture emblematical of old
English festivity to perpetuate kind recollections between dear friends’. Looking at
the card today, it seems typically Victorian. The well-fed middle classes sit toasting
Christmas, while on either side are charitable depictions of clothing and feeding
the poor. The moral tone didn’t sit quite as highly as some would have hoped, for 
on publication temperance societies kicked up a fuss at the amount of drinking
going on. Although we doubt that Cole would have paid much heed. After all, 
if you can’t have a wee tipple at Christmas, when can you? Bottoms up!
* 020 7942 2000; vam.ac.uk
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Behind the brand

A beloved stalwart of Christmas

shopping celebrates its 140th birthday

Liberty

A
seasonal shopping trip to London
isn’t complete without a stop-off
at Liberty – born out of a 19th-
century gentleman’s vision of an
Eastern bazaar. Arthur Lasenby
Liberty took a £2,000 loan and

in 1875 took over half of 218a Regent Street with just three
staff. In a society fascinated by the East, his products were
so popular that he managed to buy the second half of the
building just 18 months later. In 1884 Edward William Godwin
(founder of the Costume Society) joined the team to create
in-house fabrics and apparel, encouraging Arthur to collaborate
with British designers at the forefront of art nouveau.

Business boomed, and the now-iconic Great Malborough
Street store was built in 1924, when Tudor aesthetics were
enjoying a revival. It was constructed using the timber from
two retired ships: HMS Impregnable and HMS Hindustan.
Designed by Edwin T Hall, the store is built around three light
wells, with each well surrounded by smaller rooms.

Arthur Liberty’s commitment to cutting-edge design lives
on. Collaborations with the likes of Morris & Co, Yves Saint
Laurent and House of Hackney have seen the store become a
world-renowned brand. For its 140th birthday, the
team at Liberty has created an exclusive new
print, ‘Mayflower’ – inspired by its art nouveau 
archives and the 2000 ‘Dahlia’ pattern.

Its renowned festive window display
(unveiled 14th November) should be
quite a spectacle. A year of birthday
celebrations will end with a show
sure to encompass the spirit of the
season, with an Eastern twist.
* 020 7734 1234; liberty.co.uk

ABOVE The iconic

‘Tudorbethan’ shop front

of Liberty dates from 1924

BELOW CLOCKWISE

FROM LEFT Homeware

from Parisien company 

Astier de Villatte is an

example of Liberty’s quirky

stock; ‘Betsy’ Liberty print

mini suitcase; Christmas

baubles; the original

interior of the store, which

this year celebrated its 

140th anniversary

The annual Art

Pottery sale at

Woolley & Wallis

promises not to

disappoint collectors,

with over 400 lots

vying for attention.

Names include

Doulton, Ruskin and 

Della Robbia

The ever sought after

Lucie Rie is another 

name to look for in

the auction. Like Hans

Coper, she came to

Britain to escape the

spread of Nazism.

This white bottle vase,

typical of her work, is

estimated at £10,000

–£15,000

The sale includes

work by giants of

the British potting 

world such as

Bernard Leach, 

Walter Keeler and

John Maltby. Hans

Coper has a good

showing: this sack

vase has an estimate 

of £10,000–£15,000 

This almost prehistoric

looking Cycladic vase was

made by Hans Coper, a

renowned German-born

studio potter who fled to

Britain at the beginning 

of the Second World War.

He assisted in the studio

of Lucie Rie and they

collaborated on some

pieces. This is a good 

example of his own work

and has an estimate of 

£8,000–£12,000

A SALE OF NOTE

STAR

POTTERS

h ABOVE The iconic

* Woolley & Wallis’s British Art Pottery 

sale is on 25th November, 51-61 Castle

Street, Salisbury, Wiltshire. 01722

424500; woolleyandwallis.co.uk
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5 of the best: Scented candles

A BEAU BURN
‘Mamounia no 28’

candle, L’Objet.

+35 1625 45271;

eu.l-objet.com

£65

SCENTS OF OCCASION
‘Ernesto’ gold

classic candle, Cire

Trudon. 020 7175

7919; delyss.com/en

£62

SCANDI AROMA
‘Skog’ triple wick,

Skandinavisk.

03456 049049;

johnlewis.com

£45

SHOW AND SMELL
Christmas candle,

Fortnum & Mason.

020 7734 8040;

fortnumandmason.com

£45

LEADING LIGHT
‘Iris Prima’ scented

candle, Penhaligon’s.

0800 716108;

penhaligons.com

£32

As the festivities approach, infuse your home with evocative winter aromas

SEASON’S PICK

SHOWSHOPPERS
The White Company is setting up pop-up shops this Christmas, in London,

Reading, Bristol and Liverpool. The boutiques will stock an edit of the winter

collection, focusing on presents, and purchases will be gift-wrapped for you.  

For details visit bit.ly/1Miqdim * 020 3758 9222; thewhitecompany.com

DECORATING

IMPERIAL PURPLE
It’s not a colour you would often associate with

December but all over this year’s Christmas collections

are deep mulberry shades. It’s not the traditional red

and green but it makes an opulent festive scheme.

To buy into it, you could go all out and invest in Parker

Knoll’s ‘Harrow’ two-seater sofa in ‘Vialli Amethyst’

(from £1,364), or simply put together a big vase of rich

purple hellebores, otherwise known as Christmas roses. 

* 01773 604121; parkerknoll.co.uk

LOTS TO LOVE

BEATLEMANIA  
Bonhams Knightsbridge

Entertainment Memorabilia sale,  

10th December

Fab Four collectability shows no

sign of abating, with this signed

fan club card estimated

at £4,000–£6,000.

* 020 7393 3900; bonhams.com 
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PAGE 
TURNERS
Stuck for present ideas? You can’t go wrong if you

give someone a beautiful book. After all, these

volumes will last for life, not just for Christmas

FOR VINTAGE  

FANS…

As with any Miller’s guide, this

is a comprehensive introduction

to its subject, vintage pieces. It

showcases an exciting range of

20th-century designs – exciting

because there are many lesser 

known ones that even vintage

enthusiasts might not have seen

before. (£30, Jacqui Small)

ONE FOR THE

STOCKING…

Inventor Tom Smith, 150 years

ago, came up with something

that’s now a stalwart of Christmas

– the cracker. The company he

founded is still the purveyor of

crackers to the Royal Household

and this book on the history

of crackers is a fun read after

Christmas lunch. (£14.95, ACC)

FOR DESIGN

NUTS…

This book from Centre Pompidou

takes you through the designs of

Le Corbusier, the master of 20th-

century architecture, both inside

and out. It includes his beautiful

sketches and has insights into

surprising areas of his work,

including his paintings. (£35,

University of Chicago Press)

FOR HERITAGE LOVERS…

If you enjoyed this issue’s heritage brand

feature (page 26) you’ll find this a book to

treasure. It celebrates the small stalwarts

of British retail, from Nelson’s hatters Lock

& Co to 185-year-old umbrella purveyors

James Smith & Son. (£35, Prestel)

FOR STYLE MAVENS…

A Portrait of Fashion ignores, for once, the

personalities in some of the country’s most

iconic portraits. Instead it takes a close look

at the stitching and fabrics in them, focusing

on 190 examples from the National Portrait

Gallery. (£24.95, Thames & Hudson)

FOR 

CULTURAL 

ENTHUSIASTS…
We’re having a love affair with the history

of colours at the moment – look no further

than Edmund de Waal’s exhibition on white

at the Royal Academy. Now the book

A Red Like No Other traces red from itsr

cochineal beginnings in Mexico to

how it became such a showy

shade. (£40, Rizzoli)

FOR 

ANTIQUES 

HUNTERS…
As well as trivia and stories from the

antiques business, Marc Allum presents

useful titbits of information for collectors.

Whether it’s a guide to styles or how to

recognise a Grecian urn, this pocket

book is a useful compendium.

(£8.99, Icon)

FOR 

CREATIVE 

TYPES…
Do artists put other artist’s work on the

wall? They certainly do, as this testifies.

For anyone in need of inspiration, this

insight into the houses of Glenn

Ligon, Cindy Sherman and other

artists is a treat. (£37.50,

Abrams)
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COMPETITION

See in 2016 with style and luxury on a break at

one of Britain’s most luxurious five-star hotels

O
ne lucky reader plus

guest will have a New

Year to remember with

this exclusive package courtesy

of Luton Hoo Hotel, worth more

than £3,000. The hotel, on the

Herts/Beds border, offers five-

star opulence in 1,065 acres of

parkland. With award-winning

dining, country club and spa, it is

ideal for a traditional break.

The hotel offers three New

Year’s Eve events: a black tie

gourmet dinner in the Wernher

restaurant; a Gala Dinner

Dance; or a family disco, usually

costing from £85 per person.

Guests can really relax, knowing

everything is taken care of.

This prize includes three

nights’ accommodation in a

Mansion State Suite; the Gala

Dinner Dance at Warren Weir

on New Year’s Eve; a jazz lunch

on New Year’s Day in Adam’s

Brasserie and dinner in the

Wernher Restaurant on 2nd Jan.

TOTAL 
PRIZE 
VALUE

£3,000
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ENTER NOW
To enter, simply answer the following 

question: Which famous landscaper 

designed Luton Hoo’s beautiful  

parkland and gardens? 

A Capability Brown  B William Kent 

C Humphry Repton 

ENTER ONLINE homesandantiques.com

ENTER BY POST Send your answer, name,

address and phone number to: Homes

& Antiques, Issue 276, Luton Hoo

Competition, PO Box 501, Leicester,

LE94 0AA

homesandantiques com

FROM TOP Luton Hoo is a

luxurious country house retreat;

enjoy dining in the Wernher

restaurant; accommodation is in

a stunning Mansion State Suite

WIN

Terms and conditions 1 Promoter: Immediate Media Company Bristol Ltd. 2 Entrants must be UK residents aged 18 years or older, excluding employees of promoter or employees (and their immediate families)

of the prize supplier or any other companies associated with the draw. 3 By entering, you agree to be bound by all the rules of the promotion. 4 Only one entry per person allowed. Bulk entries made by third

parties will not be permitted. 5 No responsibility accepted for lost, delayed, ineligible or fraudulent entries. 6 The prize is as stated. No cash alternative or alternative prize will be offered if unsuitable. 7 Prize

is non-refundable, non-transferable and not for resale. Prize subject to the supplier’s terms and conditions. 8 Closing date for entries is 11.59pm on 9th December 2015. 9 One winning entry will be chosen

at random from all eligible entries. 10 Entrants will win three nights at Luton Hoo Hotel, checking in on 31st December 2015 with departure on 3rd January 2016. 11 Additional requirements not included

in the prize may be requested, subject to availability, and will be charged for accordingly. Prize must be booked by 24th December 2015 by calling 01582 698888. 12 The winners will be notified of the win

within seven days of the closing date by phone or email. 13 Winners must claim their prize within three days of notification, and book by 24th December 2015. 14 In the event that a winner does not claim their

prize within three days, another winner will be drawn at random. 15 The draw is final and no correspondence will be entered into. 16 For details of the winner, send an SAE to: FAO Editorial Assistant, Homes &

Antiques, Immediate Media Company Bristol Limited, Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol, BS1 3BN within two months of the closing date. 17 Terms and conditions governed by English Law. 18 For full terms

and conditions visit homesandantiques.com/competitionterms. Your personal information will be used as set out in our privacy policy, which can be viewed at immediate.co.uk/privacy-policy. Please give us

your email address to receive special offers and promotions from Immediate Media/Homes & Antiques. You may unsubscribe at any time.



THE DIARY
K 1st Collectors’ Toys, Dolls and Games,

Toovey’s, Spring Gardens, Washington, West

Sussex. 01903 891955; tooveys.com

K 1st & 2nd Quarterly Fine Art, Roseberys,

74–76 Knights Hill, West Norwood, London.

020 8761 2522; roseberys.co.uk

K 2nd Jewellery & Silver, Bonhams

Edinburgh, 22 Queen Street, Edinburgh.

0131 225 2266; bonhams.com

K 2nd Antiques and Collectables, Sworders,

Cambridge Road, Stansted Mountfitchet,

Essex. 01279 817778; sworder.co.uk

K 3rd Silver, Jewellery, Furniture and

Works of Art, Duke’s Auctioneers,

Brewery Square, Dorchester, Dorset.

01305 265080; dukes-auctions.com

K 3rd Fine Watches, Pens & Luxury

Accessories, Dreweatts & Bloomsbury

Auctions, Donnington Priory, Newbury,

Berkshire. 01635 553553; dnfa.com

K 5th The Christmas Sale, Fieldings,

Stourbridge, West Midlands. 01384

444140; fieldingsauctioneers.co.uk

K 9th Select Jewellery & Watches, Lyon &

Turnbull, 33 Broughton Place, Edinburgh.

0131 557 8844; lyonandturnbull.com

K 9th Fine Old Masters and 19th-Century

Paintings, Woolley & Wallis, 51–61 Castle

Street, Salisbury, Wiltshire. 01722 424500;

woolleyandwallis.co.uk

K 9th Modern British & Irish Art, Christie’s

South Kensington, 85 Old Brompton Road,

London. 020 7930 6074; christies.com

K 9th & 10th Specialist Collectors’ Sale,

Reeman Dansie, 8 Wyncolls Rd, Colchester,

Essex. 01206 754750; reemandansie.com

K 10th The Design Age, Mallams Oxford,

Bocardo House, St Michael’s Street, Oxford.

01865 241358; mallams.co.uk.

K 10th & 11th Musical Instruments, Gardiner

Houlgate, Corsham, Wiltshire. 01225

812912; gardinerhoulgate.co.uk

K 11th Autographs, Memorabilia & Vintage

Posters, Dreweatts & Bloomsbury Auctions,

Bloomsbury House, 24 Maddox Street,

London. 020 7495 9494; dnfa.com

K 14th The Collector’s Sale, Mallams

Abingdon, Dunmore Court, Wootton Road,

Abingdon, Oxfordshire. 01865 241358;

mallams.co.uk

K 15th English Literature, History, Children’s

Books & Illustrations, Sotheby’s, New Bond

St, London. 020 7293 5000; sothebys.com

K 17th Victorian, Pre-Raphaelite and

British Impressionist Art, Sotheby’s,

New Bond Street, London. 020 7293

5000; sothebys.com

K 31st Silver, Plate & Jewellery, Toovey’s,

Spring Gardens, Washington, West Sussex.

01903 891955; tooveys.com

� For tips on buying at auction this 

Christmas, turn to page 134

AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS

DECEMBER

MUS T VISIT

The vintage flea has become a highlight
of the Sheffield Antiques Quarter. This
month, the market – which takes place on
13th December in and around Abbeydale
Picture House – has
a good helping of
Christmas cheer. As
well as 70 traders selling
everything from antique 
furniture to artisan
pickles, it will have a
grotto, an exhibition
of vintage toys and a 
pop-up cafe.

* Abbeydale Picture House,

387 Abbeydale Road, Sheffield,

S7 1FS. 07939 565587;

sheffieldantiquesquarter.co.uk

SHEFFIELD’S

VINTAGE

CHRISTMAS

MARKET

ABOVE AND

LEFT The Heeley

Bank Antiques

Centre is the hub

of Sheffield’s

antiques quarter,

where the flea

market this

month has a

vintage grotto

and artisan food

Shop with sparkle
One of the most pleasurable ways to deal with

the onslaught of the Christmas shopping is to

head to either Alfies or Grays antiques markets’  

Christmas shopping evenings. They take

place on 26th November and 3rd December

respectively. * Alfies Antique Market, 13–25 Church

St, London, NW8 8DT. 020 7723 6066; alfiesantiques.

com. Grays, 58 Davies St & 1–7 Davies Mews, London,  

W1K 5AB. 020 7629 7034; graysantiques.com

THREADS OF

HISTORY
Exquisite embroideries by Helena

Wintour – a relative of Gunpowder Plot

conspirators – have gone on show at

Auckland Castle. They sit alongside

fascinating relics such as the lantern

Guy Fawkes was carrying at his arrest.

* Until 11th April. Auckland Castle, Co Durham,

DL14 7NR. 01388 743750; aucklandcastle.org
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A detail of one 

of the chasubles 

stitched by 

Helena Wintour

TICKET 

OFFER

SHOW THIS PAGE 

TO GET 2-FOR-1 

TICKETS ON 

ENTRY
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Continental style 
The biggest news in the museum world 

this month is the opening of the Victoria

and Albert Museum’s long-awaited Europe

1600–1815 galleries on 9th December. The 

whole front wing of the museum has been

redeveloped into seven new and airy galleries

to house 1,100 pieces of furniture and design 

from the 17th and 18th centuries. One of

the masterpieces on display is the Sené

chair (below). Created for Marie Antoinette

by furniture maker Jean-Baptiste-Claude

Sené, it has been painstakingly reupholstered

to its former glory by Xavier Bonnet of the

Parisian Atelier Saint Louis, a master of Louis

XVI upholstery methods. * Victoria and Albert

Museum, Cromwell Road, London, SW7 2RL.  

020 7942

2000;

vam.ac.uk
Building on the success of their festive collaboration last year, Skate at Somerset House

and Fortnum & Mason are once again hosting a grand alpine-inspired skating experience.

The store will have a Christmas arcade, selling its hampers as well as decorations, games

and presents. Plus, the best of Fortnum’s deli will be on offer in The Lodge, alongside

botanical cocktails and delicious-sounding ‘tipsy’ hot chocolate. * 18th November to 10th

January. Somerset House, Strand, London, WC2R 1LA. 020 7845 4600; somersethouse.org.uk/ice-rink

A heart in the white place
White has intrigued Edmund de Waal since he first saw a white

Meissen cup in the Victoria and Albert Museum as a child (see

our November issue). He celebrates white’s 

purity and intrigue – a shade of both

possibility and absence – in a display of

40 pieces in the Royal Academy’s library,

which, tucked away at the top of Burlington

House, feels like a secret place itself. The

exhibition is on until 3rd January.

* Royal Academy, Burlington House, Piccadilly,

London, W1J 0BD. 020 7300 8000; royalacademy.org.uk

o Marie

tion for the

fter (left)

Don’t miss
FESTIVITIES AT THE PHYSIC GARDEN
Among the myriad of fairs to choose from

at this time of year, one of the prettiest is

at Chelsea Physic Garden. It takes place on

8th 29th November

ut there are also

edicated Christmas

hopping days in

December. 020

7352 5646; chelsea

physicgarden.co.uk

BEATRICE FORSHALL PRINTS
Potterton Books’ Christmas exhibition

is of Beatrice

Forshall’s stylised

scientific sketches.

The prints make

a great gift for

nature lovers.

020 7730 4235;

pottertonbooks

london.com

LIGHT SHOWS AT WADDESDON
Waddesdon Manor will be aglow this

Christmas for the last year of light artist

Bruce Munro’s residence. Over 20 rooms 

will be decorated, including the wine

cellars. Don’t miss the glittering gift

shop. 01296 653226; waddesdon.org.uk

Events to make an extra-special trip to see 

SKATE OF 
THE ART

28
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ABOVE A chair belonging to

Antoinette before its restora

V&A’s new wing (right) and a
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Over 35 years of quality British craftsmanship

Extensive fabric and customisation options

Luxury 14cm deep mattresses on all our sofa beds

Exceptional value compared to the high street

Sofa Beds | Sofas | Beds

The Downton Sofa/Sofa Bed in Textured Chenille Duck Egg

Call 0845 468 0577
Žƌ ǀŝƐŝƚ ǁŝůůŽǁĂŶĚŚĂůůĐŽƵŬ�ĂŶƟƋƵĞƐ
ƚŽ ƌĞƋƵĞƐƚ ĨƌĞĞ ƐĂŵƉůĞƐ� Ă ĐĂƚĂůŽŐƵĞ
ĂŶĚ ƐŚŽǁƌŽŽŵ ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶ



M
any, many Christmases ago in my old shop
in Chelsea, the front window was laden
with rare coloured-glass vases. Some were
the deepest red, others emerald green, some

were moulded in the shape of a thickly coiled serpent while
others were decorated with the heads of peacocks. All were
designed and made in France in the 1920s–30s and all bore
the world famous signature of ‘R. Lalique’.

René Lalique was France’s greatest jeweller and his
amazing art nouveau enamelled jewellery
can be found in collections and museums
around the world. By the 1920s, Lalique had
perfected the process of making the unique
and extraordinary art deco-style glass that
now graced my shop.

I had started to collect the vases in the
late 1970s, buying only the rarer and more
expensive coloured glass. Collectors and
museums, particularly in America and Japan,
were avid buyers and prices were constantly
rising. I had to travel the world and trawl
through endless auction catalogues in order
to buy and to keep up with demand.

So, on this very dark, crisp and frosty
December evening we were preparing to close
the shop. It was 6pm and it had been a long
day. The Christmas window was, if I say so
myself, an artistic triumph… 30 rare examples of Lalique’s
glassware interspersed with glittering acorns and fresh
pine wreaths and flickering fairy lights. Suddenly, just
as I had switched the shop’s light off, the doorbell rang.
Two men wearing leather jackets and caps, jeans and
boots stood very stiffly and threateningly, framed in the
glass front door. I had become very security conscious,
having already had two robberies, one with shotguns,
at the shop. I told my assistant to go to the door and not
to open it – simply to shout through the thick bonded
security glass that we were shut! This he did but
they continued to ring the bell, now aggressively,
and to bang and push at the door.

At the back of the shop I had my finger
poised on the panic button and was
about to dial the police. Time seemed
to stand still… and as quickly as they
had appeared the two men were gone. A
collective sigh of relief went around the
shop, then some five minutes later came
the shrill ring of the phone. A rather angry
voice asked me to explain myself: why had I
turned away Mr Mercury and his assistant?

Who, I asked, was Mr Mercury? And just why was he
angrily trying to get into the shop when the opening hours
were clearly visible on the door? Slowly my brain began
to process the situation. Rather humbly I asked: ‘Is Mr
Mercury’s first name Freddie?’ Of course it was. I had
in no uncertain terms turned away one of the great pop
icons. Another light bulb clicked on in my now racing brain
– Mr Mercury was one of the world’s major collectors of…
uess what? Lalique art deco-style vases.

I spluttered apologies and excuses and
assured the man that if Mr Mercury could face
another visit we would be honoured to keep
the shop open. Freddie Mercury and his band
Queen were at their peak and obviously he
wanted to do his Christmas shopping discreetly
and calmly. A sleek black limousine glided to a
stop and the two ‘biker boys’ again approached
the front door. I was at my most obsequious
and Freddie was at his most diva-like, abrupt
and taciturn… well, I didn’t blame him.

My fabulous Yuletide window was swiftly
dismantled: the vases were deftly and expertly
handled and examined. Eventually six splendid
Lalique vases were decided upon, a deal was
struck and the huge cheque was handed over.

The vases were wrapped and ferried out to
the waiting chauffeur-driven car. I held out my

hand to Freddie and found myself wishing him a
happy Christmas. He fixed me with a steely glare,
opened the car door and sidled in. The car sped
off, leaving me standing open-mouthed, hand still
outstretched, in the frosty December night. So
much for festive cheer and peace to all men.

And the motto: don’t judge a wolf clad in
leather… sometimes it turns out to be the Great
Pretender with his cheque book. Q

Gordon’s London gallery specialises in
20th-century design. He also appears
on the television series Four Rooms

Eventually

six splendid

Lalique vases

were decided

upon, a deal

was struck and

the huge cheque

handed over
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GORDON’S PICK OF THE MONTH
Lalique still produces the ‘Serpent’, designed in

1924, which costs £4,260. In 2010 an amber 1920s

original fetched £36,758 at auction in the US.

The ‘Languedoc’, designed in 1929, is also still

made – this bronze example is £4,290. The blue

‘Brindille’ is a new design, £300. lalique.com

Gordon Watson

Gordon recounts a festive tale of drama, Lalique glass and a pop legend

ON THE TWELFTH
NIGHT OF CHRISTMAS
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Step into a snow-dusted world filled

with magical decorations inspired by

CS Lewis’s much-loved novels

Victorian silver hare

pepperette, £1,464, 

AC Silver. 01912

402645; acsilver.co.uk

OLD

Silver wine jug,

c1883, £1,747,

S & J Stodel.

020 7405 7009;

chinese

silver.com

OLD

‘Briar Owl’

wallpaper,

£75 per

roll, Abigail

Edwards.

shop.abigail

edwards.com

NEW

‘Snowdrift’ stocking,

£18, John Lewis. 03456

049049; johnlewis.com

NEW
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WINTER
IN NARNIA

‘Provence’ sleigh bedstead,

£1,625, Feather &

Black. 01243 380600;

featherandblack.com

NEW

White berry

and pine cone

wreath, £35, Thew

Contemporary

Home. 0845 130H

8229; tch.net

NEW

‘Flocked Noble Fir’

artificial Christmas

tree, £179.95 for 7ft

tree, White Stores.

03331 235235;

whitestores.co.uk

NEW

NEW

‘Lismore Diamond’

vodka set by Waterford

Crystal, £300, Amara.

0800 587 7645;

amara.com

NEW

‘White Bark’ snow

globe, £25, House of

Fraser. 0845 602 1073;

houseoffraser.co.uk

18th-century French 

yew and chestnut 

armoire, £7,150, 

Debenham Antiques. 

01728 860707; 

antiquefurniture.tv

OLD

NEW

‘Jewelled Star’ decoration,

£8, The White Company. 

020 375 89222;

thewhitecompany.com

Mid-century brass lion 

sculpture, £3,500, 

Fears and Kahn. 

01949 851736; 

fearsandkahn.co.uk

OLD

Victorian frosted

glass chandelier,

£9,200, Thomas

Coulborn & Sons.

01213 543974;

coulborn.com

OLD

‘Stag’ tray, £85, Joanna

Wood. 020 7730 5064;

joannawood.co.uk

NEW
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15/05

The UK’s Largest Stockist
With over 30,000 of rugs & large rugs in stock

PERSIAN | AFGHAN | CHINESE | INDIAN | PAKISTAN | MODERN | CONTEMPORARY

0845 4 900 600
Open: Mon-Sat: 10.00-5.00,

Thurs: 10.00-8.00 Sun: 10.00-4.00
FrithRugs is a trademark of GH Frith (Bodelwyddan) Ltd

A55

A55
J25

Bodelwyddan
Glan

Clwyd
Hospital

Chester 30m

Conway 15m

Bodelwyddan
Castle

Marble
Church

Kaydon House, Kinmel Park, Bodelwyddan,
Denbighshire, North Wales LL18 5TY

SAT NAV:
LL18 5TZ

A5

JT8

A460 Rugeley

190 Litchfield

11

JT7

J11A
M6 TOLL

A5

A34

A460

Stafford

A460

A4601

A519

Ridings Park, Eastern Way, Hawks Green, 
Cannock, Staffordshire WS11 7FJ

SAT NAV:
WS11 7FJ

INSTORE | ONLINE | MOBILE WEB



COUNTRY
CHRISTMAS
Create a welcoming festive atmosphere for your guests,

using the warm colours and rustic touches of a cosy cottage

Small bark

tea light holder,

£12, House of Fraser.

0345 602 1073;

houseoffraser.co.uk

NEW

Wreath, £35,

John Lewis.

03456 049049;

johnlewis.com

NEW

‘Gingerbread’ tree decorations

(artificial), £12 for 3,

The Contemporary Home.

0845 130 8229; tch.net

NEW

‘Mouflon’ sheepskin rug,

£75, The Fabulous Fleece

Company. 07796 801818;

thefabulousfleece

company.co.uk

NEW

French 1920s

chocolate crate,

£145, Spencer 

Swafffer. 

01903 882132;

spencerswaffer.com

OLD

‘Olivia’ armchair in 

Cranberry, £1,155, 

Neptune. 01793 

427300; neptune.com

NEW

‘Oxford Stripe’ Santa 

sack, £65, Ian Mankin. 

020 7722 0997; 

ianmankin.co.uk

NEW

Sophie Conran ‘Christmas

Bistro Plate’, £26.50

(shown with side plate,

£46 for four), Portmeirion. 

01782 743427;

portmeirion.co.uk

NEW

Pair of silver table pheasants dated

1959, £2,782, AC Silver.

01912 402645; 1stdibs.com

OLD

Reclaimed roasting pans,

£16.95 from a selection, Nkuku.

01803 866847; nkuku.com

OLD

Vintage-style wooden sledge

(decorative), £99, Nordic House.

01872 223220; nordichouse.co.uk

NEW
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‘Disco Bead’

bauble, £5,  

The Contemporaryy

H 0845 130

NEW

Choosing and arranging baubles is the singleCh
most popular festive decorating job here atm
H&AH . Who could fail to get excited about
being set free with a bare fir tree ab
ox of beautiful shiny things – an inbo
a personal splurge of Christmas crto
Some trace the craze for baubles to
arrival of a travelling salesman at t
ancaster store in Pennsylvania, USA,La
Frank Woolworth in 1880. WoolwortF
bought 144 German glass ornamentsb
kugels on a sale or return basis, doubt

that anyone would want them as they didn
‘do’ anything. He realised he was mistaken
when they sold out within a day. Although

Woolworths is no longer with us, the store’s
legacy lives on in the abundant choice of 

baubles out there from fun to sophisticated
and everything in between. You can even

buy original German silvered glass examples:
little pieces of history to hang on your tree.

It’s Christmas so don’t hold back! Deck

your tree with the most eye-catching vintage

and modern decorations around

‘London Bus’ glass decorationn,

£12, House of Fraser.

0845 602 1073;

houseoffraser.co.uk

NEW

Vintage glass

baubles, £10 

for nine, The 

OK Corral.

01983 568175;

theokcorral.co.uk

OLD

‘Suzi’ bauble,

£12 for two, Habitat. 

0844 499 1111; 

habitat.co.uk

NEW
Home. 0845 130

8229; tch.net

Large 19th-century witch

ball, £325, Miles Griffiths  

Antiques. 01200 443658; 

milesgriffithsantiques.co.uk

OLD

‘Copper FFlower’

decorattion,

£4.50, The

Scandinaviaan Shop.

01436 673623;

scandinaavian

shop.coo.uk 

NEW

Ombre monochrome

bauble by Made With Love

Designs, £12.95, Not

on the High Street.

0345 259 1359;

notonthehighstreet.com

NEW

edd

es,

£48.50 for 12, Elemental.

020 7247 7588020 7247 7588;

elemental.uk.com

‘Tanssi’ glass bauble

by Klaus Haapaniemi,

£25, Iittala. 00800

800 57800; iittala.com

NEW

Fairground elephant

bauble, £9.90, India

Jane. 020 8799 7166;

indiajane.co.uk

NEW

GLORIOU

y

Vintage glass rVi t l

and gold baubl

£48 50 for 12 Elem

OLD

 

 

King and Queen

bauble, £58,

Jonathan Adler.

020 7589 9563;

uk.jonathanadler.com

NEW

e glass baubles,

each, RE. 01434

34567; re-found

objects.com

OLD

Vintag

£3 e

63
German blue glass 

kugel, c1870, from £20, 

The Antique Dispensary. 

theantique 

dispensary.co.uk

OLD

‘Peacock’ glass

rty.decoration, £12.95, Libe

o uko.uk020 7734 1234; liberty c734 1234; liberty.co

NEW
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Experience the full range at www.jim-lawrence.co.uk 

Call: 01473 826695 Visit our showroom:
The Ironworks, Lady Lane, Hadleigh, Suffolk IP7 6BQ

Call

01473 826695

for a free

Brochure

GREAT BRITISH LIGHTING

www.kirkdale.co.uk
FOR A FREE BROCHURE CALL 01495 243999

TRADITIONALLY
THE FINEST FURNITURE

DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

Windsor 3 seater

sofa was £849 -

NOW ONLY £699



H&A CHRISTMAS

Whoever you are buying for this

season and whatever their taste,

we have inspiration

galore for new and

antique presents that

are sure to delight

OPENING IMAGE A NT DU NC A N

GIF T PHOTOGR APHS

C A ROLY N BA RBE R

S T Y LING H A RRIET

LOR A INE -SMITH

GUIDE
GIFT
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Glamorous
From dreamy art deco designs to deceptively thrifty
new treasures, we have glittering gifts for all budgets
Embroidered panel, £695, Josephine Ryan. Scented candles gift set by Tom Dixon,

£80, Amara. Pink crystal atomizer, £160, Penhaligon’s. ‘Frances’ jewellery box, £46,

Anthropologie. Pink enamel mirror, sterling silver 1935, £395, Linda Jackson. Medium

green ‘Globo’ box, £298; small pink ‘Globo’ box, £198, both Jonathan Adler. Pair of gold

diamond and pearl embellished peacock feather earrings, £110, Talisman. Brass elephant 

magnifying glass, £150, Jonathan Adler. Art deco-style shagreen box, British c1930,

£525, L&V Art and Design. 19th-century English glass bowl, £240, Maison Artefact.

Bespoke paper flowers, £40 for 3, A Petal Unfolds. Brass jewellery case, £35, Rose

& Grey. 1980s Kenneth Jay Lane necklace, part of a set with earrings, £310, Talisman.

‘Starlight’ toasting stem glass, £14, Anthropologie. Party animals on sticks, £10, Talking

Tables. Gift wrap: Gold foil wood grain wrapping paper; kraft stars wrapping paper; kraft

trees wrapping paper, all £3.75 per 3m roll; recycled kraft wrapping paper, £3 per 5m roll;

gold metallic grosgrain ribbon, £1.75 for 3m, all Paperchase. Walls in matt emulsion paint 

in ‘Moonrise’, £41 per 2.5l, Sanderson
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Vintage
One-off finds, faded English rose prints and soft

retro pieces will enthrall the romantic, vintage lover
’Cascade’ flower vase by Astier de Villate, £325, Liberty. Vintage painting, £30, Sunbury Antiques Market. Vintage quilt, £76, Decorative Country Living.

French fichu quilt, c1790s, £800, Katharine Pole. French enamel storage jar, c1930, £180 for a set of five, Appley Hoare Antiques. Penguin

classic books, from £3.49 each, Oxfam. ‘Retro 746’ phone in Swedish Green, £49.95, Wild and Wolf. Three monkeys brass picture holder, £20, Ardingly

Antiques Fair. Vintage postcard, £10 for 100, Sunbury Antiques Market. Glass jar, sterling silver 1935, £140, Linda Jackson. 18th-century French vintage

silk candle shade, £240 for four, Katharine Pole. Vintage books, from £5, Oxfam. Vintage car glasses, £14 for six, Pitfield. Seven compartment glass

wall rack, £45, Graham and Green. Gift wrap from Paperchase, as before. Walls in matt emulsion paint in ‘Mad King George’, £35.50 per 2.5l, Fired Earth
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Rustic
With their natural textures
and homespun appeal, these 
beautifully simple pieces
make charming presents
Rectangular wooden board, £45; long wooden

board, £75, both I and JL Brown. Handmade

mushroom, acorn, pudding and turkey Christmas

tree decorations, £15, Fine Cell Work. Soap

and brush, £7.95, Highgrove Shop. Sheepskin

slippers, £69, Toast. Oak bread board, £38,

Designers Guild. Swedish 19th-century marble 

mortar and pestle, £180, Appley Hoare

Antiques. Moss plant pots, £3 each, RE.

Jug, £26, Att Pynta. Sleigh, £95, Toast. Blue

and white throw, £60, Att Pynta. Chambray

linen blanket, £95, Native & Co. Vintage

marble dish, £95, Josephine Ryan. Decorative

figs, £45 for 12, Cox & Cox. Lambswool hot

water bottle cover, £48, Rose & Grey. Gift

wrap from Paperchase, as before. Walls

in matt emulsion paint in ‘French Grey’,  

£37 per 2.5l, Little Greene.  
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Dapper
Take a cue from traditional pursuits, indoor games and grooming:  
we have all you need to please the discerning gentleman
Bespectacled gentleman oil painting, dated 1944, £580, Puckhaber Decorative Antiques. Animal cocktail shaker, £48, Anthropologie. Shaving kit, £125, Osprey London.

Cocolux ‘Luna’ copper candle, £35, Amara. Cognac leather paper knife, £35; magnifying glass, £40, both Lewis and Co. Patterned white glass pipe, £145, Josephine

Ryan. English c1800 dominoes, £785, Walpole Antiques. ‘Gramovox’ bluetooth gramophone speaker on walnut stand, £395, The Conran Shop. Brass bicycle bell, £14.50,

Native & Co. Trianon travel writing set, £74, The National Gallery Shop. WohnGeist tool set in pear wood box with leather handles, £1,995, The Conran Shop. Gift wrap  

from Paperchase, as before. Walls in matt emulsion paint in ‘Aubusson Blue’, £39.95 per 2.5l, Annie Sloan
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Junior
Ignite the imagination of a little person with tactile 
toys, traditional games and appealing design
Grand prix racer car, £24, Rockett St George. Antique dappled horse, £550,

Puckhaber Antiques. ‘Farmer’s Market’ red check bow (on horse), £9.95, Poppy

England. Teddy bear’s tea set in basket, £15, Glyndebourne Shop. Vintage ‘Black

Beauty’ book, £3, Oxfam. Vintage toy rattle, £10, Pimpernel & Partners. 1929 donkey

on wheels, £170, Steiff. Key Word Ladybird books, £2.99 each, Blackwells. French

skittles, c1900, £95 for set of six with ball, Katharine Pole. Small rocket, £18,

Designers Guild. Personalised embroidered mini basket, £22, edit58. Neon slingshot,

£40; hand-stitched teddy, £95, both The Conran Shop. White ‘Kew’ bow (on teddy),

£9.95, Poppy England. Gift wrap as before, from Paperchase. Satin ribbon in dusky 

pink; satin ribbon in neon pink, both £3.85 for 5m, John Lewis. Walls in matt  

emulsion paint in ‘Mad King George’, £35.50 per 2.5l, Fired Earth



Classical
Echo the enduring style of ancient Greece

and Rome with pieces that draw upon
archaeology, architecture, literature and art

Contemporary ceramic tower sculpture, by GP de Richemont, £3,200, Gordon

Watson. A 19th-century portrait roundel, £160, Tales From The Rookery. ‘Portrait

of a Young Man’ and ‘The Thames Below Westminster’, melamine plates, £4.95

each, National Portrait Gallery Shop. Plaster foot, £130, Tales From The Rookery.

Advent calendar, £260, Jo Malone London. ‘David’ display vase, £18.50, Rockett

St George. Antique Wedgwood vase, £95, Pentreath & Hall. Limited-edition

‘St Paul’s’ architectural model, £325, Chisel and Mouse. Silver-plated bee honey

jar and spoon, £34.95, Highgrove Shop. Vintage books, from £5, Oxfam. Marble

and wood bookend, £44, West Elm. ‘Anne Boleyn’ cushion, £35, National Portrait 

Gallery Shop. Gift wrap from Paperchase, as before. Walls in matt

emulsion paint in ‘French Grey’, £37 per 2.5l, Little Greene
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Eclectic
Distinctive gifts that make
a statement and exotic pieces  
for global collectors
‘Eperara’ pendant light, £240, Designers Guild.

Hand-painted metal tulips, £26.50 each, RE. Owl

bookend, £95 a pair, Lassco. Vintage Penguin

classic books, from £3.49 each, Oxfam. Christmas

spirit decanter, Denmark c1989, £65, The Old

Cinema. Pineapple punch round tray, £38, Kith

and Kin. ‘Chinoiserie’ carriage clock in Noir, £59,

OKA. Antique Wedgwood teapot, £175, Pentreath

& Hall. L’Objet ‘Malachite’ lidded candle, £105,

Amara. Mohair throws in hot pink and orange, £95

each, Osprey London. Rose ‘Honeycomb’ throw,

£69, Graham and Green. Miniature 19th-century

English mahogany chest of drawers, £280, Appley

Hoare Antiques. Standing figure sculpture, £145

Josephine Ryan. Gift wrap from Paperchase, as

before. Walls in matt emulsion paint in ‘Aubusson 

Blue’, £39.95 per 2.5l, Annie Sloan

For complete stockist information see page 169
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Moorcroft Heritage Visitor Centre
Sandbach Road, Burslem, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire ST6 2DQ.
Telephone: 01782 820515 Email: heritagevisitorcentre@moorcroft.com

James Macintyre & Co Ltd
23 County Arcade, Victoria Quarter, Leeds, W. Yorkshire LS1 6BW.
Telephone: 0113 234 6363   Email: macintyres@moorcroft.com

Moorcroft in Windsor
12 Church Street, Windsor, Berkshire SL4 1PE.
Telephone: 01753 831459   Email: moorcroftwindsor@moorcroft.com

The Twelve Days of Christmas
Open Editions Designed by Kerry Goodwin
Tallest vase: 12.5cm   Plate diameter: 25cm

A CHRISTMAS
INVITATION

Join us for the annual Christmas Open Weekend on
Friday 13th or Saturday 14th November. In good
cheer, refreshments will be waiting for you as your peruse

brand new Christmas designs in the festively decorated
Moorcroft Factory.TV celebrity and antiques expert, Eric

Knowles will host an auction of rare and unusual Moorcroft
pots on both days.The event is free of charge but an RSVP
for catering requirements is appreciated. Kindly contact 

us on 01782 820500 for further details

The 12 Days of Christmas 
my true love sent to me!

Bespoke,hand-crafted art pottery by 
Moorcroft.  Est. 1897

Purchased at the Moorcroft HeritageVisitor Centre, Sandbach Road, Burslem, Stoke on Trent ST6 2DQ.
Orders can be made my telephone on +44 (0)1782 820515 or via heritagevisitorcentre@moorcroft.com

Quote ‘H&AChristmas’ to redeem voucher.  Not to be used in conjunction with any other offers or discounts. Expires 1/2/16

SPECIAL OFFER – £30 off Moorcroft Pottery



Grosvenor

3 seater sofa

NOW ONLY

£659

No risk 21 day moneyback home trial . 5 year hardwood frame guarantee
For a free colour brochure call 01495 244226 or visit www.sofasofa.co.uk

GREAT BRITISH SOFAS

The Real Antiques & Fairs Dealers Association (RAFDA) 

Bringing Back Real Art and Antique Fairs

ANTIQUE & PERIOD  

DECORATIVE ARTS FAIR 
SPECIAL�ANTIQUES�WEEKEND

Art Nouveau � Art Deco � Arts & Crafts � Silver � Clocks & Watches �

Maps � Militaria � Ceramics �Bronze � Bijoux � Paintings � Jewellry etc

Knights Hill Hotel and Spa

South Wooton, Kings Lyn, Norfolk, PE30 3HQ

Phone RAFDA: 01462 621755  mobile: 07543 301145 

for full details and preferential VIP group prices.

Saturday 19th & Sunday 20th March 2016

Priority Unlimited Entrance to the Fair 

One night stay at the Knights Hill Hotel

Expert pre-dinner talks on antiques

Expert advice All for £150 pp



Shaun Leane
When goldsmith Shaun Leane met the late
fashion designer Alexander McQueen in the
early 1990s, not only was a brilliant friendship
forged but also an incredible partnership
that would transform catwalk shows during
almost 20 years of their collaborations. Models
walking down McQueen runways wore
breathtakingly imaginative adornments and
jewellery designed by Shaun.

‘It was an amazing time,’ says Shaun.
‘Lee [McQueen’s first name] took me out of
my comfort zone. He told me I was a great
craftsman and that I could apply my skills
to any medium and create anything. He
taught me to explore the possibilities
within my creativity and design.’

While Shaun crafted pioneering
masterpieces for the shows, his background
was conventional. He did his goldsmith
apprenticeship at English Traditional
Jewellery, Hatton Garden, where he went
on to make high-end pieces for clients such as
Asprey. After meeting McQueen, he would be
combining pheasant claws with Tahitian pearls
for the catwalk by night while creating tiaras or
restoring antique jewellery by day.

EDGE AND FLUIDITY

Shaun’s work for McQueen is distilled in his
designs today – the branches, sabres, cherry
blossom, branches, quills, moons, stars and
tusks. ‘My collections have a handwriting
that runs through them,’ he adds. ‘In the
1990s the pieces I did with McQueen had an
edge, a fluidity, and that essence is echoed
in my work. From the cherry blossom to the
sabres – everything has a line, a kick, a point.
The most popular is the hook earring. They
are simple but incredibly powerful statement
pieces.’ Shaun, who has a shop in Mayfair, is

considered one of the finest jewellers of his day
and his work is tipped to become valued antiques
of the future. Among many accolades, he was
recently awarded Best International Jewellery
Designer at the Andrea Palladio International
Jewellery Awards 2015. Jean Ghika (director of
Bonhams jewellery department in Europe) says:
‘His designs have already become desirable on the
collectors’ market. His brilliance lies in his ability
to create movement and form in his pieces, while
maintaining wearability. He has an exemplary eye
and is not afraid to push the design boundaries.’
020 7493 9601; shaunleane.com

PRICE RANGE: £150 TO £30,000 AND ABOVE

FROM TOP

‘Diamond Star’

pendant; ‘Sapphire

Moon’ pendant;

sapphire and

tanzanite ‘Beetle’

brooch; diamond

and tsavorite

‘Beetle’ brooch;

Tahitian pearl

‘Thistle’ brooch

Contemporary jewellery is having ‘a moment’ and Christmas is the time to invest.

ROSANNA MORRIS discovers the names that represent today’s fine jewellery

design and craftsmanship, whose work looks set to be collectable in the future

Rock St rs
PORTR AITS GR ANT SCOT T
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Barbara Tipple
The Victoria and Albert Museum has played a
significant role in the life and work of jeweller
Barbara Tipple. It was an exhibition, in 1971, of
designer Gerda Flöckinger’s jewellery that spurred
Barbara to enter the trade. And it was the permanent
exhibitions at the V&A, notably the metalwork
artefacts in the Chinese and Japanese departments,
which influenced one of her calling cards – mixed
metal media, the impossibly difficult artistic
combinations of mild steel inlaid with gold and silver
and set with stones. ‘Have you ever seen a Japanese
sword hilt?’ she asks. ‘They’re made from steel
embossed with gold and silver, featuring animal and
flower motifs. The steel used on a sword hilt is blued
to stop it rusting, turning it a deep iridescent blue
black, which I thought could work well in jewellery.’ 

INSPIRED BY NATURE

Barbara worked for London jewellers Graff before
going it alone and opening a shop in Southsea in the
1970s. She married master goldsmith David Ward
in the early 1990s, forming a superb partnership in
which she designs and David makes. They opened a
shop on Albermarle Street in Mayfair 11 years ago.

Barbara is inspired by nature, land, sea and the
seasons. Her idea for her extraordinary earthy bronze
‘Landscape’ bracelet embellished with gold and set
with colour-changing garnets came while she was
flying out of Ireland and noticed how the clouds
reflected the green landscape. Contrasts factor hugely,
as seen in her ‘Zogan’ collection combining mild steel 
with delicate diamonds, and the ‘Night and Day’
pieces of white and yellow gold. ‘Sometimes I put
diamonds and moonstones together. It is less artistic
but they are just beautiful and feminine,’ she says.

THE TEST OF TIME

During her career, Barbara has won not one but
three Diamonds International Awards, the jewellery
industry’s equivalent of an Oscar, and an additional
Diamonds Nature’s Miracle Award. Her creations
have been snapped up by everyone from royalty to
window cleaners, such is its diversity.

Joanna Hardy, Antiques Roadshow expert and
independent jewellery expert, says: ‘Barbara’s work
has stood the test of time. She works closely with
clients on incredibly imaginative bespoke pieces.
I like her bravery in using different metals and
different colour diamonds. She’s not conforming to
what she thinks she should make – rather what she
wants to make. She turns non-precious metals such
as mild steel into something precious; that is quite
an art. It is refreshing to see, making her jewellery 
distinctive and individual to her.’
020 7495 8831; barbaratipple.co.uk

PRICE RANGE: £250 TO £150,000

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP

LEFT ‘Trilogy’ heart diamond

ring; ‘Sapphire Marine’ life ring;

‘Night and Day’ pendant (seen

from both sides); ‘Landscape’

bracelet; ‘Lounging Lion and 

Lioness’ cuff
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Solange Azagury-Partridge 
‘Everyone loves colour, don’t they?’ asks Solange Azagury-
Partridge, the jewellery designer famed for her hip, multi-hued,
high fashion adornments. ‘You can live with colour more than you
think.’ It’s safe to say colour is big in Solange’s jewellery designs
– and she is the first to admit that she sees gemstones more as
a colour palette. While her playful, avant-garde work has had
a cult following for over 20 years, Solange entered the world of
jewellery by chance. ‘I needed a job after university and I found
one at the costume jewellery company Butler & Wilson,’ she says. 

IN LOVE WITH JEWELLERY

Solange went on to work for antiques dealer (and H&A columnist)
Gordon Watson, falling in love with antique jewellery by the likes
of Van Cleef, Cartier and Lalique, before setting out on her own
as a designer. Her first piece of work was her own engagement ring
in 1987 – a gold band with an uncut diamond. ‘I had never really
worn jewellery before as everything seemed frumpy and too grown
up,’ she says. ‘My ring felt more subtle, young and tough.’ And
it was her modern take on fine jewellery that had friends and
family clamouring for her to dream up more. She eventually
opened a shop in Notting Hill, had a stint as creative director  
for Boucheron and today has a store in Mayfair, as well
as in New York and Paris, with a long list of high profile 
clients (Madonna is a big fan).

HOT LIPS

Solange is most well-known for her rings – the sensual
and surreal vivid red enamel ‘Hot Lips’ ring is the most
popular and iconic of her works and is in the V&A’s
collection. Her latest series of work features one of her
most ambitious creations to date, the ‘Lucky Number’
ring, which has spinning diamonds that reveal a number
when the wearer’s hand stops moving.

Jean Ghika, of Bonhams, says: ‘Solange’s designs are
bold, flamboyant and very colourful. I am drawn to her
work because of her freshness and her bold and brave
use of colour. About five years ago we had a Solange
Azagury-Partridge ‘Broken Heart’ ring set with cabochon
rubies come up for sale and it was bought by a major
collector who had realised that the piece was going to  
be an iconic example.’
020 7792 0197; solange.co.uk

PRICE RANGE: £650 TO £230,000

ABOVE, CLOCKWISE 

FROM TOP LEFT

‘Chlorophyll’ emerald

necklace; ‘Solaris’ diamond

ring; ‘Snowy’white gold watch

set with diamonds; ‘Black

Rainbows’ earrings with

purple and pink sapphires

LEFT A jewellery box from the

‘Metamorphosis’ collection,

with steps leading to a little

doll’s house containing a ring
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Leo de Vroomen
‘It’s couture. It’s like designing a beautiful dress for
a woman,’ says master goldsmith Leo de Vroomen
of his 50-year career crafting fine jewellery. ‘I want
a woman to feel good – to look in the mirror and
smile.’ How a piece of jewellery suits a woman is
paramount to Leo, whose work has adorned models,
celebrities and royalty. Although Leo himself is far too
discreet ever to name his clients, it is known Prince
Charles once bought one of Leo’s pearl necklaces
for Lady Diana. His hallmark is his employment of
the ancient technique of repoussé, the shimmering,
organic forms resulting from thousands of hammer
blows into gold, set with large colourful gemstones.
A recent piece, for model Poppy Delevingne, was a
bespoke engagement ring. ‘It has a lovely blue Ceylon 
sapphire from Sri Lanka,’ says Leo. ‘I love Ceylon 
sapphires – they are a beautiful pale blue.’

OBSESSED WITH HIS CRAFT

Born in the Netherlands, the son of a bulb grower,
Leo was an apprentice to a goldsmith in The Hague
in the early 1960s. After serving two years National
Service, he moved to Switzerland and then London,
where he worked in Chelsea for designer David Thomas 
until he struck out on his own. He taught in the
jewellery department at Central School of Art &
Design, now Central Saint Martins, to bankroll
his fledgling business. He first experimented with
repoussé while helping one of his students to make
an ambitious bangle. ‘It became an obsession,’ he
says. During this time, Leo also met his wife Ginnie, 
whose organic designs softened his mechanical,
clean-cut approach picked up in Switzerland.

Another attitude Leo must have absorbed
from Switzerland was the quest for precision and
perfection, which was recognised through winning
the prestigious Diamonds International Awards
twice, in 1974 and 1986. ‘I love getting it right,’ he
says. ‘I love working quietly in my workshop late
at night, tapping away to create a beautiful piece
of craftsmanship. It’s important to love what you  
do. If you don’t, you won’t be any good.’ 

ONLY THE BEST

Jewellery expert Joanna Hardy says: ‘Leo’s pieces
stand out from the crowd. It’s a good sign when a
maker is still in demand after 50 years. He has never
compromised; rather he has stuck to his guns in terms
of craftsmanship and design. He only accepts the
best. Leo’s jewellery is always made with the wearer
in mind. Colour is very important to him and I like
his bold use of stones. He appreciates the beauty in 
gemstones regardless of their intrinsic worth.  
There’s an honesty about his work.’
020 7730 1901; devroomen.co.uk

PRICE RANGE: £1,000 TO £50,000 (MORE FOR COMMISSIONS)

To find out about collecting and investing in antique jewellery, read 

Antique Roadshow expert Geoffrey Munn’s advice on page 138

CLOCKWISE FROM

TOP LEFT Tourmaline

brooch with diamonds; ring

with diamonds set in gold

spheres; iolite, sapphire

and crystal eardrops; gold

cuff bangle; mandarin and

aquamarine garnet rings
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www.thedancingduck.com
sophie@thedancingduck.com

HANDPICKED ANTIQUES � DECORATIVE ITEMS

STYLISH SILVER � WEDDING LISTS � PRESENT SOURCING

We would be delighted to hear from you

Visit www.fellows.co.uk to view the full
calendar of auctions and sign up to bid

fellowsauctions

The Watch Sale 

Tuesday 1st December

Jewellery Quarter Saleroom | 0121 212 2131
Mayfair London Office | 020 7127 4198

JAEGER-LECOULTRE limited edition 
gentleman’s Tourbillon GMT wrist 
watch featuring in this auction.

Auctioneers & Valuers
Antiques | Jewellery | Watches



Available from

TO THE DIGITAL EDITION



Enjoy our premium app experience

now available from

The new look Homes &Antiques is the monthly interiors must-have for

people who love great design and beautiful objects from every era. Now

packed with more pages of inspiring homes, new ways to display your

finds, the fascinating stories behind antiques and the month’s best fairs

and auctions, all wrapped up in a fresh design, you won’t want to miss it.



Further information and local stockists can be found via:

www.osmouk.com | 01296 481200 | info@osmouk.com

> Especially for kitchen worktops and dining tables

> Extremely durable, water and dirt resistant

> Outstanding coverage - saving time and money

> No sanding is necessary for future applications

> Resistant to common stains and spillages such

as water, alcohol, milk, fruit juices and cola - no

more marks!

Food safe protection with natural oils and waxes is the perfect

recipe for your wood this Christmas!

TOPOIL

s

Stockists of all major wood burning and multi fuel stove brands -

Approved Authorised Retailers

Please call 01559 36 2847

Woodburner Warehouse
www.woodburnerwarehouse.co.uk

The Linen Yard, South Street
Crewkerne TA18 8AB
01460 73041 lawrences.co.uk

PINK DIAMOND, 1.02 CARATS
BOUGHT FOR £37,800

SPARKLING
SUCCESSES

88 Auctions per Year
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It’s Christmas! This month we showcase four very different, but equally jolly, approaches to

decorating for the festive season. Plus, the fascinating story of the chateau that inspired Versailles

LIFESTYLE
H&A

HOME OF THE MONTH

MUNA MASCOLO has an eye
for antiques with more than a
hint of glamour to them – be it
an elegant 19th-century armchair
or a drawing by Augustus John, 
framed in opulent gilt (both
pictured in her living room,
left). These glitzy pieces create
a magical backdrop to seasonal
festivities, especially when teamed
with silver tree decorations and
plenty of foliage from the garden. 
 TURN TO PAGE 70

60 The gold rush
Discover the history

of gilding and learn how to

decorate with pieces wrapped 

in the glorious colour

80 The art of Christmas 

The rustic home

of jewellery designer Jinks

McGrath is a joyous riot of 

colour and pattern

90 Pretty as a picture
French and African

LQŴXHQFHV DUH FRPELQHG

in the London home of

photographer Helen Fickling

98 A vintage Christmas
At this time of year

Juliet Maclay has the perfect

H[FXVH WR FHOHEUDWH KHU ����V

WR ����V HSKHPHUD FROOHFWLRQ

106 A life less
ordinary

We explore the grand home 

that inspired Versailles,

Vaux-les-Vicomte in France



Gold is a great 

colour with which 

to decorate for 

Christmas. Mix 

bold geometric 

patterns with your 

favourite antique 

pieces for an  

up-to-date look
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To cover an ordinary object with gold is to transform 

it into something precious. As ELLIE TENNANT reveals, 

gilding is a practice as old as the discovery of gold 

itself and Christmas is the time to celebrate it

PHOTOGR APHS K AT YA DE GRUNWA LD 

S T Y LING ANNA MALHOMME DE L A ROCHE

THE 
GOLD 
RUSH
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THIS PAGE A starburst gold gilt mirror is

the perfect statement piece for any hallway

– and handy for a last-minute check before  

you head out for that Christmas party

FACING PAGE Give your banister an art

deco update with these glittery fern sprigs,

mixed with gold berries and antique baubles

Ever since man first

found gold, it’s been 

used to embellish

and enhance objects 

of beauty. The

ancient Egyptians

were gilding tombs 

4,000 years ago



The staff at
Chatsworth in
Derbyshire are busy
putting the finishing
touches to the Great
Dining Room for

Christmas. Apart from the strands of
electric fairy lights, you’d be forgiven
for thinking it’s 1815 not 2015, and it’s
impossible to imagine a more spectacular
seasonal scene – the fires are lit and
sparkling crystal chandeliers hang above
polished cutlery. Yet it’s the intricate,
golden flowers, scrolls and borders on the 
ceiling that effortlessly steal the show.

‘Ever since man first found gold,
it’s been used to embellish and enhance
objects of beauty,’ says antiques dealer
John Bly. ‘The ancient Egyptians were
gilding tombs 4,000 years ago and the
method they used would have been the
same as we use today.’

The earliest examples of European
gilding are found in Catholic and
Orthodox churches, symbolising divine
presence and spiritual light. ‘Gold is not
a colour as such, it is of a different order
of existence,’ says Aidan Hart, painter
and carver of sacred icons. ‘It is used
on traditional icons as the background
for haloes to represent the glory of God
shining from within.’

Gold has always imparted a sense
of luxury, elevating royalty above the
common man. ‘Gold was not only a
symbol of wealth but also of the sun,
with its gleaming surface reflecting light 
and life,’ says gilder Rupert Coke.

The art of gilding is similar to
that of veneering on timber – it’s the
enhancement of a cheap material with
an expensive one. Wood, metal, glass
and bronze are all transformed when
an ultra-thin layer of gold is applied to
their surface. It is this transformation
that appeals to gilders like Coke. ‘It’s
incredibly satisfying to restore a dull
surface to gleaming bright gold,’ he says.

Traditional techniques

There are three main types of gilding:
water, oil and mercurial (or glass)
gilding. Water-adhesive gilding is used
on woodwork, plaster, furniture and
interior ceilings. Oil gilding is for 

metal and external surfaces such as
railings, which require a waxy, linseed
oil adhesive. Mercurial gilding has been
phased out but involved applying a 6:1
mercury to gold amalgam to porcelain,
copper or bronze, then firing it at 316C
until the mercury evaporated, leaving
the gold fixed firmly to the surface.

Few people know more about
the water and oil gilding than expert
Peter Hare, who co-founded Hare &
Humphreys in 1987 and has since gilded
many of the nation’s finest buildings,
including Chatsworth and the House of
Lords. His impressive client list includes
Elton John and the Queen, for whom the
firm gilded the royal barge Gloriana.

‘A single gold leaf is three-and-a-half
inches square and so thin that if you
touch it with your finger, you can’t feel
it and it will instantly turn to dust,’ says
Hare, rummaging through the shelves
of his busy workshop, which are heavy

Decorating

WITH GOLD
O Spray paint allows you to create your

own ‘gilded’ masterpieces. Transform

pine cones, wooden candlesticks, picture

frames or inexpensive ornaments with

Rust-Oleum metallic spray paint in gold 

(£9.49 per 400ml, Homebase).

O Buy a few rolls of decorative gold washi

masking tape (£2.75 per roll, Fox & Star),

and use them to create elegant golden

lines, dado rails and panels on walls

and doors. Alternatively, use the tape

to decorate napkin rings, paper plates

and tablecloths for a Christmas party.

O Look out for damaged vintage

gilded picture frames at flea markets

and in charity shops. Leave them

empty and prop them against a wall  

for shabby-chic grandeur.
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with rows of ornate plaster roses and
resin eagles. ‘Gold comes in “books”
with stitched cotton spines and tissue-
paper pages, separating the loose gold
leaf within. Each leaf of 23.5-carat gold
(the half carat is silver and copper to
make it more pliable) is worth about 50p.
It’s not unusual for a ceiling project to
use 25,000 individual sheets or more.’

Gilding is an ancient craft and is
performed using reassuringly simple
tools. ‘To lift gold leaf, you need static
electricity,’ says Hare, as he lets a thin
sheet ‘fly’ to his brush. ‘Soft sable
(squirrel hair) brushes known as “tips”
are used because they’re ultra fine. The
leaves blow all over the place, so it’s
very difficult to apply. You need a still 

room with no breeze – and plenty
of patience.’ Leaf is held on a pigskin
‘gilder’s pad’ and any ‘skewings’ (dust)
are collected in a ‘skewing hat’ (a paper 
bag) to be pushed into crevices or
collected and sold to a gold dealer.
The gold is burnished with an agate
stone shaped like a dog’s tooth.

It’s a messy job. Bly remembers an
amusing incident when Goldsmiths’ Hall
was being gilded during the hot summer
of 1989. ‘Because of the heat, a young
gilder had stripped down to the waist,’
he recalls. ‘His head and shoulders were
glistening with flecks of gold. As he
descended the scaffolding at lunchtime, 
the librarian was walking past. She
looked up, saw him covered in gold 

coming down from the heavens – and
fainted. I think she retired soon after.’

Extravagant interiors

It was the building of the baroque Palace
of Versailles (built 1624–98) that started
the European trend for ostentatious
gilded interiors, furniture and ornaments. 
French gilder Laurent Hissier recently
helped to restore parts of the palace,
including the Hall of Mirrors. ‘In 1689,
Louis XIV had all of his silver furniture
melted down to finance wars and
replaced it with carved wooden, gilded
pieces instead, which cost the equivalent
of £100m at the time,’ he says. ‘There
was a revival in gilding, which continued
until Louis-Philippe I.’ It wasn’t long
before rich people across Europe started
to copy the ornate Versailles gilding.
‘The most striking imitation of Versailles
is the Wilhelmshöhe in Kassel, Germany,
which was built in 1786 by William IX.’

The English aristocracy was taking
note, too. ‘Everybody wanted to be like
the Sun King,’ says antiques expert Eric
Knowles. ‘18th-century buildings such
as Blenheim Palace (built 1705–22) and
Castle Howard (building began in 1699
and took over 100 years to complete)
are very much inspired by Versailles.’

Gilt-framed mirrors from the
early part of the 18th century convey
the baroque style, with asymmetrical
decorations. By the late 1700s, gilded
frames were more influenced by rococo
style, with symmetrical designs, balanced 
shapes and nature-related reliefs.

Antique furniture shop Apter
Fredericks has a stunning rococo gilt-
wood mirror by George Cole of Golden
Square – a fitting address for a gilder – in
stock priced at £88,000. ‘The intricate
carving includes conjoined “C” scrolls,
trailing flowers and a pair of sheep,’ says
Guy Apter. ‘This is a classic example of
the lightness and movement one would
expect from a rococo-period mirror.’

By the Regency era, neoclassical style
was all the rage: round, convex, gilded
mirrors with black ebony elements are
typical of the early 1800s. ‘Regency era
porcelains were often gilded,’ says Knowles.
‘Pieces by Coalport, Spode and Royal
Worcester can sometimes look a bit dull
but, remember, people ate by candlelight,
which makes the gold come alive.’

‘The 19th century was a time when
people were making huge amounts of 

Regency era porcelains by the likes of Coalport, 

Spode and Royal Worcester were often gilded
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THIS PAGE These outsize

paper decorations give your

drinks area instant party

appeal. A gilt screen is perfect 

for hiding away chairs (or

extra supplies of champagne) 

FACING PAGE Create

stunning place settings for

your guests by mixing textures 

such as gold, gilt, shell

and glass, and place on

a sumptuous velvet fabric
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Gilding was particularly popular in the

19th century. If a person couldn’t get hold  

of an original piece because it was in

a museum, they would have it copied



money in industry,’ says antiques dealer
Ian Butchoff. ‘The upper middle classes
wanted to emulate aristocracy, so they
built grand homes and wanted grand
furniture. Often, if a person couldn’t
get hold of an original piece because
it was in a private collection or a
museum, they would have it copied.’

Butchoff has a gilded secrétaire

à abattant (writing desk), c1880,
by Maison Rogié of Paris priced at
£450,000. It is an exact replica of the
original in the Wallace Collection, made
in 1777 by Pierre-Antoine Foullet. ‘Side
by side, they look almost identical,’ says
Butchoff. ‘The gilding is the same but
the wood on the older example has faded
slightly. Far from being cheap imitations,
copies such as these were often better
made than the originals, thanks to
improved tools and better materials.’

Changing tastes

In the Georgian period, soft pastel
colours with gold highlights were popular
but, during the Victorian era, gilding
fell out of fashion. Queen Victoria was
in mourning for about 40 years after
the death of Prince Albert, so darker,
stronger pigments were favoured and
garish gold somehow didn’t seem
appropriate for the nation’s mood. ‘Some
families followed the lead of Queen
Victoria’s mourning and painted their
gilded mirror frames black,’ says Bly.

Eric Knowles says gilding wasn’t
popular during the art deco period,
either. ‘Silvering and black lacquering
was more popular than gilding during
this opulent era,’ he says. ‘When you
do come across gilding, it tends to
be used as flat square panels laid on
lacquered panels Japanese-style, such
as the ornate screens made by designer
Jean Dunand (1877–1942).’

‘At the turn of the 20th century,
when modernism arrived, gilding
fell completely out of fashion,’ says
Hare. ‘Many of our galleries and
museums were painted white or grey,
and gilding was often covered with
new ceilings. Today, when we restore
a gilded scheme that’s 200 or 300 years 
old, sometimes it has been painted
over as many as 20 or 30 times.’

Citing the National Gallery and the
Royal Academy as examples of buildings
with glorious, reinstated gilding, Hare
feels optimistic. ‘Nowadays, people 

want to view celebrated pieces of art in a
beautiful, enticing environment,’ he says.

Meanwhile, gilders agree that gold
is particularly popular at the moment
with Middle Eastern and Russian
clients, who favour an opulent look,
and ‘Cherished Gold’ is Dulux’s ‘colour
of the year’ for 2016. Post-recession,
extravagance is gradually creeping
back and bling is, once again, in.

Gilder Rupert Coke was recently
commissioned to create a gilded wooden
box (using gelatine and gold leaf) for
chef Charlie Bigham’s Swish Pie
– the world’s most expensive ready
meal, which contains champagne and
lobster and costs a staggering £314.16.

‘There will always be somebody
who wants to look rich,’ says Bly.
‘But I think that, even if gold were
not so rare and expensive, we would
still be drawn to it. Can you resist gold?  
I can’t. It’s beautiful.’ Q

ABOVE Sparkly brooches make the perfect

adornment to add a finishing touch to gifts

FACING PAGE Mix speckled wallpaper with art

deco-inspired bed linen and tactile cream faux fur  

for a luxurious finishing touch in your bedroom
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Find out more
WHERE TO SEE

K Blenheim Palace, Woodstock,

Oxfordshire, OX20 1PP. 01993

810530; blenheimpalace.com

K Buckingham Palace, London,

SW1A 1AA. 020 7766 7300; 

royalcollection.org.uk

K Chatsworth, Bakewell, Derbyshire, 

DE45 1PP. 01246 565300;  

chatsworth.org

K Goldsmiths’ Hall, Foster Lane,

London, EC2V 6BN. 020 7606 7010;

thegoldsmiths.co.uk/goldsmiths'-hall

K Holkham Hall, Wells-next-the-Sea,

Norfolk, NR23 1AB. 01328 710227; 

holkham.co.uk

K Strawberry Hill, 268 Waldegrave Road,

Twickenham, TW1 4ST. 020 8744 1241;  

strawberryhillhouse.org.uk

WHERE TO BUY

K Apter-Fredericks, 265–267 Fulham

Road, London, SW3 6HY. 020 7352 

2188; apter-fredericks.com

K Butchoff Antiques, 154 Kensington

Church Street, London, W8 4BN.

020 7221 8174; butchoff.com

K John Beazor Antiques, 78–80 Regent

Street, Cambridge, CB2 1DP. 01223

335178; johnbeazorantiques.co.uk

K Tarquin Bilgen, 227 Ebury Street,

London, SW1W 8UT. 020 7259 0111; 

tarquinbilgen.com

WHAT TO READ

K Art et Techniques de la Dorure à

Versailles – Gilding at Versailles

(in French and English) by Laurent 

Hissier (Editions Vial, 2011)

K Gold: Gilding History & Techniques

by Kirsten Beuster (Schiffer, 2008)

K Looking at European Frames:

A Guide to Terms, Styles and

Techniques by D Gene Karraker  

(Getty Publications, 2010)

GILDERS AND CARVERS

K Aidan Hart Sacred Icons

07910 246774; aidanharticons.com

K Carvers & Gilders, Unit 44, Spaces 

Business Centre, Ingate Place,

London, SW8 3NS. 020 7498 5070; 

carversandgilders.com

K Hare & Humphreys, 156–158  

Gray’s Inn Road, London,

WC1X 8ED. 020 7833 8806;  

hare-humphreys.co.uk

K Rupert Coke 07980 214520; 

rupertcoke.com

1
On mantelpiece, from left: Fairy lights, from £20,

John Lewis. Pair of antique bronze candlesticks,

£1,100, Guinevere. Antique gilt reeded mirror, £580,

Puckhaber. Reindeer decoration, £30 per pair, Cox &

Cox. Peach glass tea light holders, from a selection,

Robinson Antiques at Alfies Antique Market. Antique

French gilt and glass casket, £1,150, Guinevere.

Tea light holder, £11.95 for three, Nordic House. Art

deco decanter, £650, Guinevere. Bauble, from £3.95,

Norpar. In fireplace: Star votive, £20 for nine, Cox &

Cox. Hurricane tea light holder, £6; brass lantern,

£40, both Nordic House. Christmas tree: ‘Snowdrift

Breconridge’ 7ft Christmas tree, £150; fairy lights,

from £20, both John Lewis. Plain baubles, from £20

for 12, House of Fraser. Star baubles, £27 for nine,

Cox & Cox. Decorative baubles, from £3.59 each; gold

fronds, £4 each, all John Lewis. Wrapping paper, from

a selection at Paperchase and House of Fraser. Ribbon,

from £2.99 per reel, John Lewis. Balloons, £9.50 per

bag, Talking Tables. Sofa: ‘Alwinton’ sofa in ‘Whitby

Ivory’, £1,920, Sofas and Stuff. Chevron alpaca throw,

£295, Jonathan Adler. Cushions, from left, made from:

‘Arbour Caramel’, £49.50 per m, Voyage Decoration.

‘Mela Gold’ J730F-09, £57 per m, Jane Churchill.

‘Moriko’ 131382, £49 per m, Harlequin. ‘Baldwin’

L9009-03, £110 per m, Larsen. ‘Montrose’ faux fur

throw, £160, Laura Ashley. Coffee table, from left:

Antique ‘Bagues’ coffee table, £3,900, Hilary Batstone. 

Scallop bowl, £950, Collier Webb. Decorations (in

bowl), from £3.95 each, Norpar. Antique candlestick, 

£75, Tobias and the Angel. Gold candle holder,

£38, Jonathan Adler. 1930s cocktail shaker, £115,

Goldsmith & Perris at Alfies Antique Market. Antique 

gold rim flute, £1,800 for 24, Guinevere. Art deco

stripe sherry glass and shaker, £65 for set (includes

five glasses), Nadine Okker at Alfies Antique Market.

Card, from £2.99, Chase Wonder. Tea light holder,

£9.95 for three, Nordic House. Pear decoration, from

£3.95, Norpar. 1960s pineapple decorative box £600,

Collier Webb. Japanese gold lacquer sherry glass, £365

(includes tray, shaker and six glass), Horner Antiques at

Alfies Antique Market. Other items: Gold leaf wreath,

£30, Norpar. ‘Lotus’ pendant light, £199, Marks &

Spencer. Walls in ‘Old White’ matt emulsion, £35

per 2.5l, Farrow & Ball. Curtain made in ‘Moonbeam

Copper’ fabric, £93 per m, Voyage Decoration. ‘Greek 

Key’ rug, £795, Jonathan Adler

2
French mirror, £1,800, Maison Artefact. ‘Lexington’

311021 wallpaper, £81 per roll, Zoffany. Gilded

Louis XVI console, c1790, £11,000, Guinevere. On

console, from left: Cards, from £2.99 each, Chase

Wonder. Star votive, £20 for nine, Cox & Cox. Art deco

greyhound ornament, £25, Marks & Spencer. Bonbon

jar, £12.99, Dotcomgiftshop. Antique baubles, £58 for

12, Tobias and the Angel. ‘2015’ decoration, £2.50,

John Lewis. Prosecco, £5.99, Sainsbury’s. Champagne

saucer, c1925, from a selection, Robinson Antiques

at Alfies Antique Market. Gold ‘746’ telephone,

£64.95, Wild & Wolf. Peach glass tea light holder,

as before. Antique beaded clutch, £75, Sheelin Lace

at Alfies Antique Market. Antique French Louis XV  

gold candlestick, £900 per pair, Guinevere

3
Feather fronds, £5 each, Marks & Spencer. White

and gold baubles, £3.25 each; bronze jewel picks, 

STYLIST’S NOTEBOOK
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£4.99; gold berry picks, £4.99, all Norpar. Antique

baubles, as before. Vintage silver shoes, £50, June

Victor at Alfies Antique Market. Animal print wrapping 

paper, £5 per roll, House of Fraser

4
Champagne saucer, as before. Gold leaf coaster,

£7.50; lobster shell, £512, both Joanna Wood.

Gold stripe vodka glass, c1950, from a selection, 

Robinson Antiques at Alfies Antique Market.

Hammersley teapot, c1930, £45; black and gold gilt

Worcester coffee cup and saucer, 1920s, £95, all

Beth Adams at Alfies Antique Market. Gilt turquoise

spoon, c1920, £280 for box, Evonne Antiques at Grays.  

Sherry glass, as before. Novelty gilt duck spoon,

c1964, £350 for box, Evonne Antiques at Grays. Glass

side plate, £9.50, Joanna Wood. Gold-leaf plate,

find similar at Sunbury Antiques Market. Cupcake,

£6 per pack, Sainsbury’s. Similar mother-of-pearl

cutlery; berry serving spoon, c1905, £65 per pair,

all Goldsmith & Perris at Alfies Antique Market.

Scatter stars, £3.50 per pack; star sparklers,

£5 per pack, all Talking Tables. Tablecloth made

from ‘Arkona’ fabric in ‘Walnut’, £49 per m, Harlequin

5
On table: Art deco stripe sherry glasses, as before.

Art deco amber glasses and matching decanter,

from a selection; art deco mistletoe design jug, from

a selection, all Robinson Antiques at Alfies Antique

Market. Opaline rum and gin decanters, £780 per

pair; Edwardian crystal decanter with thistle measure

stopper, £650; gilded gold rim cut crystal goblets

and flutes, c1950, £1,800 for 24, all Guinevere.

Gold rim wine glasses, from a selection, Robinson

Antiques at Alfies Antique Market. Gold-plated goblets,

£390 for six, Hilary Batstone. Champagne, £20; mini

bottle of Prosecco, £5.75; crostini, cream cheese

and olives, from a selection, all Sainsbury’s. Art deco

chrome tray, £130, Nadine Okker at Alfies Antique

Market. Berry serving spoons, as before. Biba side

plates, £8 each, House of Fraser. Decorative baubles,

from £3 each, Norpar. Tablecloth made in ‘Theon

Gold’ fabric, £54.50 per m, Voyage Decoration.

Gold stripe straws, £3 per pack; glitter party animal

sticks, £10 per pack, all Talking Tables. Other items: 

Large cream and silver star fans, £30 for three;

glitter-top honeycomb decorations, £11 for five;

extra-large white honeycomb decoration, £15, all

Talking Tables. ‘Lempicka’ screen, £995, Oka. French

tilt-top round oak table, £950, Maison Artefact. Walls 

painted in ‘Off White’ matt emulsion, as before

6
19th-century gilt ripple mirror, £950, Howe.

‘Carolyn’ side table in antique brass, £2,100,

Collier Webb. Amber glass, £11.50, Joanna Wood.

Straw, £3 per pack, Talking Tables. Candle, £38,

Jonathan Adler. Gilded wheat sheaf lamp, c1970, £180, 

Travers Antiques at Alfies Antique Market. Antique

baubles, as before. ‘Berkeley Ivory’ 311040 zigzag

wallpaper (used as wrapping paper), £85 per roll,

Zoffany. Black satin ribbon, from £2.95 per spool, John

Lewis. ‘Pentlow’ kingsize bed in ‘Sole Linen’, £1,517,

Sofas & Stuff. ‘Alexander Jacquard’ gold kingsize duvet

cover, £95; gold housewife pillowcases, £25 each;

‘Shalford’ satin stripe cream housewife pillowcases,

£18 each, all Laura Ashley. Cushions, made in (from

left): ‘Aquilla’ in gold, £54.50 per m; ‘Moonbeam’

in pearl, £93 per m, both Voyage Decoration. Faux

fur throw, £145, Cox & Cox. Vintage black and gold 

jacket, £60, June Victor at Alfies Antique Market.

Gold wrapping paper, £1.99, Paperchase. Leonida

‘Eglomise’ wallpaper in gold, £58 per roll, Harlequin

7
Black and gold art deco wrapping paper, £2.99;

gold wrapping paper, £1.99; gold spot tissue

paper, £2.95 per pack, all Paperchase. Zigzag

wallpaper (used as wrapping paper), as before.

Ribbons: cream satin ribbon; black satin ribbon;

black and white satin ribbon, from £2.95 per spool;

black lace flower braid, £4.95 per m, all John Lewis.

Gold glitter ribbon, £5.95 per spool, The Makery

at Wild & Wolf. Gold lacy ribbon, £7.50 per spool,

Talking Tables. Antique baubles, as before. Vintage

brooches, from top left: gold bird brooch, £45;

amber stone brooch, £22.50; lion brooch, £65;

lily brooch, £75, all Arabella Bianco at Grays.  

‘Theon Gold’ fabric, as before

2 3 4 5
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TWIST

A glamorous When Muna Mascolo and her

husband Christian moved to a

Georgian home, they had the task of

finding glamorous, oversized pieces 

to fill its generous proportions

FE ATURE A LI HE ATH

PHOTOGR APHS BRE NT DA RBY



FACING PAGE Pears, vintage napkins 

inherited from homeowner Muna’s

grandmother and name-cards from

Oyster Bridge & Co create beautiful

place settings on Muna and Christian’s

dining table THIS PAGE Muna has

juxtaposed the predominantly antique

interior of her home with a contemporary

kitchen table, light fittings from Harrods 

and linen-covered seating from Les

Sardines. The Christmas tree is from

Balsam Hill, while the decorations

are from The White Company and

the copper candles from Cox & Cox

H&A LIFESTYLE: Homes
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nter the striking Georgian home

of Muna and Christian Mascolo

at Christmas and you find yourself

surrounded by elegant French and

Italian antiques, an abundance of seasonal foliage and

the flicker of sparkling vintage candelabras and tea lights. 

Despite their glamorous backgrounds – Muna is the

daughter of musicians Linda and Richard Thompson, and

Christian is the eldest son of Toni Mascolo, co-founder of

Toni & Guy – the couple like to keep Christmas simple.

‘My signature style involves lots of eucalyptus, holly and 

ivy, combined with decorative touches of mercurised

silver, bronze and gold. It’s all very muted,’ says Muna.

Muna has had a love for antiques since she was a

child and, despite a stint working in fashion, has always

leaned towards working in the antiques world. ‘Growing

up, I went to lots of antiques fairs with my mum. I later

worked at Adams Antiques Fairs and loved it.’ Three

years ago, Muna set up an online business with her friend

Charlotte Casadéjus specialising in pieces that are ‘retro

glam with a twist’. ‘Once we’d decided to take the plunge,

we didn’t hang about: a month later we were on a buying

trip to France. I’ve always been drawn to the faded patina

of antique treasures and have a particular fondness for 

TOP The entrance hall indulges Muna’s love of antiques and decorative

treasures. A clock dating from 1870 takes centre stage along with an

early 19th-century console and French decorative mirror. The striking light

from Jamb adds a modern touch ABOVE The contemporary kitchen was

installed by the previous owners and is offset perfectly with industrial-style  

Original BTC lamps and Tolix bar stools
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Lorenzo (left)

and Luca (right)

make mince pies

in the kitchen.

The vintage

champagne

bucket (on the

left) with glass

holders was

sourced by Muna

and is available to

buy from Mascolo 

Casadéjus

Profile
T H E OW N ER Muna Mascolo, co-owner of antiques

business Mascolo Casadéjus (mascolo-casadejus.com)

lives here with her husband Christian, managing director

of Essensuals hair salons, their three sons, Luca, Lorenzo  

and Santino, and Muna’s eldest son, Zak.

T H E PROPERT Y The Georgian property dates from 1750,

with later Victorian additions, and is located in the Surrey Hills,

near Cranleigh. The house has an open-plan kitchen-diner,  

six reception rooms and seven en-suite bedrooms.

H&A LIFESTYLE: Homes



The family’s main Christmas tree, from Balsam

Hill, has been decorated in muted pieces from

The White Company. Muna cannot resist the

draw of an old chair – the 19th-century French

designs have been recovered in a vintage

velvet fabric. The side table is by Birgit Israel

and the brass lamp is from Nicky Haslam



THIS IMAGE An 18th-

century sketch found at a

brocante sits on the 1930s

iron and glass console table

RIGHT AND BELOW Gifts

decorated with vintage

trims create a festive

display. The star and copper

papers are from Cox & Cox

BOTTOM RIGHT In the

hallway is a 1920s starburst

mirror and an 18th-century

oil on canvas. The garlands

are from Balsam

Hill and The White

Company
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French and Italian pieces.’ Luckily for Muna, her home

acts as a showroom for many of the pieces until sold.

‘I do get attached but have learned to let go,’ she says.

The couple moved here two years ago, having spent

two years searching for the perfect property in which

to bring up their growing family: Luca (seven), Lorenzo

(six), Santino (two), Muna’s eldest son Zak (21), and soon

a baby girl, due in January. With no structural work

required, it was perfect for a young family. ‘We swapped 

a dark and cramped Tudor property for a capacious

and airy country home. The change in scale has totally

transformed the style of antiques that I now buy. More 

dominant, often masculine pieces work brilliantly here.  

It has been great fun rethinking our look.’

These more imposing pieces are in evidence in the

entrance hall (p72) and set the tone of the house from

the start. An oversized clock dating from 1870, an early

19th-century Italian console, a 19th-century stone horse

head and a fabulous contemporary light almost appear as

museum pieces against the marble floor and muted walls

of the room. The mood continues in the rest of the home,

where 18th-century French and Italian pieces are mixed

with pops of mid-century and contemporary lighting,

and an array of one-off decorative finds that add a  

Little
black book
Absolute Flowers & Home,

12–14 Clifton Road, London,

W9 1SS. 020 7286 1155;

absoluteflowersandhome.com

‘This is a really fun place

to explore, full of stunning

flower arrangements and

unique finds,’ says Muna.

Battersea Decorative

Fair, Battersea Evolution,

Battersea Park, London,

SW11 4NJ. 020 7616 9327; 

decorativefair.com

‘This is one of my must-

visit fairs in London. It has

an unbelievable array of

gorgeous antiques and art.’

The Decorative Collective 

01798 815572;

decorativecollective.com

‘This is an online

one-stop destination

for quality antiques.’

Lots Road Auctions, 71 Lots

Road, London, SW10 0RN.

020 7376 6800; lotsroad.com

‘I used to live around the

corner in Chelsea. You

can often come away

with fabulous finds at

very reasonable prices.’

Paolo Moschino for Nicholas

Haslam, 202 Ebury St, London,

SW1W 8UN; 020 7352 3991; 

nicholashaslam.com

‘This shop is the

embodiment of beautiful

design – it has fabulous 

lighting and great

one-off antique finds.’

THIS IMAGE The antique walnut dresser is from John Hobbs, while the

vintage Louis Vuitton case and silver ice bucket were gifts from Christian

to Muna. The 1970s Italian lamp was sourced at Musso Mario in Catania, Italy

FACING PAGE The master bedroom in calming chalky whites and soft grey

shades creates a relaxing haven, with contemporary bed and light fittings

offset against antiques in the rest of the room. The ‘Chiavari’ chair in the

adjoining en suite has been reupholstered with a piece of vintage silk
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We swapped a cramped Tudor

property for a capacious and airy

country home. The change in

scale has totally transformed the

style of antiques that I now buy
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quirky edge. ‘For me there is nothing better than the mix  

of old with new – the juxtaposition harnesses a truly 

individual look,’ says Muna.

Over the Christmas period, the extended family

gathers and enjoys simple traditions such as the opening 

of stockings in bed – and the odd musical interlude.

‘It’s the perfect place to gather and entertain,’ says

Muna. ‘My much-loved glassware and vintage napkins

inherited from my American grandmother are brought  

out and I enjoy spending time with all my family

together. It is usually a lively affair – Zak has inherited  

his grandfather’s talent on the guitar, so there is  

always someone singing or strumming.’

As for gifts, these are, naturally, often antique.

‘Christian and I enjoy choosing something antique

for each other,’ says Muna. ‘I love the provenance that

comes with a unique piece, and I like to think that we

are preserving little pieces of history for the future and  

as heirlooms for the children.’ Q

I love the provenance that comes with 

an antique piece. I like to think we

are preserving little pieces of history

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT The traditional master bathroom

painted in soft grey tones is home to a beautiful collection

of 19th-century apothecary bottles sourced by Muna; a vintage

frame glimmers in the candlelight of the master bedroom;

the family gathers in the front porch of the house – Christian,

Muna, Luca, Lorenzo, Santino and Zak, with girlfriend Brooke
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RIGHT Nothing says winter like a luxurious

rug. Cosy your toes into this Mongolian

lambskin, £206 from Sweetpea & Willow

Decorate your home with understated festive glitz

Style spy
Yuletide glamour

For complete stockist information see page 169

ABOVE This striking globe

from Jamb lights up Muna’s

entrance hall. It costs £5,040

RIGHT Delicate silver

decorations complete the

Christmas tree. Bauble, £3.95

from Rockett St George.

Jewelled wreath (far right),

£10 from The White Company

Muna’s dining table is flanked by a pair of

elegant button-back benches. Emulate her

kitchen style with this ‘Chablis & Roses’ velvet

sofa, £1,120, The French Bedroom Company

ABOVE LEFT Add glamour to muted living rooms

with a golden side table. This hexagonal design costs

£120 from Urban Outfitters LEFT Would Christmas

be complete without an open fire? Store your logs in

this wicker basket, £29.95 from Marquis & Dawe

LEFT Give the gift of

glittery wrap. Stripe present

box, £3.75, Paperchase

RIGHT Muna loves sleek

lighting. This ‘Winslow’

floor lamp costs £195

from Graham & Green

BELOW Drape a pine cone

garland over your living room

mantelpiece for a rustic

festive look. This design

costs £115 from Oka RIGHT

A statement patterned wall

adds interest to Muna’s

bedroom. We love ‘Elegant

Toile’ by Albany, £28 per roll,

Wallpaper Direct

THIS IMAGE Subtle hues give the master 

bedroom an air of calm. Little Greene’s 

‘Celestial Blue’ paint is perfect. £35 per 

2.5l BELOW A starburst mirror adorns 

Muna’s hallway. This 1960s gilt and wood 

piece costs £350 from The Old Cinema
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The art of

CHRISTMAS
The Sussex barn of Jinks McGrath  

and husband Steve Turner is filled with 

incredible art, ceramics and, at this  

time of year, magical festive touches 

FE ATURE N AOMI JON E S 

PHOTOGR APHS A LU N C A LLE N DE R



Profile
T H E OW N ER Jinks McGrath lives 

here with her husband, Steve Turner, 

and their two springer collie crosses, 

Herbie and Wilfie. Jinks is a jewellery 

designer and maker (01273 890771; 

jinksmcgrath.com) who travels all 

over the world teaching her craft and 

learning new techniques. Steve is a 

timber framer who occasionally works 

for the National Trust as a carpenter.

T H E PROPERT Y The 17th-

century former threshing barn is located 

in a tiny village in East Sussex. On the 

lower floor is an open-plan kitchen, 

living room and snug – as well as two 

bedrooms. Upstairs, is the master 

bedroom and Steve’s study.

H&A LIFESTYLE: Homes
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he country lane that

leads to this home

ribbons up a hill

where loops and

turns could slow you down or send you

on tracks used only by dog walkers and

farm vehicles – especially when a rolling 

winter mist obscures your path.

Through a blanket of silence that

heightens the anticipation, you amble past

an old church and slip down a secluded

entrance that gives way to intriguing

ancient buildings of all shapes and sizes. 

Finally, the large heavy door of what

was once a threshing barn is opened to

reveal a large timber-framed space packed

with texture and colour – filled with an

intoxicating smell created by sandalwood 

candles and a roaring open fire.

The owners of this vibrant home are

both creative: Jinks McGrath is a jewellery

designer and maker with a love of all things

handmade, while her husband Steve Turner

is a carpenter. Steve spent 20 painstaking 

years restoring and transforming this 

PREVIOUS PAGE The leaf-print sofa came from an

antiques shop in Chichester, while the red Chesterfield

was bought at auction in Lewes. Steve made the curving

side tables from a tree that fell into next door’s pond

in the 1987 hurricane. The rug is Iranian THIS PAGE,

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE Steve’s study is filled 

with his collections. He made the lamp from old

galvanized piping and a chicken feeder; the collection

of stoneware pieces (apart from the little jug) are

by Chris Lewis. The brass pieces above are from

Myanmar (formerly called Burma), where Jinks’s

mother’s family lived for many years; Steve and  

Jinks’s barn dates back to the 17th century
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Steve made the kitchen cabinets and butcher’s block from old doors

that had been thrown in a skip. The barn’s gnarled beams offer handy 

hanging space for a collection of copper pots and pans
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Little
black book
Antiques shops of Petworth,

South Downs, West Sussex

‘I tend to buy many things

during overseas travels

but, when I am here, I

like to shop in Petworth

– which is dotted with

antiques shops,’ says Jinks.

Chris Lewis Ceramics, South

Heighton Pottery, South

Heighton, Newhaven, East

Sussex. 07754 814067;

chrislewisceramics.com

‘We collect ceramics by

Chris Lewis. We have

a set of soup bowls that

we use almost every day

– his work never chips

and is a pleasure to use.’

Gorringes, 15 North Street

and Garden Street, Lewes.

01273 472503;

gorringes.co.uk

‘Gorringes has two

auction rooms in Lewes:

catalogued auctions are

held at its North Street

address, while weekly

antiques, collectables

and household auctions

are at the Garden Street

salesroom.’

St Anne’s Gallery, 111 High

Street, Lewes. 07777 691

050; stannesgalleries.com

‘I love St Anne’s Galleries

in Lewes – it’s housed in

a beautiful period building

and showcases the work of

established and up-and-

coming local artists.’

17th-century building from a derelict shell 

into the magical three-bedroom home 

that it is today. Jinks led the design and 

is responsible for many of the collections 

seen everywhere you turn. ‘I travel all over 

the world teaching jewellery and setting 

up workshops,’ she says. ‘While I’m away 

I make sure I take time to appreciate the 

work of other makers, and inevitably I will 

bring home pieces that catch my eye and 

give me a wonderful memory of the place 

that I visited and people I met.’

This explains the colourful rugs from 

Persia, textiles from Kathmandu and 

Majorca, plates from France and art from the 

Isles of Scilly, Myanmar (formerly known as 

Burma) and Thailand. In this home where 

nothing matches but everything goes, there 

is always room for another special find, 

brought from its country of origin as a 

memento. ‘Some pieces are easier to get 

home than others, though,’ laughs Jinks.

Not all the pieces come from quite so  

far away, though, as Jinks has a fondness 

for local crafts. She has a collection of 

ceramics by Sussex-based potter Chris 

Lewis and Jane Cox, whose studio is in 

London. She also has paintings by the 

renowned wildlife artist Robert Greenhalf 

and Lewes-based writer and artist Julian 

Bell. ‘Steve and I like to buy from nearby 

makers and artists,’ says Jinks. 

CLOCKWISE FROM RIGHT 

An old wreath on the door has 

been revitalised with baubles and 

cinnamon sticks; the antique chairs 

belonged to Jinks’s mother, while 

Steve made the table from a single 

piece of oak. Jinks made the garland 

from holly and ivy, and the lamp is 

Louis Poulsen’s 1958-designed ‘PH’ 

pendant light; a gift sits on a chair 

cover, created from old curtains; 

beautiful gold rings – made by Jinks 

– are displayed on napkins
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Her husband has demonstrated his 

creativity, too, and not just in the intricate 

reconstruction of this magnificent building 

but in standalone pieces as well. Steve has 

created much of the furniture in the house, 

from the monumental oak dining table to 

the beautifully curved side tables beside 

the sofas. He also made the rustic kitchen 

units (from old doors found in a skip) and 

the elegant serving boards, not to mention 

the galvanised floor lamp in his mezzanine 

study. ‘I love everything Steve makes. His 

enduring creativity is the essence of the 

barn,’ says Jinks.

While many other people converting 

barns might feel the need to carve up

TOP Jinks and Steve found the dresser in a house

that was being demolished. Steve repaired and

painted it. The turquoise bowl and butter dish on the

bottom shelf are by Jane Cox, while the blue cups,

saucers and plates are from an antiques shop in

Lewes and date from the 1920s LEFT Steve made

the stool for Jinks and engraved it with her name

In this home where

nothing matches but

everything goes, there’s

always room for

another special find
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the space into the rooms that they

would expect in a modern home, Steve’s

conversion has clearly been done with

passion, imagination and respect for

the building and its history. Jinks,

understandably proud of her husband,

says, ‘Without Steve’s talent and patience,  

this place would probably have fallen

into the ground by now as it was in such

a sorry state. But he saved it, hopefully

for generations to come, and we both

feel inspired by this place. We can’t

imagine ever living anywhere else.’

Their combined creative talent makes

this a very special home, which is never

more evident than at Christmas, when the

couple’s children and grandchildren get

together to share and enjoy its warmth and

beauty. ‘We like to think that they feel as

much at home here as we do,’ says Jinks,

before she stokes the fire, lights a few more 

candles and dishes up another batch of 

delicious homemade mince pies. Q

THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE

FROM ABOVE The scales in

the bathroom came from Jinks’s

father’s GP surgery. The picture

is by Brian Denyer Baker, a local

artist in Ditchling. The bricks

forming the bath’s front came

from one of the farm’s original

outhouses; Jinks bought the large

jug in the hall from an antiques

shop in Lewes. The bird pictures

are by wildlife artist Robert

Greenhalf, while the hanging

textile was bought from a monk

near the Boudhanath Temple

in Kathmandu; the quilt is from

an antiques shop in Alfriston

Steve’s conversion has

been done with passion,

imagination and respect for

the building and its history
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The cushions on the bed were made from Majorcan

ikat material, while the bedside table is from Gorringes

auctioneers in Lewes. The blue duck atop the bookshelf

is Indian. The smaller example was made by Steve’s  

mother, who was a ceramicist
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WOODEN TABLES
The pair of curved side tables were made by the owner from

a tree that fell into an adjoining house’s garden pond during

the storm that swept through Britain to devastating effect in

1987. Hurricane-force winds brought down an estimated 15m

trees and, in commemorating this unforgettable event, these

side tables are in rather eminent company. Particularly notable 

commemorative pieces made in the aftermath include the

sublimely beautiful ‘Embrace’ chair by John Makepeace, 

from a hickory that fell in Kew Gardens.

SOFA
The form of the sofa,

which has a large, loose, 

squab cushion seat

and out-scrolled arms,

is in many respects

a development of the

similarly scroll-ended

boat-shaped settees

and daybeds (lit en

bateau) that had proved

particularly popular in

France during the early

19th century. Unlike the

majority of the latter,

the arms and back here

are fully upholstered

and are all the more

comfortable for it.

About Judith
JUDITH 

M ILLER is 
a leading 
antiques expert 
and co-founder 
of Miller’s 
Antiques Price 

Guide. She’s one of the BBC’s 
Antiques Roadshow experts 
and has written more than 
100 books covering antiques, 
collectables and interior design. 
Here, we ask her to choose her 
favourite room of the houses 
featured in the issue and explain 
what makes it so interesting. 

Antiques expert JUDITH MILLER dissects Jinks’s enchanting open-plan dining and living room

A VIEW ON A ROOM

JINKS McGRATH’S HOME
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CASEMENT WINDOW
Before the development of counter-weighted

sliding sash windows in the early 18th century,

casement windows like this were the primary

means of illuminating an interior with natural

light. Divided by vertical posts – mullions – this

example has carved wooden ornamentation

called tracery, in forms known as cusps and

foils, derived from medieval Gothic architecture.

Casements enjoyed a notable revival in late

19th and early 20th-century Arts and Crafts and

‘Tudorbethan’ houses.

THE PAINTED DRESSER
The upper part of the late Georgian/

early Victorian ‘high dresser’ is being

used as originally intended: to store

and display ceramics (the space

beneath the drawers would have

originally been used to store large

pots and jugs). Stand-out pieces

include a turquoise bowl and butter

dish by Jane Cox, hand-painted French

plates, mostly of 19th-century origin,

and Beatrix Potter ‘Peter Rabbit’

plates and bowls by Wedgwood –

20th-century classics bought for the

grandchildren’s breakfast cereals.

BRICK FLOOR
The simplest and cheapest

form of ground flooring

from the Middle Ages to the

Georgian era was beaten

earth, but bricks laid on

edge were a more durable

alternative, less expensive

than stone and certainly

less than marble. Bricks

were also more practical at

ground level than wooden

boards, prior to the advent

of the damp course in the

late 1800s.

PENDANT LIGHTS
A selection of mismatched lights are combined in the

main room of the barn. These include an industrial,

floor-standing Anglepoise, a pair of mid-century red-

domed pendants and, my personal favourite, a tiered 

saucer lacquered metal ‘PH’ pendant by Poul Henningsen

(partially obscured by the right-hand candlestick). It was

designed for Danish lighting company Louis Poulsen

and is an iconic example of 1960s space-age design.

CUSHIONS
Persia (Iran) is synonymous

with quality woven textiles

– Jinks’s are probably

20th-century. Many prized

examples were made in the

Safavid period (1501–1732).

A decline in aesthetic

quality due to artificial dyes

in the late 19th to early

20th centuries has more

recently been reversed

by the readoption of 

traditional vegetable dyes.

WINDSOR
ARMCHAIR
This 19th-century yew or

beech chair is a variant

of a Windsor. The type

dates from the early 18th

century and is probably

known as a ‘Windsor’

because the town is near 

the chair-making centres 

of Buckinghamshire,

where there were many 

beech trees in the

surrounding Chiltern Hills.
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THIS IMAGE A vintage

sledge used as a coffee

table and a stag’s head –

found at a house clearance

sale in Brussels – lend a

Scandinavian feel to Helen

and Andrew’s living room.

The small metal filing

cabinet holds Helen’s 1960s 

bubble-base vases. The

vintage stone mortar and

decorative metal boules

are French brocante finds

FACING PAGE The metal

chair was bought from a

friend. The grey-painted

French trumeau mirror, with

original mercury foxed glass,

was bought at an antiques

fair at Chelsea Town Hall

on Kings Road, London



fricans who move to Europe tend

to create bright homes – we import

colour,’ says Helen Fickling, who

was born in Zimbabwe but moved

first to South Africa and then to

the UK. Sure enough, in her home

in south-west London the walls

have been painted in vivacious pink and warm orange. 

‘I want the house to exude sunshine,’ she says.

Another attribute that Helen equates with growing

up in Zimbabwe is her love of collecting pieces that

date from the late 1880s to the 1950s. ‘I’m a 1950s girl 

and grew up with the mid-century look. My family

and I coveted and cherished everything and never

threw anything away.’ Today, Helen seeks out, upcycles 

and restructures broken furniture and accessories. 

A beautiful example of this is the Victorian

mannequin in the living room (p92). Helen bought 

it from a house clearance but, as ‘the original

owner presumably put on weight and padded it out

accordingly’, needed to peel back the outer layers of

padding to reveal the original silhouette. She then

decorated it with Victorian diamante paste jewellery

Pretty as
A PICTURE
Photographer Helen Fickling and her 

husband Andrew have completely

overhauled their west London home, 

filling it with their collections of

mid-century and French vintage

pieces. The result is a thing of beauty

FE ATURE JACK Y HOBBS

PHOTOGR APHS HE LE N FICK LING
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and a vintage starched collar and studs, collected from

antiques fairs. ‘I hate throwing things out for the sake

of it. If it can be made good, fixed, upcycled or sold on, 

that’s better than putting it into landfill,’ she says.

French objets d’art

The other influence present in Helen’s home is the more

subdued French decorative look – a result of her love for

French brocantes, which she and her husband Andrew

visit a couple of times a year. ‘We pick up shabby chic

pieces from Paris and Lille,’ she says. ‘Objets d’art like

gilt mirrors, huge stone mortars, vintage glass dome

display cases, occasional chairs, ladders… anything  

that I can fit into our bubble wrap-loaded car.’

The vintage decorative pieces and the splashes of

loud colour on the walls are a far cry from the darkness

and dilapidation that once consumed the house. Andrew 

was the first to encounter the property 25 years ago.

‘Like David Attenborough, he uncovered a rare creature 

from the undergrowth,’ laughs Helen. The building 

hadn’t been touched since the Second World War

and was awkwardly divided into two flats with just

an outdoor toilet. The house had peeling paintwork,

rotten windows, the roof leaked and there was no 

central heating.

‘Andrew, seeing a neighbouring property, recognised

the potential of this one and bought it for a song,’ says

Helen. ‘The winter after we moved in was the coldest on

record. Temperatures plummeted to minus 12 degrees

Celsius. By January we were knee-deep in snow.’ Helen

was pregnant, so the couple were forced to move out for 

six months until living there became more feasible.

I hate throwing things out for the

sake of it. If it can be made good,

fixed, upcycled or sold on, that is

better than putting it into landfill
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THIS IMAGE One of Helen’s favourite finds is the

Victorian terracotta pot, displaying a Christmas tree

in the hall. ‘It’s rare to find them so large, with such a

lovely patina,’ she says. The vintage baubles have been

collected from fairs over the years RIGHT The Victorian

mannequin was a house clearance buy and has been

refurbished. The large gilded mirror is from the reign

of Louis Philippe I (1830–48) and, like the smaller art

deco-style barbola mirror on the mantelpiece, came

from France’s largest brocante, held annually in Lille



Profile
T H E OW N ER Helen Fickling lives

here with her husband Andrew. Helen

is an urban design photographer who

works with architects and interior and

garden designers. She is on the Royal

Horticultural Society photographic

committee as an adviser and judge. 

Andrew is an events producer. 

T H E PROPERT Y The house

was built in the 1850s in Georgian

style and is located in south-west

London. It’s spread over five floors

with an office and guest bedroom

on the lower floor, living areas on

the two ground floor levels, and

two bedrooms and a bathroom

on the remaining upper levels.

H&A LIFESTYLE: Homes

THIS IMAGE The Italian mid-

century Galleria Mobili d’Arte

Cantù sideboard came from De

Parma Gallery, London. Displayed

on top is Andrew’s collection of

mid-century Finnish Riihimaki

blue glass LEFT Helen displays

vintage baubles and a book on  

a French scullery ladder

ABOVE The collar and jewellery on the Victorian mannequin 

are vintage items and were bought from antiques fairs

RIGHT Helen wraps Christmas gifts in the master bedroom



CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT The

‘Homemaker’ plates were originally

sold by Woolworths, designed in 1957

by Enid Seeney and made by Ridgway 

Potteries in Stoke-on-Trent. The

cutlery is 1950s; the vintage glass

dome and beaded base were bought

from one of Helen’s local contacts.

Inside the dome, Helen has arranged

a vintage jelly mould, from a car boot

sale, and an antique book. The brass

moulding in the foreground would

have once been attached to the top of

an antique mirror; Helen has grouped

a collection of vintage French wine

carafes, to use as vases, on a silver 

tray. The gypsophila creates a

snowfall effect; the Christmas tree

candles are from Cargo Home Shop
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The mid-century Arkana

‘Tulip’ table designed

by Eero Saarinen was

bought on eBay. The

DSR chairs, originally

designed by Charles

and Ray Eames in 1948,

are a recent purchase

from The Conran Shop
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The couple have since fitted a new roof and

windows, torn down the walls dividing the flats

and created a conservatory-style dining room.

‘The house now has a great feeling,’ says Helen. 

When asked about the best part of living

here though, that comes down to the people. 

‘We have a fantastic community in this

neighbourhood,’ says Helen. ‘At Christmas

we all get together, sweeping up stray family

and friends to join a nomadic Christmas Day

street party, with cocktails, canapés, traditional 

Christmas turkey and trimmings, puds and

party games hosted at different homes in the

road.’ Helen decorates lavishly with ‘at least

two’ Christmas trees bulging with colourful

vintage glass decorations, masses of giant paper

decorations and endless candle-filled lanterns. Q

Little
black book
Modern Shows, Dulwich

College, Dulwich Common,

London. modernshows.com

‘This is a great design

fair, which sells a mix

of mid-century, modern

and industrial items,’

says Helen. ‘There are

always beautiful pieces

of furniture for sale.’

Petersham Nurseries,

Church Lane, Richmond,

Surrey. 020 8940 5230;

petershamnurseries.com

‘This garden centre is

great for garden antiques

and has a good range of

stoneware. It sells lovely

mercury glass baubles  

and votives, too.’

Tobias and the Angel,

68 White Hart Lane, London. 

020 8878 8902;

tobiasandtheangel.com

‘Every Christmas I go

here for unusual tree

decorations, garlands

and vintage trinkets.’

CLOCKWISE FROM RIGHT The Victorian cast-iron

bath, sink and taps were sourced from a reclamation

yard. Helen’s collection of 1950s Rosenthal vases

decorates the shelves; the wardrobe is a red lacquer

wedding cabinet. The collection of vintage luggage on

top includes a 1930s bus suitcase, designed to fit on

the rack above the seat, a canvas and cane vintage

fishing basket, and a vintage leather car touring case,

which would have been strapped to the back of a motor

car; Andrew built the bedroom cupboards, adding knobs

from Haute Déco, Kings Road. On the alcove shelf is 

Andrew’s collection of treen gentleman’s boxes
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For complete

stockist information

see page 169

ld d b f l

Combine bright colours with pared-back

pieces for a home like Helen’s

Style spy
Bold and beautiful

BELOW The Ficklings

found their decorative

stag head at a house

clearance sale, but

you can buy this

lovely chap from

The Christmas Shop

via Not on the High

Street. It costs £80

Mix different

mirrors together

for impact. This

Louis Philippe I

design costs

£1,450 and is

from Lassco

An industrial

spotlight gives a

harder edge to the

otherwise delicate

interior. ‘Eichholtz

MGM Grand’ floor

light, £1,120,

Houseology

BELOW Steal the style of Helen’s red

lacquer wedding cabinet with this 1910

design from Orchid. It costs £2,795

LEFT Add glitz with

these Christmas tree

candles, from £5

at John Lewis

Giant paper globes

and bells add a

playful edge to

Helen’s hall. This one

costs £4 from RE

THIS IMAGE

We love how Helen

has customised her

dressmaker’s dummy.

This old ‘Stockman’

mannequin, £840

from Elemental, is a

blank canvas for your

own embellishment

LEFT Coloured glass

is striking displayed

together. 1960 ‘Lasi Oy’

vase by Riihimaki, £32,

Up and Atom at Etsy. Mini

vase, £5, Oliver Bonas

RIGHT This

‘Moritz’ sequin

stocking would

fit right in at the

Ficklings’ home.

It costs £58 from

Anthropologie

Add a splash of

colour to a primary

grey scheme

with this pintuck

cushion, £45 from

Urban Outfitters

RIGHT Helen loves

a splash of pink. Try

‘Berry Smoothie’, £25

per 2.5l, Dulux THISx

IMAGE The Eames

‘Shell’ chair adds to

the mid-century feel.

This design is £225

from Aram 

ABOVE A white

Christmas wreath

creates a striking

contrast when hung

from a bold-coloured

door. Get the look

with this ‘Silver Fern’

wreath, £40 from The

Contemporary Home
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A vintage

CHRISTMAS
Juliet Maclay is drawn to collecting quirky 1930s and  

1940s ephemera, which make a jolly appearance in her  

Georgian home during the festive period – along with her 

grandmother’s tree decorations and plenty of roaring fires

FE ATURE K ATIE H A LLET T  PHOTOGR APHS DAV ID PA RMITE R



The silverware on the 

dining table in the library 

of Juliet and David’s 

home belonged to Juliet’s 

great-grandmother. 

The Victorian chairs 

are American hand-

stencilled ‘Hitchcock’ 

chairs from a rural 

Connecticut company 

founded In 1818. The 

German advent calendar, 

of St Mark’s Basilica in 

Venice, is available from 

kreuterfotokalender.de
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FACING PAGE Displayed under the Christmas tree and atop the cabinet in

Juliet’s living room is part of her collection of 1930s and 1940s cardboard

boxes. The artwork above the fireplace is by her husband David TOP RIGHT

The front door is painted in handsome dark blue – for similar, try Farrow & Ball’s 

‘Stiffkey Blue’ RIGHT Juliet creates a wreath in her living room/kitchen

uliet Maclay, unlike most of us,

is not interested in what’s in the

box: the excitement lies, for her,  

in what’s on it – because she

collects ephemera, in particular

packaging. When the boxes are as charming as

the examples she displays under the Christmas

tree in her Somerset home, a Georgian coaching  

inn, it’s easy to understand why.

She recognises that she might be in the minority

here. ‘It’s a weird draw,’ she says. The boxes date

from the 1930s to 1940s and vary from festive

designs from London department stores, such as

Harvey Nichols, to quirky American pom-pom-

topped miniature hatboxes. These, unsurprisingly, 

are Juliet’s favourite. ‘The boxes were samples,

taken by American hat salesmen to department

stores to demonstrate their products,’ she says.

She is attracted to the everyday – pieces that have

survived, against the odds, through the ages. She  

is, she admits, ‘a cheap date’.

Beauty in the everyday

Juliet can trace her collecting habit through the

generations to her grandmother. ‘Nobody has

ever thrown anything away in my family and,

though we’ve never owned anything of great

value, ordinary items never got dispersed either.

We see the beauty in the rather prosaic and my

husband David and I have carried on that tradition.’

And so in the library, turned into the cosiest of

dining rooms for the candle-lit Christmas dinner,

the bookshelves are insulated by books collected by

three generations of her family. The shelves above

the piano in the living room display her grandmother’s 

Edwardian croquet balls, and the cabinet in the

master bedroom is filled with Juliet’s childhood 

toys – as well as beautiful cardboard boxes.

Profile
T H E OW N ER Juliet Maclay lives here with husband David, an artist.

At Christmas, grown-up sons Conor (28) and Milo (24) return home. On the

ground floor of the house, Juliet runs a cinema, The Roxy, which the couple

also let out, along with the rest of the property (number36andtheroxy.co.uk). 

T H E PROPERT Y The house is a former coaching inn, located

in Axbridge, Somerset. On the ground floor is The Roxy cinema and an

open-plan living room/kitchen. On the two floors above are a library,  

five bedrooms and two bathrooms.
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Juliet’s son Conor has styled 

the shelves above the piano 

for Christmas. Among the  

vintage toys and ephemera  

is a rare 1906-design teddy  

bear (far left) called Bargate.  

The toy tin lorry was found  

25 years ago in a London  

junk shop. The tin on the  

piano (which belonged to  

Juliet’s mother) is Russian,  

while the lamps were found  

at a car boot sale. Juliet has  

painted the wall in ‘Tivoli’  

by Little Greene. Other 

notable pieces include 

Snowball, the cat on the 

middle shelf. ‘Snowball was 

my first toy. He was bought 

from Harrods in 1958 by my 

grandmother,’ says Juliet
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‘My grandmother designed boxes for my step-

grandfather’s glove business in the 1930s,’ she says.

‘She had a love of cardboard, which I’ve sort of

inherited. It’s a pity it wasn’t diamonds!’

When it comes to furniture, Juliet’s approach is

much more eclectic. ‘Our furniture tends to either be

done-up-found-at-the-dump or inherited,’ she says.

‘David grew up in Massachusetts and we do have

some beautiful American pieces – such as his mother’s

late-Georgian period writing desk in the bedroom,

which I use as a very luxurious sewing desk.’

Junk shops and car boot sales are a great

source for furniture and collectables – plus friends

are happy to oblige. ‘People know we have a

predilection for absurd things no one else wants,

so tend to give them to us. We now have a family

rule: whenever we obtain something new, an object

of equal mass needs to leave.’ As David is an artist

and son Conor works in props and sets for film and

TV, there’s no shortage of additions jostling to work

their way into the home. ‘We’re all drawn to very

different things and are slightly snooty about each

other’s collections,’ laughs Juliet.

Hoarding tendencies

The generous five-bedroom house has, says Juliet,

furthered her slight hoarding tendencies. When

they moved in 18 years ago with their two sons,

Conor and Milo, they were the first people to take

the property on in two years. Its last occupants had

run it as a pub, as it had been for 250 years, and the

ground floor had been left in a perpetual morning-

after state from its closing-down party.

Juliet and David aren’t the types to shirk from

a challenge and have gradually restored the house

back to life. And while it’s no longer the village pub,

they have resurrected the enterprising spirit of the

property by opening the former coach entrance as a

vintage-style 32-seat cinema called The Roxy (which

we visited in the March 2013 issue of H&A).

Juliet’s favourite room in the house is the library.

It was the first room in the house that David

overhauled and was based on the panelled rooms

Little
black book
Antique Textiles & Lighting,

34 Belvedere, Lansdown

Road, Bath. 01225 310795;

antiquesofbath.com

‘Some of the pieces

here are museum quality

and so expensive – but

it’s a great place to

come for very special

treats,’ says Juliet.

The Cheddar Car Boot Sale,

Winchester Farm, Wells Road,

Cheddar, Somerset.

07831 277327;

cheddarcarboot.co.uk

‘As we moved from a tiny

flat in London to this

rambling old coaching

inn, we had to furnish it

fast and cheaply. Over the

years we’ve found some

treasures at this boot sale.’

Vintage Bazaar Fairs.

thevintagebazaar.

blogspot.co.uk

‘My friend Liz van Hasselt

hosts great vintage fairs

in Frome and Devizes

(the next is in Devizes on

28th November). Many

of the textiles used in our

home originate from one

of her fairs or stalls.’

VV Rouleaux, 102 Marylebone

Lane, London. 020 7224

5179; vvrouleaux.com

‘This is the most beautiful

shop full of ribbons and

upholstery trimmings.

Many of our car boot

sale pieces have had

makeovers thanks to

this fabulous emporium.’

We have a predilection for collecting absurd things.  

We now have a family rule: whenever we obtain 

something new, an object of equal mass needs to leave
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of 1720s New England. ‘The room is especially

lovely at this time of year, when lit by candles and  

a fire,’ says Juliet.

Christmas in the Maclay household starts with

a festive screening at The Roxy on the last Friday

before Christmas. The day itself is celebrated with

their sons. Fires are lit, New England-style dishes are

made, a nod to David’s American heritage, and the

tree is hung with antique and vintage decorations, 

many inherited from Juliet’s grandmother.

‘We’re Christmas people,’ asserts Juliet. ‘The

boys are 28 and 24 but still approach the season

with childlike glee.’ And, rather than hoping to

unwrap diamonds, Juliet’s wish list of ephemera

is more modest, though possibly a lot less easy  

to track down. Q

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT The cabinet displays some of Juliet’s collection of

ephemera; Juliet found the cabinet in a charity shop and restored it. It’s papered in a

1940s ‘wheat’ pattern wallpaper found at a flea market; the Georgian-period American

writing desk came from David’s mother. The 1930s flower painting is by Anna Zinkeisen

Christmas

is celebrated

with their sons. 

Fires are lit,

New England-

style dishes are

made and the

tree is hung

with antique

and vintage

decorations
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ABOVE This new

Liberty design is typical

of the London store’s

timeless aesthetic.

Prices start at £25

RIGHT This

1920s hatbox

was discovered

hidden away in the

stockroom of a

department store. It

was made for British

hatters Olney – which

celebrated its 100-

year anniversary last

year – and costs £90 

from ElmgardenW
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‘I’m weirdly more interested in

what’s on the box rather than

what goes in it,’ says Juliet. ‘True

to form, I don’t have the contents,

just the packaging. I can often be found

haggling in antiques shops to buy the

boxes without the contents – not usually

successfully!’ Juliet has inherited a love of

ephemera, particularly 1930s and 1940s

cardboard boxes, from her grandmother,

who designed the boxes for her husband’s 

glove manufacture business. Today,

Juliet likes to display them as part of

her Christmas scheme and stacks them

all year round in her bedroom. Juliet

bought many of her hatboxes, including

the miniature designs in the living room

(used by hat salesmen to showcase their

designs to buyers from New York City

department stores) in rural Pennsylvania 

and New York State. However, they

occasionally come up for sale online

or you may get lucky at an antiques fair, 

car boot sale or auction.

There’s a nostalgic charm to

these vintage designs, which evoke

the glamour and excitement of early

20th-century department stores. For

a slightly easier decorative fix though,

head to Locke & Co. The London hatters 

was established in 1765 and supplied

bicorn hats to no less than Lord Nelson. 

Today, its hatboxes are reassuringly

close to the shop’s original 19th-century

monochrome design. Similarly, we’re

betting that Liberty’s ‘Lodden’ design

will stand the test of time – at least  

in the style stakes.

Collecting HATBOXES
For Juliet, the draw lies in the packaging rather than the product. This ethos goes for hatboxes,

too – and with their beautiful graphic and sometimes illustrative designs, it’s easy to see why

ABOVE This tiny vintage hatbox contains

a miniature hat by Dobbs of New York. The

1940s set was a salesman sample. It costs

£23.47 from Lady Rose Treasures via Etsy

BELOW This

1950s Dobbs & Co

hatbox depicts a

motoring scene on

Fifth Avenue in New

York City. It sold for

£64 at a Bonhams

auction in 2013 

BELOW Juliet’s vintage

department store boxes are hard

to come by, and even harder to find

with a teddy bear inside. This 2002

limited-edition Harrods ‘Archie the

Attic’ bear by Steiff was sold with

its original hatbox-style packaging

for £75 at Vectis in 2009

THIS IMAGE This monochrome hat box costs £35

from Lock & Co Hatters. Lock & Co is the oldest

hatters in the UK and has supplied hats to the royal

family for centuries RIGHT This miniature striped

hatbox comes in a set, £26 for 10, Hatbox Designs
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PHOTOGR APHS BRUNO EHRS

Vaux-le-Vicomte in Maincy, France,

has been in the Vogüé family for

three generations – and just happens

to be the chateau that inspired the

Palace of Versailles

ORDINARY
A life less
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Alexandre, Ascanio and Jean-Charles 

de Vogüé’s childhoods were spent 

building dens in the woods, cycling 

around their neighbourhood and 

playing hide-and-seek. So far, so 

familiar. What’s slightly more unusual 

about their upbringing, though, is the 

fact that the venue for these games 

was the estate of the 17th-century 

French chateau Vaux-le-Vicomte. 

The chateau was commissioned by 

France’s superintendent of finances 

Nicolas Fouquet and, contrary to 

what you – and indeed King Louis 

XIV – might expect from the head 

of finance, Vaux was a no-expense-

spared project, realised by the 

top architect, landscape artist and 

decorator of the day. Fouquet (who 

was a great collector and patron 

of the arts) wasn’t messing around: 

this was to be his dream home. The 

finished result didn’t disappoint. 

It was bold, lavish and innovative 

and paved the way for subsequent 

chateau design – notably, the Palace 

of Versailles. Here Alexandre,  

Ascanio and Jean-Charles share  

their memories of growing up within 

such a celebrated home…

A day at Château de Vaux-le-Vicomte

It was with pride, honour and 

delight that we took over the reins 

of running the Château de Vaux-

le-Vicomte from our father, Patrice 

de Vogüé, in 2012. We realised the 

job would be as challenging as it is 

fascinating, assuming responsibility 

for the majestic glory of a 1,200-acre 

estate admired throughout the world.
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Forty-four years earlier, just as the

events of 1968 were rocking Paris,

another – silent – revolution was

taking place at Vaux-le-Vicomte.

Our father decided to open the 

chateau to the public.

At the time we were living on the

upper floor of the south-east wing

of the main building. Overlooking

the moat, our eyes could leisurely 

scan the decorative parterres,

the ornamental pools and, in the

distance, the gilded bronze replica

of the Farnese Hercules, installed

there by our great-great-grandfather 

Alfred Sommier in the late 19th

century. Every morning our parents 

had to hide the anachronistic

television sitting conspicuously

on a pedestal table in the former

royal antechamber (converted into  

a library in the 18th century),

and put away the toys littering

the Versailles-style parquet floor.

Everything had to be cleared up  

by 10am, when visitors would begin

padding through our living room.

A few years later, our father decided

it would be more convenient if we

moved to the south wing of the

large eastern outbuilding, soon

to become known as the pavilion.

Both eastern and western

outbuildings were reached through

a monumental, three-arched portico

crowned by flame ornaments. We

would watch the sun set through

it, the elegant outline casting giant

shadows. Comfortably installed in

the pavilion with our parents, we

could enjoy delightful peace and

quiet at the end of the day. Little did

we imagine that – once we decided 

years later to take over the running

of Vaux from our father – the peace

and quiet would be necessarily brief.

Vaux-le-Vicomte is anchored

in our memory. We have vivid

recollections of races through the

woods and escapades on our bikes,

cycling at top speed on the lanes

along the canal, transformed for the

occasion into a speedway for two-

wheelers. Then there were the dens

we built where, at night, we would

listen to the sounds of the forest,

sending shivers down our spines.

Nor did we restrict our games to

the grounds – we also invaded the

chateau itself. When it was closed

to the public we had fun following  

From where we lived, we could see

decorative parterres, ornamental pools

and a replica of the Farnese Hercules

PREVIOUS PAGE ‘There’s a very good chance that this was the first formal dining room in a chateau ever

designed,’ says Alexandre. ‘Before formal dining rooms were introduced into chateaus, meals were generally

taken in the very spacious bedrooms’ ABOVE LEFT The chateau’s original kitchen was used by Alexandre’s

grandparents up until the 1950s. The copper pans were bought by his great-great-grandparents, who purchased  

the property in 1875 ABOVE RIGHT A Louis XV duchesse-style bed with detail of ornamental scrollwork,

stamped Petit, steals the show in Madame Fouquet’s former bedroom FACING PAGE This image shows

the alignment of rooms running from Fouquet’s apartments to the king’s on the ground floor. The oval

entrance salon in the middle distance is recognisable by its stone walls and a bust of a Roman emperor
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The dining room is one of the most important 

rooms in Vaux. The decorative panels are in  

the style of Raphael’s loggia in the Vatican 



Visiting Vaux-le-Vicomte
ADDRESS Château de Vaux-le-Vicomte, 77950 Maincy, France

VISITING TIMES The estate will be open – and decorated for

Christmas – on 28th and 29th November, 5th, 6th, 12th and 13th

December, and from 19th December to 3rd January, from 10.30am

to 6pm (closed 25th December and 1st January)

ENTRY PRICE Adults €17.50 (about £13). For more information

go to vaux-le-vicomte.com/en

king’s bed, playing hide-and-seek in

the maze of rooms. Vaux was one

huge playground for us.

Our father had decided never

to talk about his work as steward

of Vaux from fear of boring us, as

he later admitted. He has respected

that decision to this day. Yet silence

does not discourage a calling, and

can sometimes even nourish it. So,

following our father’s footsteps, we

have plunged ourselves into the world

of Vaux-le-Vicomte. Having had the

good fortune of being able to choose

our future, we have decided to carry

out the mission performed by our

family since 1875.

From generation to generation,

the questions and challenges are

the same. How can this glamorous

yet private historic monument – the

largest in France – be maintained and

saved so that over 300,000 visitors

can marvel at it every year? How

can we simultaneously sustain and

nurture the nobility of the home in

which we were raised? That is the

challenge behind this heritage. Our

parents managed to maintain the

elegance of the chateau by avoiding

huge commercial operations. In

order to ensure its future, we have

to constantly devise new activities

and novel ideas, employing the most

modern technology, an approach

that would have been approved

by our predecessors.

Nowadays, perpetuating the

grandeur of Vaux-le-Vicomte means

tirelessly appealing to patrons and

attracting visitors, to continue our

primary mission: to pass on this

French masterpiece of the 17th

century to future generations. Q

BELOW This is a view of the grand salon – also called the oval salon

– from the private apartments upstairs. The upper part is decorated

with 16 figures, 12 of which represent the signs of the zodiac, with

the others symbolising the four seasons RIGHT The library was

installed in the second half of the 18th century and served as

the living room while Alexandre’s parents were living here

* BOOK OFFER
This is an extract from A Day at

Château de Vaux-le-Vicomte.

H&A readers can buy a copy for

£18.95 incl P&P (usually £22.50)

by calling 01903 828503 and

quoting HA/DACVLV. Offer

valid until 10th December 2015.
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T
here’s no rich colour or lavish 

gilt in the room known as the 

Cabinet of the King in Vaux-

le-Vicomte. With its lack of 

ornamentation, the room (pictured 

right) stands in contrast to the rest 

of the chateau, which dazzles with 

intricate gilding, masterpiece murals 

and embellished wall hangings. Given 

that the room was designed for King 

Louis XIV to use during his visits, its 

lack of pomp is somewhat puzzling.

‘This room was the last to 

be completed and, in 1661, the 

decorating project was abandoned,’ 

says Alexandre de Vogüé. ‘The three 

families who have lived in Vaux 

since Fouquet have left the room 

untouched. It’s frozen in time and a 

moving reminder of what happened.’ 

If all of this sounds more than a little 

intriguing, that’s because it is – the 

history of Vaux-le-Vicomte is famed 

for a scandal involving embezzlement 

claims, imprisonment and the 

removal of 150 tapestries.

In 1661, Nicolas Fouquet – who 

commissioned the chateau – held a 

party for the king in his dazzling new 

abode. By this point, unbeknown to 

Fouquet, Louis had already turned 

against him, with a little help from 

Fouquet’s political rival, Jean-

Baptiste Colbert. His new home was 

too extravagant, his spending too 

frivolous. Plus, there was word that 

Fouquet had used embezzled money 

to create Vaux-le-Vicomte. Shortly 

afterwards, Fouquet was arrested on 

the king’s orders and spent 15 years 

in prison, never to return to Vaux.

‘Louis sent his men to Vaux to 

move every item to his own new 

home, the Palace of Versailles,’ 

says Alexandre. As well as the 150 

tapestries, Louis also removed 200 

statues, almost all of the furniture 

and even the orange trees from the 

garden. He didn’t stop with Fouquet’s 

beloved collection, though. He also 

employed the same architect (Louis 

Le Vau), landscape artist (André Le 

Nôtre) and decorator (Charles Le 

Brun) that created Vaux-le-Vicomte 

to build Versailles. There was no 

doubt he wanted to create his own 

version but on a much larger scale.

Alexandre’s great-great-

grandfather, Alfred Sommier, bought 

Vaux in 1875, by which point the 

chateau had been abandoned for 

over 20 years. Only six pieces from 

Fouquet’s vast collection remained 

and so Alfred set about the daunting 

task of refurbishing the chateau, 

using original 17th-century pieces 

and high-quality reproductions. 

‘Thanks to extensive archives, 

we know – more or less – what 

Fouquet had in his collection,’ says 

Alexandre. ‘The objective for our 

family has always been to recreate 

the atmosphere of the place as it was 

in Fouquet’s day, while retaining 

the welcoming atmosphere of a real 

home, which is, of course, what 

it was up until we moved to the 

outbuildings less than 50 years ago.’

PIECING BACK THE CHATEAU
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FACING PAGE, 

FROM LEFT  

A detail of the dining 

room’s decorative 

panels; the courtyard 

facade, seen from 

beyond the entrance 

gate THIS PAGE 

The decoration of 

the Cabinet of the 

King was never 

finished: the walls 

are simply adorned 

in grey, while there is 

no gilding or colour 

on the ceiling. The 

painting is of Louis 

XV, while the Chinese 

vases date from  

the 17th century
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Don’t miss these exciting sales taking place at auction
houses around the country

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

4

2

Noticeboard
AUCTION HOUSE

fellows.co.uk � 0121 222 7666; 020 7127 4198

1Fellows Auctioneers
Fellows holds over 120 auctions each

year. As specialists in a variety of fields and
with an auction to cater for every need, its
continually changing inventory makes Fellows a
hub of excitement for lovers of watches, 
jewellery and antiques.

Forthcoming sales:
1st December – The Watch Sale
7th December – Vintage Jewellery & Accessories
10th December – Antique & Modern Jewellery
14th December – Silver & Plated Ware

` Augusta House, 19 Augusta Street, 
Birmingham, B18 6JA

roseberys.co.uk � 020 8761 2522

2Roseberys London
Roseberys is a privately owned auction house operating at the heart of

the fine art market for more than 25 years. Specialist sales include Asian and
Islamic Arts, Modern and Contemporary Art and Design, Decorative Art, Fine
Silver and Jewellery, Ceramics and much more.
Roseberys’ team of world-renowned specialists also
provide a wide range of art market services to clients, 
including valuations for insurance and probate.

Forthcoming sales:
21st Nov – Modern & Contemporary Prints
1st & 2nd Dec – Fine Art feat. Asian Arts & Wine
9th Jan 2016 – Art & Antiques
6th Feb 2016 – Art & Antiques feat. Fashion & Textiles

` 70–76 Knights Hill, London, SE27 0JD

3Midland Furniture Auctions
Midland Furniture Auctions holds one of the UK’s biggest weekly furniture

auctions every Wednesday in the heart of the country. Packed to the brim with
the latest ranges and types of furniture, bidders can expect a fantastic choice
and great prices.Conveniently
located off the M1 (J28) near
Alfreton, Derbyshire. For
further information visit the
website or contact Dean
Carpenter or Liz Darrington-
Mosley.

` 10 Grange Close, Clover Nook
Industrial Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire,
DE55 4QT

midlandfurnitureauctions.co.uk � 01773 832555

4 McTear’s
As proud holders of the Britain’s Best Auction House Award, McTear’s has

become one of the UK’s best-known independent auction houses. The company’s
auction calendar is brought together by 10 specialist departments covering
Scottish, International and Contemporary Pictures, Watches, Jewellery, Whisky,
Wine, Asian Art, Silver, Ceramics, Furniture, Clocks, Instruments and Militaria.
The auctions are promoted on national television and press, and in 2016, as in
2015, every single lot offered at McTear’s will be available to bid live online,
providing a truly global audience for selling and buying. McTear’s is also a proud
pioneer of timed bidding auctions in association with the-saleroom.com and ATG
Media, the world’s leading online bidding platform. These timed auctions are
different from traditional auctions in that no auctioneer calls the sale; rather
bidding is done solely online from across the globe. November and December 
auction dates are available on the website.

` 31 Meiklewood Road, Glasgow, G51 4EU

mctears.co.uk � 01418 102880
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steps to a fabulous

FESTIVE TABLE
The appearance of your Christmas table is perhaps as important as the food you serve.

PAULA WOODS reveals how to create the perfect convivial setting, with all the trimmings

1
ENSURE SUITE 
SUCCESS
While you may dream
of glittering tableware,

soft candlelight and roaring
fires, the basis of any successful
seasonal setting starts well
before the accessories stage,
with a well chosen dining suite.

Circular tables are great
for encouraging conversation
and can offer ‘a more intimate
dining experience,’ says Kate
Tansle, of Multiyork. However
do restrict size, as models
that can seat more than eight
may hinder cross-table chat
and access to serving dishes.
Opting for a central pedestal,
as opposed to table legs, can
offer extra legroom as well as
the possibility of squeezing in
an unexpected guest.

For those catering for larger
groups, rectangular or oval
tables are ideal, but a depth in
excess of 90cm is advisable, or
you may struggle for central
space for serving dishes.
Alternatively, ‘an extendable
table design can be easily
pulled out during meal time,’
continues Tansley, but does of
course require additional floor
space when fully extended.

To calculate how many
people will fit comfortably
around your table, allow
around 70cm of space per
person, plus a clearance
of 90cm behind chairs for
circulation. When it comes to
seating, look to chairs that are
not too heavy or awkward to
move and that offer adequate
support. Side chairs, rather
than carvers with arms, are 
more space efficient.

Neptune’s oak ‘Arundel’ table (from £1,350, in two sizes), seats up to eight. Team with

matching benches (£550 each) and cushions (from £40) for rustic banquet-style dining
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2
KEEP IT CASUAL
An open-plan room is ideal for informal gatherings, but
define areas to create a cosy atmosphere – and discourage 
diners from entering busy cooking areas with islands

or mobile units which, as the experts at Harvey Jones point
out, double as serving areas. For ‘laid-back sophistication, rich
organic materials, raw timber tabletops, linen napkins, chunky
stoneware crockery and copper highlights encourage everyone to
feel at home,’ says Kate Mooney of Houseology. For extra seating,
consider a charming collection of mismatched chairs. Alternatively, 
a bench will ‘allow little ones to all sit together, adding a little
excitement around the table,’ says Kate Tansley, of Multiyork.

For that homely feel, keep timber

table tops bare and dress for

the occasion with an array of

linens and decorative detailing.

Lexington’s 2015 Holiday

Collection includes festive red

checked napkins (£65), red

bowls (£19) and china (from £25)



10 ANTIQUE FINDS
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3
FOCUS ON FORMALITY 
A dining room lends itself
to formal functions, but it
is choice of furniture that

determines overall feel. Matching
suites impart an air of formality, while 
elegant hardwoods such as walnut,
cherry or mahogany ‘add richness
and warmth,’ says Katie Watson, of
Fishpools. Traditional polished surfaces
are the ideal backdrop to crisp china
and sparkling glasses – although those
with children may prefer more durable
lacquered finishes. Classic cabinetry
enhances formality, while upholstered
chairs ensure comfort and smart
tailoring. Watson suggests ‘metallic
accents to inject a sophisticated touch,
as well as to add warmth and texture’.
This is also the perfect setting to entice
diners by enclosing the table in a pool
of light, using pendants or chandeliers.
Ensure ‘the lowest part of the light is a
minimum of 90cm above the table,’ says
lighting expert Charles Edward, and
that supplementary lighting does not 
cause eye-level glare to diners.

For a modern take on classic formality, marry clean lines with

rich finishes. The ‘Antibes’ extending dining table (£1,579)

from Fishpools has a gloss grey koto lacquer finish and can be

teamed with matching button-back upholstered chairs (£299) 

1. Pair of antique French chairs, £295, Decorative Country Living 2. 1890 Shanxi restored Chinese elm buffet, in red lacquer with oriental designs, £1,695, Orchid Furniture

3. Vintage Hungarian grain sack table runner, from £45, Rebecca’s Aix Home 4. c1840 Dimmock ‘Vignette’ meat dish or platter, £225, Lovers of Blue and White 5. 1909 silver-

hallmarked ‘Goldsmiths And Silversmiths’ dog head menu card holders with sapphire eyes, £1,350 set of four, Maison Dog 6. Belgian 1860 Pristine white ironstone tureen, £270,

Spencer Swaffer 7. Edwardian carved ivory salt cellar and pepper pot, £65, The Antique Kitchen 8. Art deco-style walnut cocktail cabinet, c1930, £2,450, The Old Cinema 9. c1940s

American bronze drinks trolley with thermos flask-lined ice buckets, £1,250 Guinevere Antiques 10. c1860 English red over crystal glass decanters, £880 per pair, Mark J West
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4
CREATE CELEBRATORY SETTINGS
‘Linen is the natural choice for the festive season,
as its texture and feel evoke luxury,’ says Larissa
Cairns of The Linen Works. She says: ‘Mitred or

hemstitch details add formality, embroidery adds grandeur,
and simple hem napkins create a less formal finish. Look
to plain linens to showcase settings, and consider antique
pieces, from the likes of Guinevere or Rebecca’s Aix Home, 
for character.’ Crisp white cloths epitomise fine dining. 

A formal place setting should be around ‘75cm wide by
55cm deep, to factor in all elements,’ says Jamie Horton of
Harlequin London. However, ‘a side plate, dinner plate and
bowl are all that are required to lend your table an air of
occasion, without looking too crowded,’ says Nicola Wilson,
of Denby. While traditionally in Britain separate cutlery is
laid out for each course, try retaining a single set, European-
style for more relaxed events. Finally, ‘do think about adding 
hand written personalised place cards,’ says Horton. 

For informal elegance, adorn this

generous ‘Wilmore’ timber table

(£699) and benches (£299) with

simple, yet sumptuous, place

settings featuring beaded and

hexagonal placements (£9.50)

and ‘Stag Connoisseur’ crackers

(£29.50), set against a festive

backdrop of sparking baubles

(from £3), silver candleholders

(£19.50), glassware (from

£25), china (from £5) and an

abundance of fresh foliage. All

items from Marks and Spencer 



Amara mixes things up with Iittala’s

‘Taika’ china (from £21) and plain

‘Teema’ plates and bowls (from

£15). An eclectic flourish of LSA and

Lexington glassware (from £16.50), 

plus statement gold and white

candleholders (from £24)  

complete the look

5
CHOOSE STATEMENT TABLEWARE
Fine crockery goes hand-in-hand with elegant dining,
while stoneware offers a homely appeal. Rather than
using a matching service, interior designer Rachel Bates

advocates ‘mixing china, crystal, cutlery and even antique
pieces, to make things more exciting – after all, Christmas is
a celebration and there are another 364 days in which to be
ordinary!’ Treasured traditional designs, such as by Herend 

and Wedgwood, take on a fresh new look when partnered with
plains; and classic white or creamware conjures up the latest
eclectism when accented with colour or pattern.

‘An array of sparkling glasses is an elementary part of
any table setting at Christmas,’ says Nicola Wilson of Denby.
Rather than sticking to a matching set, water, wine, champagne
and aperitif glasses can, as with crockery, be used to introduce 
contrasting statement or antique pieces to your table.
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NINE OF THE BEST Candelabra 
1 43

6
SERVE UP IN STYLE
Well-chosen serveware can enhance your table, while
using sideboards, consoles or dresser bases for the
display of yuletide treats, cold courses and desserts

allow pre-preparation, prior to the main event. These also act
as visual tempters to forthcoming delights, so greet guests with 
a decorative display of statement pieces, including pedestal
and tiered servers, plus glass domes to keep things fresh.
Once the guests are seated, tureens ensure the stylish and hot 

presentation of any soup course, while traditional platters can
be used for meats or birds, and classic round or oval dishes
assigned to vegetables. Jamie Horton, of Harlequin London,
advises ‘one serving piece per six persons, to ensure items are
not too unwieldy, and everyone is served promptly.’ Lidded
serveware helps retain heat when transporting from the kitchen
and smart oven to tableware, such as that by Le Creuset, Denby 
and Portmeirion, eliminates the need to transfer foods into 
presentation dishes. 

Add height and grandeur

to a decorative serving

centrepiece by stacking

varying sized silvered

glass cake stands (Within,

from £13.95) one on top

of another, then pile high

with a tempting array of

seasonal nuts and fruit

2

1. OLD 1930 to 1940s matched gilt metal candleholders, £165 per pair, The Antique Kitchen 2. OLD Vintage candelabra with cherub, approximately £55 per pair,

Dazzle Vintage Furniture; 3. NEW ‘Leaf’ eight-arm table candelabra, £39.95, Adventino 4. NEW Robert Welch ‘Nest’ five-arm candelabra, £190, Black By Design  
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A candelabra can be a stunning focal point for your table, casting a warm glow over proceedings

5 6 7

5. OLD English c1890, silver plate 6-light column candelabra, £2,300, Guinevere Antiques 6. NEW ‘Fight Me Antler Candelabra’, £495, The French Bed Company 7. OLD Georgian-style

silver plate candelabra, £385, Lassco Brunswick House 8. NEW Renaissance reproduction gold cherub candelabra, £115, Within 9. NEW ‘Twist’ copper candlestick, £40, Oliver Bonas

8 9

7
DRINK TO THE 
SEASON
Katie Watson of
Fishpools suggests

‘a drinks trolley for those
welcoming drinks and
liqueurs after dinner’. Or
how about a glamorous
drinks cabinet – high street
offerings include Marks &
Spencer and John Lewis –
or look to antique pieces
for authenticity. Essentials
include champagne coupes
and flutes, liqueur glasses, 
martini glasses and
hi-balls and tumblers.

At the table, white
and red wine glasses are
a given, as is the essential
water goblet. Decanters
help red wine and spirits
to breathe or soften,
and also add a sense of
occasion. For formal
elegance, a glittering
array of fine lead crystal
looks amazing, but crystal
glass is perhaps a more
affordable alternative.

The cocktail cabinet is a re-emerging

essential for organising glassware and

drinks. Conceived as a statement piece to

represent sophistication, luxury and quality,

John Lewis’s walnut and metal ‘Puccini’

Cocktail Cabinet (1999) combines 1920s

influences and strong geometric forms
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8
INDULGE IN FESTIVE TOUCHES
For instant atmosphere, look to rows or clusters of
candles as they are ‘far more effective when grouped
together,’ says floral designer Laura Lee of Kenneth

Turner. Scented candles ‘treat all the senses’, says Andrew
Kyte of The Chelsea Gardener – but avoid strong aromas
as these may change the taste of food. Jamie Horton of
Harlequin London advises using ‘very low tea lights or very
tall candlesticks so diners can see each other across the
table’ – a principle that also applies to floral arrangements. 

Lee recommends ‘long lasting flowers such as ‘Red Admiral’
amaryllis, cut short and mixed with red ilex berries and
viburnum greenery’ for traditional tables and ‘hellebores for
contemporary settings’. Larissa Cairns of The Linen Works
suggests ‘greenery, small branches, berries and pine cones for
centrepieces and loose greens and twine for tying napkins’.
Holly, ivy and mistletoe can be used throughout the house
for garlands, teamed (carefully) with flickering flames. Try
bonbon jars filled with baubles to inject colour and sparkle,
dishes of nuts, and oranges studded with aromatic cloves.

Adorn mantelpieces and other

surfaces with flickering flames.

Vary height for added interest using

The White Company’s ‘Hexagonal

Hurricane’ (£20) and tea light holders

(£6). For an effective display, add a

glass-footed bowl (£60) of glittering

‘Fern Etched’ mercury baubles (£6)

and a smattering of stars (£10 for 20) 
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ANTONIO
CARLUCCIO,
OBE, CHEF

Make the table at the heart of
your celebrations very much your
own. The way that I do Christmas
is neither typically Italian nor
English – I celebrate in my own
style. At home I have a beautiful
oak table that I decorate with

two huge bowl candles. Rather than the traditional English
holly and ivy, I actually wreathe it with gladioli – as this
makes me feel as if I am on a boat moored in a sunny Italian
harbour. We always get off to a good start on Christmas day
with Prosecco. Make sure you have a good selection of red 
and white wines to follow! 

PRUE LEITH, CHEF

AND AUTHOR OF

THE FOOD OF LOVE: 

LAURA’S STORY
(Quercus, 2015)

A flaming Christmas pud is
always a showstopper. Turn your
pudding out, hot, from the bowl.
Stick a piece of real (not plastic!)
holly in the top and make sure

that the doors and windows are closed to exclude draughts.
Warm a double tot of brandy in a saucepan and carry the
pan, matches and pudding as close as you can get it to the
table. If you have a side table, all the better. No one will
notice you sneaking in and quietly lighting the brandy in the
pan. Pour it over and the holly will go up with a satisfying 
crackle. Turn around and take a bow.

MARCUS WAREING,

CHEF AND OWNER

OF MARCUS WAREING 

RESTAURANTS
marcuswareingrestaurants.com

When you are entertaining at home,
don’t try to do too much and only
cater to what you need. So, for
example, try to do just four or five
canapés that you can prepare in

advance and focus on making them the tastiest you can.
If you want to do cocktails, just do one and make it the
best. Mix up a big jug of it to keep in the fridge. We
always try and subtly tidy as the night goes on so our
guests are unaware of it, but do just enough to keep the
decks clear and avoid the mountain of washing-up at the
end of the night. You can get the kids involved by asking
them to serve canapés – ours love it and my eldest can  
pour drinks now too, which is great.

SOPHIE CONRAN,  
DESIGNER AND 

COOK

Set the table properly, starting with
the flatware, and lay it at every
place from the outside in – with
different cutlery for each course.
I always decorate napkins with
little motifs so I might use ribbons,
ivy, mistletoe and a Christmas

bauble. Make sure that flowers on the table are kept low so
they don’t obstruct the view of the people opposite. On the
side I display my collection of glass cake stands that I always
bring out at Christmas. I fill them with candy, chocolates or
dried fruit – sugared almonds are fantastic for colour, and 
you can tie them in with your table setting too.

HUGH FEARNLEY-
WHITTINGSTALL,
CHEF, WRITER AND

ETHICAL FOODIE

Use little leftovers to add to edible
decorative touches to dinner
party food. For example if I have
leftover dried or crystallised fruit
and nuts after making Christmas
cake or the puddings, I like to

chop it, scatter it over a puddle of melted chocolate, spread
it on a baking parchment and leave it to set. It looks great
broken up and served as slivers on the side of a coffee cup
after dinner, or even packaged up and given as extra gifts.

9
BEST LAID PLANS:
LAST-MINUTE TIPS FROM
CELEBRITY CHEFS & COOKS
The key to successful entertaining is in the

planning. Not only is Christmas lunch often the most
special celebratory meal of the year, it will be more
enjoyable for the host when last-minute stress is kept
to a minimum. It’s well worth washing and polishing
glasses, flatware, and ironing table linen a day or two
before the event. If you have the space, lay everything
out in a room that you’re not using, to ensure you
have all of the elements for the table together. This
will save any last-minute dashes to the neighbours for
extra chairs or frustration over being a set of cutlery
short. If you have courses or elements of them that can
be pre-prepared, take your time to enjoy the cooking.
Getting the rest of the family involved can be fun and
help divide up tasks. Young children love devising
and colouring in menus. Here are plenty more ideas
for planning your festive entertaining, from some 
household names in the know…



STOCKISTS
K Adventino 01529 307812; 

adventino.co.uk

K Alessi 020 7518 9090;  

alessi.com

K Amara 0800 5877645; amara.com

K Annabel James 0345 548 0210;

annabeljames.co.uk

K The Antique Kitchen 07831

389843; theantiquekitchen.co.uk

K Aubeterre Blue 020 8133 0025;

aubeterreblue.co.uk

K Barker and Stonehouse  

0333 355 9392;

barkerandstonehouse.co.uk

K BHS 0344 411 6000; bhs.co.uk

K Black By Design Ltd 01889

502716; black-by-design.co.uk

K Caroline Gardner 020 8288 9696; 

carolinegardner.com

K Clare Loves 01494 874101; 

clareloves.co.uk

K Charles Edwards 020 7736 8490; 

charlesedwards.com

K The Chelsea Gardener 020 7352

5656; chelseagardener.com

K The Conran Shop 0844 848 4000;

conranshop.co.uk

K Cox & Cox 0844 858 0744; 

coxandcox.co.uk

K Dazzle Vintage Furniture

dazzlevintagefurniture.co.uk

K Debenhams 0844 800 8877; 

debenhams.com

K Denby 01773 740899; denby.co.uk

K Dunelm 0845 1656565;  

dunelm-mill.com

K Etsy etsy.com

K Fears and Kahn 01949 851736;

fearsandkahn.co.uk

K Fishpools 01992 636465; 

fishpools.co.uk

K The French Bedroom Company 

08456 448022;

frenchbedroomcompany.co.uk

K Guinevere 020 7736 2917; 

guinevere.co.uk

K The Hambledon 01962 890055; 

thehambledon.com

K Harlequin London 020 7384 1911;

harlequin-london.com

K Highgrove Shop 0333 222 4555;

highgroveshop.com

K Homebase Homebase.co.uk

K House of Fraser 0345 602 1073 

houseoffraser.co.uk

K I & JL Brown 020 773 64141;

ijlbrown.com

K Ian Mankin 020 7722 0997;

ianmankin.co.uk

K India Jane 020 8799 7166; 

indiajane.co.uk

K John Lewis 08456 049 049; 

johnlewis.com

K John Sankey 0115 946 2121; 

johnsankey.co.uk

K Julia Brendel 01795 599 840;

juliabrendel.com

K Kenneth Turner 0844 567 1000;

kennethturner.com

K Lassco Brunswick House

020 7394 2100; lassco.co.uk

K Lexington Co lexingtoncompany.com

K The Linen Works 020 3744 1020;

thelinenworks.co.uk

K Lovers of Blue and White 01763

853800; blueandwhite.com

K LSA International 01932 755684;

lsa-international.com

K Maison Dog 020 8299 3390; 

maisondog.co.uk

K Mark J West 07956 117693; 

markwest-glass.com

K Marks & Spencer 0333 014

8000; marksandspencer.com

K Multiyork 0845 303 7134; 

multiyork.co.uk

K Nancy & Betty Studio 01225

065065; nancyandbetty.com

K Neptune neptune.co.uk

K Oka 0844 815 7380; okadirect.com

K The Old Cinema 020 8995 4166;

theoldcinema.co.uk

K Oliver Bonas 020 8974 0110;

oliverbonas.com

K Oliver Steer 020 7969 1802;

oliversteer.com

K One World Trading Company

0208 974 2211; one.world

K Orchid Furniture 01264 811111;

orchidfurniture.co.uk

K Paperchase 020 7467 6200;

paperchase.co.uk

K Pastel Lane 07949 339416;

pastellane.co.uk

K Pentreath & Hall 020 7430 2526;

pentreath-hall.com

K Peony & Sage 01289 388650;

peonyandsage.com

K Rachel Bates 01625 464300;

rachelbatesinteriors.com

K Raspberry Mash 07583 836988;

raspberrymash.co.uk

K Rebecca’s Aix Home

rebeccasaixhome.com

K Rume 01273 777810; rume.co.uk

K Sainsburys sainsburys.co.uk

K Sarah Raven 0345 092 0283;

sarahraven.com

K Scissor Monkeys

scissormonkeys.com

K Spencer Swaffer Antiques 01903

882132; spencerswaffer.co.uk

K Talking Tables 020 7627 6767;

talkingtables.co.uk

K Thakeham Furniture 01798

342333; thakehamfurniture.co.uk

K The White Company 020 375 89

222; thewhitecompany.com

K Within 020 7087 2900;

withinhome.com

EIGHT OF THE  
BEST CRACKERS 

Invented in 1847, crackers remain an integral 

part of the Christmas dining experience

1

3

2

4

5 6

7 8

1. ‘Ombre Stags’ crackers containing assorted gifts, £13 for six,

Paperchase 2. Chalkboard-style crackers containing luxury eco gifts,

£35 for six, Scissor Monkeys 3. Luxury crackers containing assorted

gifts, £20 for six, Debenhams 4. ‘Neon Fringe’ crackers containing 

assorted gifts, £17.50 for six, The Hambledon 5. Handmade ‘Rosa

Gardener’ crackers, containing gifts for gardeners, £34.95 for six,

Annabel James 6. Kate Sproston Design ‘Scandi Cross Stitch’ reusable

cracker – untie ribbon to open or add gift, £12.50 each, Etsy 7.

‘Midwinter Forest’ kraft paper crackers containing luxury gifts, £40 for

six, Cox and Cox 8. ‘Embroidered Woodland’ linen reusable crackers

– untie ribbon to open or add gift, £99.95 for six, Highgrove Shop
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Key stories in the history of

SNOW GLOBES

1
UP, UP AND AWAY 
Being a Louis Vuitton VIP

client has its benefits and 

when the fashion house hands

out free limited edition snow globes

as gifts, it’s time to get excited. A

lucky few have received special globes

featuring bellboys, stacked luggage,

handbags, porters’ trollies and, erm,

a hot air balloon. The ‘Aero’ snow

globe, as it is known, was inspired by

a Pierre-Émile Legrain ink drawing

and pays homage to Louis Vuitton’s

1906 ‘Aero’ trunk, which was designed

to be attached to the gondola of a hot

air balloon - the trunk serves as the 

compartment in this case. One of these

snow globes sold at Christie’s South

Kensington in January along with a

trio of limited edition paperweight

trunks, also VIP gifts, for £3,750.

2LIGHT BULB 

MOMENT
In 1900 an Austrian by the

name of Erwin Perzy made one of the

first snow globes – by accident. Hoping

to improve the brightness of a light

bulb, he filled a glass ball with water

and semolina. The floating granules

reminded him of snowfall and he made a

globe containing a model of the Basilica

of Mariazell, a Romanesque chapel and popular pilgrimage

site near Vienna. The globe measured 4cm, was mounted on a

gypsum base painted black and contained ground rice. Perzy

started creating more scenes held within these

watery glass domes and started

mass production several years

later, opening a factory that

made globes of varying

sizes. The company, Original

Vienna Snow Globes, continues from

the same premises in Vienna, run by

his grandson Erwin Perzy III, supplying Harrods,

film companies and high profile clients such as

Bill Clinton (his contained confetti thrown at his

inauguration party) as well as still making examples

featuring local landmarks, such as St Stephen’s Cathedral

in Vienna (left). About 200,000 hand-painted glass

snow globes are made a year, filled with Alpine water

and flurrying ‘snow’, the recipe for which is a closely-

guarded secret. Also at the factory the family has a

museum with about 500 snow globes on display.

As well as Austria, France and the US, Germany was also
a big manufacturer of snow globes. One company started
making ‘Dream Globes’ in the 1950s after its founder became

stranded in a snowdrift one night. Bernhard Koziol, who started a 
business in 1927 producing fine carved ivory brooches and figures,

was driving through the Odenwald forest in his
Volkswagen ‘Beetle’ in 1950 when he saw three

deer wandering through a flurry of snow 
among pine trees in his rear view mirror. 
The curved shape of the car’s rear window
inspired him to create a snow globe, which
was filled with local mineral water from
the region. The company still makes globes
today, mostly advertising and promotional

examples for companies, as well as
versions for Disney. This contemporary
‘Black Forest’ globe featuring a black 
stag by Koziol gives a nod to the wintry 

scene that inspired the originals.  

DOE, A DEER
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Nothing says Christmas like a miniature snow-swept scene encased in a glass dome, but

as ROSANNA MORRIS discovers, the snow dome’s association with the festive season was a 

relatively late development in the history of this much-loved souvenir
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5
SNOW DRIFT
One of the largest snow 

globe collections in

the world belongs to

American actor Corbin Bernsen,

who has amassed about 8,000.

He began collecting in the 1980s

while travelling across the States

promoting the television series LA

Law, in which he starred as divorce

lawyer Arnold Becker. His globes,

some of which are displayed on

specially built shelves in his office, 

cover many subjects – such as

advertising, travel, Christmas,

music and films – and include some 

rare and antique versions. Snow

globes were curiosities in the late

19th century but by the 1920s

and 1930s had become a fun and 

enchanting collecting field.

FRENCH FANCY
Forerunners to the snow
globe appeared at the Paris
Exposition Universelle in

1878. These objects were more
like paperweights filled with
water and containing figures. The
earliest known snow globe still in
existence dates to the exposition
held in the city in 1889. This globe
containing a clay model of the Eiffel
Tower was introduced as a souvenir
at the fair, marking the centenary of
the French Revolution. Visitors entered
the exposition by walking under the
newly constructed iron structure
designed by Gustave Eiffel and built
especially for the fair. Many were
worried that it might topple over and it
is believed the glass spheres containing
tiny replicas of the tower and sitting on
ceramic bases were used as a marketing tool to allay these fears. Today,
this particular dome is in the Bergstrom-Mahler Museum of Glass,
Neenah, Wisconsin. It contains ceramic flakes while other early glitter
was made from ground bone, sand and sawdust. The Eiffel Tower is still 
a popular snow globe subject today. 
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7CHILDHOOD
INNOCENCE
‘Rosebud’ murmurs

newspaper magnate Charles

Foster Kane while holding a

snow globe in his hand – his

final word before he dies and

the globe slips from his grasp

and smashes on the floor. This

opening scene in what many

consider to be the greatest

American film, Orson Welles’s

1941 Citizen Kane, uses the

snow globe as a symbol of

childhood innocence. It turns

out that ‘Rosebud’ is the name

of the sled that Kane played on

as a boy, and the building inside

the dome is reminiscent of his 

childhood home. 

SPIRITUAL
SPHERES
Churches were one of the

most popular subjects for early snow

globes, as shown by Erwin Perzy’s

original (see 2 on previous page). This

English lead glass snow dome with

a knob finial dating to c1900 also

depicts a church. The building sits on

an ebonised circular ceramic plinth

base and was sold recently for £200

by antiques dealers Doe & Hope. The

Sagrada Familia Church in Barcelona,

the Basilica Notre-Dame de la Garde

in Marseille and St Paul’s Cathedral

in London have all been featured in

globes. So too have many pretty village

churches, including the Sainte-Mère-

Église in Normandy – shown complete

with parachutes to commemorate

the village’s historical importance as

a D-Day landing place. Other globes

include Our Lady of Lourdesfrom

1958, commemorating the 100-year

anniversary of Marion apparitions at 

Lourdes, France, in 1858.
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HOLIDAY SOUVENIRS
If you have a snow globe in your possession, more than likely
you’ll have picked it up while abroad as a kitsch souvenir of

your trip. As the earliest snow globes were souvenirs from world fairs
and exhibitions, it was only natural they would evolve into popular
tourist site trinkets. Souvenir snow globes have been ubiquitous
in tourist destinations since the late 1940s and remain the most
popular snow globe form. Snow has been known to swirl around
Hawaiian palm trees, camels in the dessert in Morocco, tropical fish
in Acapulco, Brunelleschi’s red-tiled dome in Florence, India’s Taj
Mahal and every national monument and landmark in America.

8
CHRISTMAS
You’d think something depicting

a miniature winter wonderland

would always have been linked

to Christmas. Not so; it was not until the

1930s that a globe appeared featuring

Santa Claus. Most early globes were

souvenirs and contained buildings.

‘Early snow globe glitter was made from 

a wax-like substance that resembled

snow so it was a logical progress to use

Christmas theme inserts,’ says Harry L

Rinker, American snow globe collector 

and expert. ‘Historically, the festive

inserts focused on winter forest scenes,

Santa and winter activities such as skiing, 

skating, and sledding.’ B Shackman

Company of New York produced the first

examples of this type and by the 1940s, 

Atlas Crystal Works of Covington,

Tennessee, followed suit, producing

the adverts for its festive ornaments. In

1942, a cover of Good Housekeeping

magazine featured a young girl holding a

Santa snow globe. The Santa snow globes

developed into figurative examples – with

models of the jolly man in red having the

water-filled, snowy sphere as his rotund

belly – which are quite rare. After that

anything went, and the Christmas globes 

featured everything from snowmen to

reindeer. Coalport pottery made a range 

of globes featuring scenes from The

Snowman story by Raymond Briggs. 
PRODUCT

PLACEMENT
As snow globes increased in

popularity – especially in America from the

1920s as more and more companies started

manufacturing them – so they were used

as promotional tools and thus advertising

versions arrived on the market. This was

further spurred by the introduction of plastic,

which allowed cheaper mass production.

They have been used to promote everything

from Heinz ketchup, McDonald’s restaurants

and Hershey’s chocolates to museums, art

galleries, films and department stores – as

well as marking important global events.

Driss Company, based in Chicago, was

responsible for globes promoting 1950s television shows such as The Lone Ranger. More 

recently, Liberty was selling globes featuring its iconic Regent Street store.
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WHAT 
THE  
EXPERTS 
SAY

K�My teenage daughters love 
receiving vintage jewellery 
and small silver wares, such 
as lockets, brooches, beaded 
necklaces and silver propelling 
pencils. I often buy a box of 
items for around £30 at small 
country auction houses such 
as Gorringes in East Sussex, 
which will contain a jumble of 
things to sort through.

ELIZABETH FELL

Antiques buyer and 

consultantL
ooking for individual, 
stylish, collectable, good 
quality or quirky items to 
give as presents to family 

and friends? 
Buying at auction gives you 

access to antiques and vintage 
items that are just the ticket, 
with pre-sale estimates as low as 
£20 at some regional salerooms. 
If you’re a bargain hunter, 
antiques consultant Elizabeth Fell 
recommends seeking out small 
auction houses that specialise in 
house clearances where you’ll
find modestly estimated 
treasures that could range 
from Victorian propelling 
pencils to vintage teacups.

Christmas sales 
tend to be stacked with 
smaller items perfect 
for wrapping up. In the 
furniture and interiors 
sections, Victorian footstools,
sewing boxes and bookends fit
the bill, as do walking sticks, 
antique fans and candlesticks. 

For collectors, consider pottery 
and glassware – a single antique 
wine or liqueur glass for example, 
is so much more affordable than 
a set, and antique and vintage 
decanters are available at rock 
bottom prices. If your giftee is 
more visual, there’s an array of 
antique illustrated books, modern 
first editions, vintage posters, 

TOP FA Biard’s 

19th-century 

painting The 

Entomologist 

goes to auction at 

Woolley & Wallis 

on 9th December 

ABOVE This Sèvres 

plate, c1810, is up 

for sale at Bonhams 

on 2nd December, 

est £2,000–£3,000

The H&A  
SURVIVAL GUIDE TO…

buying Christmas 
gifts at auction

Looking for a unique gift from just £20 this season? Have some 

fun and find a host of antique and vintage treasures waiting to be 

snapped up at auction, says CAROLINE WHEATER

Victorian and Edwardian 
paintings and 20th-century 
limited edition prints to choose 
from. Contemporary applied 

arts – studio pottery and glass, 
bronzes and silverware – is much 
cheaper at auction than new, so 
scan the salerooms for the work 
of favourite designer-makers.

We can’t talk about Christmas 
without touching on the fantastic 
value offered by jewellery and 
silver at auction – often hammer 
prices are half what you’d pay in a 
shop. A generous budget of £700 
to £1,000 could buy something 
really special, but there’s plenty to 
suit smaller budgets too. 

Turn to page 138 for our guide 
to buying antique jewellery

BEST 
CHRISTMAS 
AUCTION BUY?  
An end of the 19th- or 
early 20th-century 
silver postage stamp 
holder that I threaded 
onto a silver chain and 
gave to one of my 
daughters: she loves it.

Early 1900s topaz and diamond ring, at  

the Christmas jewellery sale, Bonhams
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K First edition novels 
and storybooks are so 
collectable right now and 
a gift of a favourite book 
is sure to be a winner at 
Christmas. They are a 
great investment too, and 
will only become more 
rare and more sought 
after over time. Something 
spectacular might be a first 
edition of Charles Dickens’s 
A Christmas Carol, or Ian 
Fleming’s Casino Royale.

K For daughters and 
girlfriends I always look 
for costume jewellery as 
even by named makers 
it’s still very reasonable at 
auction. I love pieces by 
Miriam Haskell, produced 
between the late 1920s to 
the 1960s. You can buy a 
pair of Haskell earrings for 
£30 to £40.

K Late 18th- and early 
19th-century English 
Worcester porcelain 
in common patterns is 
undervalued but makes a 
dainty present. Look for 
pieces in these patterns: 
transfer printed ‘Fence’ and 
‘Pine Cone’; painted ‘Three 
Flowers’ and ‘Cannonball’; 
plus a large group of wares 
transfer printed with flower 
sprays and butterflies that 
is not even special enough 
to have a name.

K�Look out for silver 
hallmarked at the smaller 
assay offices of Chester, 
Exeter or York which is 
very collectable – so a 
great investment as well 
as a great present. Choose 
things for the Christmas 
table: a ladle for punch, a 
carving knife, a condiment 
set – novelty owls always 
go down well – a sugar 
shaker, a gravy jug or a 
tray. The value of silver 
is at rock bottom at the 
moment so there will never 
be a better time to buy.

K�You can’t go wrong with 
a nice picture. I like British 
woodcuts and linocuts of 
the early 20th century, 
ideally c1920. The look is 
so fashionable for now – 
naïve, simple, linear, soft, 
sometimes colourful. A 
couple of hundred pounds 
should do the trick.

MEG FORD

International Head of 

Books, Manuscripts & 

Science, Christie’s

JUDITH MILLER

Author and Antiques 

Roadshow specialist

PAUL MARTIN

TV presenter and 

antiques dealer

BEST
CHRISTMAS
AUCTION BUY?
I buy for myself at
auction so that would
be telling!

K Jewellery from the 1960s
and 1970s is growing in
popularity at auction, and
designs by British jewellers
Charles de Temple, David
Thomas and Alan Gard are
particularly good value.
American jewellers of the
same period, Kurt Wayne
and Helen Woodhull, are
also top value currently.

K Look out for antique
jewellery still in its original
case, which adds cachet
and investment value to
your gift. Also good are
highly affordable Victorian
pieces that are dual-
function, such as pendants
that convert into brooches.

CAROLE GORDON

Head of jewellery

at Bonhams

BEST 
CHRISTMAS 
AUCTION BUY? 
An early 18th-century 
rectangular mirror 
with the original 
mercury and tin plate 
glass that was hand-
blown then ground 
down – a real piece of 
social history. It was 
all foxed but that made 
it even more beautiful 
and my wife was 
delighted: she knew I’d 
given it some thought. 

BEST 
CHRISTMAS 
AUCTION BUY?  
A few years ago I bid 
on a rare Worcester 
‘Tambourine’ teacup – a 
job lot with six 18th-
century Chinese famille 
rose plates. The estimate 
was £200 to £300 but I 
got the whole thing for 
£100. I kept the cup but 
gave the plates to friends 
as Christmas presents. 
People were blown away 
and now each plate is 
worth £300 to £400.

BEST 
CHRISTMAS 
AUCTION BUY?  
Many moons ago I 
bought a collection 
of cricket books for 
my husband that had 
previously been owned 
by the great British 
cricket commentator 
John Arlott. My 
husband still treasures 
them today.

This first edition of Liber Chronicarum 

by Hartmann Schedel (1440–1540) is 

one of the lots at the Hooton Pagnell 

Hall country house sale at Bonhams 

on 1st December

ABOVE A diamond brooch, c1895, to 

be sold at Bonhams, 25th November
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THE SALES

CONTACTS
K 25 BLYTHE ROAD 020 7806 5541; 25blytheroad.irostrum.com

K BARNEBY’S 020 7824 6314; barnebys.co.uk

K BONHAMS 020 7447 7447; bonhams.com

K CHEFFINS 01223 213343; cheffins.co.uk/fineart

K CHRISTIE’S SOUTH KENSINGTON 020 7930 6074; christies.com

K DOMINIC WINTER 01285 860006; dominicwinter.co.uk

K FELLOWS 0121 212 2131; fellows.co.uk

K FIELDINGS 01384 444140; fieldingsauctioneers.co.uk

K HALL’S 01743 450 700; hallsestateagents.co.uk/fine-art

K KERRY TAYLOR AUCTIONS 020 8676 4600; kerrytaylorauctions.com

K LYON & TURNBULL 0131 557 8844; lyonandturnbull.com

K MULLOCKS 01694 771771; mullocksauctions.co.uk

K THE SALEROOM 0203 725 5555; the-saleroom.com

K SPECIAL AUCTION SERVICES 01635 580595;

specialauctionservices.com

K SWORDERS 01279 817778; sworder.co.uk

K TENNANTS 01969 623780; tennants.co.uk

K VECTIS 01642 750616; vectis.co.uk

K WOOLLEY & WALLIS 01722 424500;  

woolleyandwallis.co.uk

GIF TS FOR COLLECTORS  

& MAGPIES
25 BLYTHE ROAD

Matthew Barton’s Decorative 
Works of Art sale
24th November

This popular biannual sale

offers around 400 lots from

£50 to £8,000, with plenty of

gift options such as a

Norwegian

Arts and

Crafts Dragestil

paperknife, est

£200 to £300 and

this 1763 Walter Brind

brandy saucepan (est 

£800 to £1,200).

CHEFFINS

Fine Art sale
25th-26th November

Cheffins’ two day sale offers a

monster 1,200 lots ranging in

estimate from £200 to £30,000. 

The focus is on antique and

vintage jewellery, watches and

silver, as well as collectables,

furniture and paintings from

sporting scenes to portraits 

(pictured below). 

LYON & TURNBULL

British & European
Art sale
27th November

Good quality

sale of 160 plus

lots estimated at £1,000 to

£100,000. Ranges from 17th

century to modern British art.

BONHAMS

Hooton Pagnell Hall:
300 Years of Collecting  
1st December

A de clutter on a grand scale

by the Warde Norbury family

means more than 600 lots, with

estimates from £200. There

are paintings, silver, jewellery,

furniture (such as this 17th

century ebony cabinet pictured,

top), pottery, toys and books. 

SWORDERS

Winter Country House sale  
8th December

This high quality sale is perfect

for gifts. Lots include an etching

by French artist Paul César Helleu 

of Nancy Beatrice Borwick,

Lady Croft, c1907, est £1,500

to £2,500. The 700 lots also

include taxidermy, ornaments,

bronzes and 18th and 19th

century English ceramics.

GIF TS FOR HOMEBODIES

WOOLLEY & WALLIS

British Art Pottery sale  
25th November

Annual 400 lot sale of pottery,

ranging from the 1870s to the

present with estimates from

£200 to £50,000. Big names

include Poole Pottery’s Truda

Carter, as well as Lucie Rie,

Walter Keeler and John Maltby. 

BONHAMS

Fine European Ceramics sale 
2nd December

Up to 250 of the best antique 

pieces around. Estimates

rocket up from £1,000, but

bidders are prepared to pay

for unbeatable quality Dutch

delftware, Italian maiolica, or

Meissen (such as the jug shown 

in Contacts box, below).

FIELDINGS

The Christmas Sale –
Silver & Jewellery 
5th December

At the value end of this 750 lot

sale, look out for early 20th

century silver tea sets, cake

stands (such as this 300 year

old one by Robert Timbrell),

Edwardian photograph frames,

sewing accessories, decanter

labels, antique and vintage 

watches and jewellery.

HALLS

Christmas Collective sale 
9th December

Charming sale with 600 lots,

with estimates from £60 to

£3,000, covering silverware,

jewellery, ceramics, furniture,

books, toys and coins. We love

the art deco style diamond

bracelet above (est £8,000–

£12,000). 

CHRISTIE’S SOUTH 

KENSINGTON

Prints and Multiples sale 
10th December

Expect affordable and expensive

limited edition prints, etchings

and engravings spanning three

centuries at this 300 lot sale.

Estimates from £750 upwards.

DOMINIC WINTER

AUCTIONEERS

Children’s and Illustrated
Books and Modern First 
Editions sale
17th December

Specialist sale, estimates from

£100 to £50,000. First edition

authors include Ian Fleming,

John Wyndham, Evelyn Waugh,

John Le Carré, and Tolkien. 
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CHECKLIST
BUYING CHRISTMAS GIFTS

AT AUCTION

K You are responsible for

taking home an item bought

at auction, either on the

day of the sale if you attend

in person, or if you bid

online or by telephone by

organising delivery within a

few days of the sale ending.

Auction houses will usually

recommend reliable carriers.

K Don’t forget that buying

at auction incurs an

additional charge referred

to as a ‘buyer’s premium’ or

‘commission fee’, payable

on top of the hammer price.

On average this is around 20

per cent of the hammer price

at regional auction houses,

rising to 25 per cent in the

big London salerooms.

K If the sale is very near to

Christmas, attending the sale

in person is the best way to

guarantee that the item you

buy is in your clutches, ready

to be given to the recipient

on the big day. If you are

bidding by phone or online,

it’s wise to check with the

auction house beforehand to

see how long it might take

to send an item out after the

sale has finished. Auctions

held in late November and

early December should arrive

in plenty of time.

TOP This Beatles poster is part of

the Film Posters and Memorabilia

sale at 25 Blyth Road, taking

place on 4th to 9th December

GIF TS FOR HER

SWORDERS  

Silver and Jewellery sale
24th November

Estimates for 

the 700-lot sale 

start at £80. 

Look out for 

candelabra, 

glass, cutlery 

and tea trays 

as well as 

jewellery galore. The estimate 

for the silver flask shown here  

is £200–£400.

BONHAMS  

Christmas Jewellery sale
25th November

This sale of 400 lots,

with estimates

from £800 to 

£10,000, has 

art deco, 

Edwardian 

and Victorian 

pieces (right), 

Big names 

include Cartier,

Tiffany and Van

Cleef and Arpels.

SPECIAL AUCTION SERVICES  
Dolls and Teddy Bears sale 

3rd December

Pick up an antique toy or 

traditional game at this 

specialist sale of around 

500 lots, with estimates 

from £50 to £6,000. 

FELLOWS

Vintage Jewellery and 
Accessories sale  

7th December

A jumbo sale of 

over 1,000 lots 

includes goodies 

ranging from 

top value bags 

of costume 

jewellery, to  

late 19th  

and early  

20th-century  

paste jewellery, 

Victorian buckles and  

cufflinks (such as the ones 

shown here), with estimates 

starting at just £20. 

KERRY TAYLOR AUCTIONS 
Passion for  
Fashion sale
8th December

A selection of

over 300 class

lots includes 

Balmain, Dior,

Schiaparelli and

Issey Miyake 

classics. Look

out too for 

couture 

brand bags, 

collectable 

scarves, 

1950s 

cocktail 

dresses such as this

rather Christmassy

Pierre Balmain

example,  

estimated  

at £1,500  

to £2,500.

VECTIS  
James Bond sale 
25th November

As the latest Bond film Spectre 

hits cinemas, treat your loved 

one to some James Bond 

memorabilia at this dedicated 

700-lot sale (pictured right). 

Bid on film stills and leaflets, 

posters and figurines. 

25 BLYTHE ROAD  
90 Years of Film Posters  
and Memorabilia sale 
4-9th December

Specialist film poster dealer 

Bruce Merchant offers more 

than 300 lots, estimates from 

£100 to £2,000. Highlights 

include posters for Breakfast at 

Tiffany’s, Chinatown, Dirty Harry 

(pictured on the right) and Back 

to the Future. 

TENNANTS  
Books, Maps, Postcards  
and Ephemera sale  
9th December

Looking for something special 

and small? An illustrated 

book, collection 

of Edwardian 

postcards, or an old

county map could 

be just the thing 

for a Christmas 

stocking. More than

200 lots with estimates starting

at just £40.

MULLOCKS  
Football and Rugby  
Memorabilia sale 
10th December

For the football and rugby mad,

check out this memorabilia sale,

with estimates from £20. The 

900 lots include old postcards, 

cigarette cards, programmes, 

tickets, artwork and autographs

– perfect for stocking fillers – as

well as shirts, balls and boots. 

GIF TS FOR HIM
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‘C
ollectors should be
wary of fashions, as
trends do dictate the
value of jewellery,’

says Geoffrey Munn, Antiques

Roadshow expert and managing
director of London jewellery firm
Wartski, which specialises in
antique fine jewellery.

‘For example, the tables
have turned in the last 20 years.
People collected thematically,
investing in pieces by the likes of
Giuliano and Cartier, but this has
been superseded by wearability.
Nowadays, buyers want crisp,
colourless jewellery with rock
crystal, diamonds and platinum
that is wearable. They are buying
more 20th-century jewellery.
It is very much of the moment,
especially art deco-style, which
has that more modern, clipped
look that is particularly popular.
Names such as Boucheron, Cartier
and Van Cleef & Arpels are selling
for good prices, as too is Lalique
and Castellani.’

As tastes have veered away
from 19th-century jewellery,
Geoffrey says, it’s a good
opportunity to return to it as an
investment today for the future.
‘It’s a good entry level,’ he says.
‘What has happened to brown
furniture is echoed in the same
aspect in 19th-century jewellery.
Money is better spent in this realm
than slavishly following fashion.
Victorian jewellery is less valuable
than it was 20 years ago when it
was very sought after, especially
with the collector Anne Hull
Grundy buying pieces that came up
at auction to form one of the finest
jewellery collections in the world.’

BUYING AND  
COLLECTING  
ANTIQUE  
JEWELLERY 

Provincial auctions have jewellery at good prices, such as this diamond

and ruby ring, top left (£1,000 at Woolley & Wallis, Salisbury). Jewellery

with a more modern look is popular – like this 1920s Van Cleef & Arpels

feather brooch, art deco-style Cartier diamond ring, and aquamarine and

diamond 1939 necklace by Olga Tritt, all at Wartski. These art deco-style

drop earrings (£4,600), sapphire flower earrings (£1,400) and Edwardian

diamond brooch (£3,000) were snapped up at Woolley & Wallis

Geoffrey’s tips
for collecting 
antique jewellery
K If your budget is around the £200

mark, you can buy a good antique 

piece of jet, amber or coral.

K Some people collect jewellery

for an investment, as they would

paintings, but if you have a lower

budget always buy pieces that

are wearable and can be enjoyed.

K Brooches are less popular

than pendants, necklaces and

bracelets so why not go against

the grain and buy and wear a

brooch and see what happens?

K People buy a lot with their ears 

rather than their eyes – the

names don’t necessarily mean a

passport to a heaven of quality

and design. Be discriminating.

Find anonymous jewellery that

is well made but not stamped

with the house name. Beautiful

nameless pieces can be picked

up for a fraction of the price. 

K Head out to provincial auctions

and you will find jewellery that is

very fine that has been rejected 

by the major salerooms.

K Ask advice of experts at the

auction and look hard at what

is on offer – take a loupe (hand

lense) to inspect pieces and make

sure the description matches. 

Condition is paramount.

K Don’t buy 10 smaller pieces with

lower price tags, go for the best

you can afford. ‘Buy one belter

that really hurts and you’ll never 

go wrong,’ says Geoffrey. 

K If buying jewellery as a gift, buy

something a woman can grow

into as she gets older. A woman’s

personality enlarges as she grows

older so don’t go for anything too 

coy – it has to have a punch.

K For more tips on buying

contemporary and antique

jewellery visit our website

homesandantiques.com

Jewellery expert Geoffrey Munn gives his advice on buying antique

pieces as Christmas gifts

H&A

says make like

renowned jewellery

collector Anne Hull

Grundy, who lived

by the adage ‘If you

don’t fall in love,  

don’t buy it’.
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READER OFFER

Terms and conditions Delivery within 28 days to UK mainland only, some exclusions may apply. P&P costs are applicable within the UK Mainland only, for delivered outside of the UK Mainland please call

01483 204416 for a postage quotation. *Calls cost no more than 10p per minute from a BT landline; cost from other networks may vary. If you are not completely satisfied with your product please call our

customer services on 01483 204416 and we will advise you of the best way to return the goods. Orders returned within 14 days in perfect condition will receive a no quibble money back guarantee (minus 

p&p costs). Immediate Media, publisher of Homes & Antiques, does not accept responsibility for the goods; the company providing the goods accepts full responsibility.

Choose from this range of silk velvet or embroidered

cushions to bring a touch of beauty to your home

T
hese luxurious 100 per cent silk velvet cushions, with silk satin

piping detail, are a sumptuous way to dress any bedspread or

sofa, bringing opulence and a touch of decadence to your home

and offering the ultimate in comfort. The square cushions (50 x 50cm)

come in rich Fuchsia, Coffee, Tan or Ivory (above, centre). Or choose

from appliquéd and embroidered cushions (above left), made of cotton

or velvet and embellished with intricate stitching, for charm and luxury.

Choose from different designs to complement your living space. Sizes:

Paisley and Chainstitch 40 x 40cm, Velvet Appliqué 30 x 45cm. A cosy

Tweed cushion (40 x 40cm) and lap blanket (70 x 100cm) complete the

picture (above right). All cushions come with feather-filled insert.

DISCOVER THIS LUXURIOUS 
RANGE OF CUSHIONS 

ORDER NOW
CALL: 01483 204416* quoting HMA033 

and have your credit or debit card ready

ONLINE: shopatjem.co.uk/homesantiques

BY POST: Send a cheque made  

payable to JEM Marketing, with HMA033 

written on the back, stating item required, 

to: Homes & Antiques Reader Offer

HMA033, JEM House, Littlemead, 

Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 8ND.

Title Name

Address

Postcode   Telephone

Email

I enclose a cheque/PO (no cash, please) for £ made payable to 

JEM Marketing, with HMA033 written on the back, in full payment

Description

Velvet Cushions: Fuchsia//

Tan/Ivory/Coffee

Paisley

Chainstitch

Velvet Appliqué

Tweed Cushion and Lap

Blanket

Postage and packaging

ColourC tyQ otalTo

£

£

£

£

£

3.95£3

ricePr

£23.99£

£26.99£

£26.99£

£26.99 £

£29.99£

TOTAL AMOUNTTOT MOUN

Cushions from back:

Paisley; Chainstitch;

Velvet Appliqué
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JANUARY 

ISSUE ON  
SALE 10th 

DECEMBER

K Don’t miss our experts’
guide to the hottest trends
in antiques for 2016

K�Create the cosiest  
looks with twinkling 
antique mercury glass  
for festive entertaining

K�Brilliant last-minute gift 
ideas, inviting homes, 
frosty winter escapes  
and much, much more…
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Angels Entertaining the Holy Child was 

greeted with acclaim after Marianne 

Stokes first exhibited it in 1893, and was 

praised for its ‘delicate feeling’. It sold 

at auction last December for £110,500, 

nearly doubling its pre-sale estimate.  

It is one of the artist’s largest paintings
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When Marianne Stokes’s painting Angels Entertaining the Holy 

Child came up for sale last Christmas, it achieved a record 

price. Yet, as ALICE HANCOCK discovers, the glittering result 

was thanks to more than just a seasonal mood

An act  
OF FAITH

H&A LIFESTYLE: Sale Story



t was more than just festive spirit
that had the saleroom at Christie’s
buzzing on 11th December 2014.
Angels Entertaining the Holy Child,
a large and therefore rare canvas
by the Victorian painter Marianne
Stokes, led the sale, nearly doubling

its pre-sale estimate of £40,000 to £60,000.
The final hammer price of £110,500 was
the highest recorded result for any piece of
Stokes’s work at auction.

‘We had a lot of faith in this picture,’
says Brandon Lindberg, Christie’s head of
Victorian art. ‘When the catalogue was
published, it was the first piece we received
a phone call about.’

It’s not the first time this piece has made
headlines, though. Angels Entertaining the
Holy Child was acclaimed as soon as it was
first exhibited. The painting was completed
in a converted sail loft in St Ives where
Marianne and her husband Adrian took
up residence in 1887 and was exhibited at
the Royal Academy in 1893. Such was the
calibre and output of the community of
artists in Cornwall during the late 1800s
(which also included the likes of Alfred
Munnings, Laura and Harold Knight and
Stanhope Forbes) that a special train was
laid on to take their work up to London for
the annual Academy selection committee.

Ahead of Marianne’s canvas being
loaded on to the train, it was receiving rave
reviews in the local press. ‘The picture is
indeed striking, the painting wonderful
in execution and delicate feeling, and it
will probably be one of the most noted of
this year’s pictures,’ gushed The Cornish
Telegraph’s critic. And this in an era when
criticism was taken very seriously indeed.
‘Art was the popular culture of its time,’
explains Magdalen Evans, author of Utmost
Fidelity – The Painting Lives of Marianne
and Adrian Stokes. ‘Critics had a proper
feeling of doing a service to the public.’ 

A style that ages well

Wind forward 120 years and Marianne’s
star is still on the rise. ‘She has steadily
become more and more sought after, even
while other Victorian art has become less
popular,’ says Brandon. ‘I think it is because 
she is such a good draughtsman and the
clean lines give her work this modern,
slightly Scandinavian feel.’ He also credits
her rich use of colour: ‘It feels modern and
is a characteristic that is very popular in the 
current market.’

Unless you take a particular interest
in Victorian art, it might be that you have
never come across Marianne Stokes by
name. However, you may well recognise her
work from the 2005 Royal Mail Christmas 

CLOCKWISE FROM RIGHT

An Angel, c1905; the artist’s Madonna 

and Child, painted in 1871, is

perhaps her best known work; the

Madonna was chosen for the Royal

Mail’s Christmas first class stamp in

2005 FACING PAGE Aucassin and 

Nicolette by Marianne Stokes
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ESTIMATE-BUSTING WORKS BY MARIANNE STOKES AT AUCTION

The Queen and the Page was

painted by Stokes in St Ives

in the 1890s and is pre-

Raphaelite in mood. It reached 

£87,500 over an estimate

of £50,000–£70,000 at

Sotheby’s in July this year

Another of Stokes’s

characteristically

reflective depictions

of children at play, In

The Meadow sold for

£5,250 having been

estimated to fetch

£2,000–£4,000 at

Christie’s in June 2013

With a gaze as penetrating

as that of the Madonna,

Young Girl with a Spinning

Wheel achieved £6,000

(estimated at £1,000–

£1,500) at Bonhams in 

February 2008

The artist’s meditative

depiction of Dutch children 

titled The Young Boat

Builders was painted in

1899 and fetched £6,250

at Christie’s in March 2014

A small oil painting

of a tearful child

sold for £9,000

over an estimate

of £5,000–£7,000 in

the Victorian Paintings

sale at Bonhams in 

April 2008

stamp, for her vibrant Madonna and Child,
painted by Stokes in 1905, was chosen as 
the artwork to adorn first class mail.

Stokes was born Marianne
Priendelsberger in 1855 in Graz, Austria,
one of the largest towns in a region of
craggy mountains and forests that could
easily be the backdrop to a Grimms’
fairytale. Her father was a bookkeeper and
her mother a dressmaker, and although
neither were artists, they were supportive of
their creatively-inclined daughter who was
already making sketches at the age of four.

Despite never having children, Marianne 
showed an interest in motherhood from
the start. As a teenager studying at Graz
Academy, her painting Mutterglück
(mother-love) resulted in a ‘most promising
pupil’ award. She moved to Munich, where
composer Johann Strauss the Younger
dedicated a polka to her called Light and
Shade (whether for romantic reasons or not
remains a mystery). In 1880 Marianne made
the journey to Paris to follow her dream of
seeing the Parisian Salon – the then-hub of 
the artistic world.

‘She travelled to a lot of the artists’
colonies of Europe, which is partly why her
work is so individual,’ Brandon explains.
After Paris, Marianne spent time in Brittany 
(where she met her husband Adrian, a

She is such a good

draughtsman and the clean

lines give her work a modern, 

slightly Scandinavian feel
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renowned landscape painter) as well as
making trips to northern Denmark, Italy,
Tyrol, Hungary and the High Tatra (on the
Polish/Slovak border). She also spent time
living in London and, of course, St Ives.

Early on, Marianne was influenced by the
French naturalist movement (think sweeping
landscapes and moody skies). But her work
became increasingly stylised, inspired by
Italian frescoes, the British pre-Raphaelites,
the Arts and Crafts movement and her own
grounding in European folklore. The only
other canvas she completed of comparable
size to Angels Entertaining the Holy Child
(which is 1.5m by 1.7m) is the study she
made in 1912 for a tapestry called Ehret
die Frauen (honour the women), now at the
Whitworth Art Gallery. The piece shows
the influence of the decorative and socialist
ideas of William Morris in Marianne’s later
work. ‘Marianne knew Morris’s daughter
May, a skilled embroiderer in her own right,
and would have seen pamphlets of Morris’s
work,’ says author Magdalen. ‘It’s thought
she designed a banner for the Suffragettes
too though we don’t have a record of it.’

Paintings with gravitas

Though Marianne’s work rarely comes on
the market, particularly at this size, it is
due to her characteristic style that Angels
Entertaining the Holy Child hit such highs
in the Christie’s sale. ‘Her work has a
lovely solemnity, which even now with our
21st-century cynicism still works,’ says
Magdalen. ‘What is important is the lack
of sentimentality. Her paintings are not
chocolate boxy. They have a gravitas that
gives them a much longer life.’

This canvas came to Christie’s from a
private collector who had owned it for well
over a decade. ‘The owners really were in
two minds as to whether to sell it and I can
see why. It captivated us at Christie’s from
the off. In fact, we were sad to see it go,’
Brandon recalls. But go it did. ‘We knew it
would be popular but when it began to push
£90,000 that was great.’ The new owner is
a collector from the United States.

Some of the magic of December may
have rubbed off in the mood of the sale and
certainly the Christie’s design team were
grateful for the apt subject when they used
Angels Entertaining the Holy Child for the
cover image of the catalogue, but it seems
that the sale being at Christmas is unlikely
to have had a major effect on the final price.

‘When you look at her other pictures
you realise that in spite of the religious
subject matter, it has a much more general
appeal. It’s a meditation on the human
condition,’ says Brandon. ‘It is about the 
intensity of motherhood.’ Q

RIGHT A sketch of Marianne Stokes, in what is

though to be a self-portrait BELOW The artist’s

St Elizabeth of Hungary Spinning Wool for the 

Poor, which dates from 1901

Marianne’s work has 

a lovely solemnity,

which even now with 

our 21st-century

cynicism still works
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Our Number One bestselling rose, at
an amazing price. From June onwards,
this large flowered shrub rose ‘Osiria’
has blooms of pure blood red petals
on the inside and silvery white on the
outside. Supplied as strong bare root. 
Comes with a 5 year guarantee!

Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms

Address:

Postcode:

Tel:

Mobile:

Email: KAPlease tick this box if you do not wish us to pass on your details
to other companies who may have offers of interest to you.

Please note we are unable to
deliver to the Channel Islands

Post to: Bakker Spalding Garden Co., P.O.
Box 113, SPALDING, Lincolnshire, PE11 9WL

(We may supply alternative
gifts where necessary) TOTAL

Card No:

Expiry date: Security code:

Please debit my:

Last 3 digits
on back of card

I enclose a cheque/PO made payable to Bakker Spalding Garden Co: £

WITH 70 YEARS EXPERIENCE OF SUPPLYING DIRECTLY TO THE PUBLIC,
WE ARE THE UK’S MAIL ORDER GARDEN SPECIALIST.

Credit or Debit cards - your card will not be charged until your goods are despatched.

Bakker Spalding Garden Company,
P.O. Box 113, Spalding, Lincolnshire PE11 9WL.

Bakker Spalding Garden Company, Company Registration 02366169, located at
Four Seasons House, Enterprise Way, Pinchbeck, Spalding, PE11 3YR.

*Calls are £0.07p per minute.

To order Tel: 0844 4811002*

PLEASE QUOTE CODE: KA

www.spaldingbulb.co.uk/ka

Cat.No. Description Price Qty Total

3005-49 1xRose ‘Osiria ’Plant £8.99

3005-57 2 xRose ‘Osiria ’Plants £13.45

6878-86 Pruning Shears £4.99

3 x Hyacinth Bulbs & Vases FREE 1 FREE
Please add Post & Packaging £5.29

BASED IN LINCOLNSHIRE

£

Direct From

EXTRA

ONLY
£4.99

DELIVERING EXCELLENCE
FOR OVER 70 YEARS

5 YEAR GROWTH
GUARANTEE!

**Only available
with bulb order.

Good quality gardening tools
are essential. No gardener
should be without these 
really sharp pruners.

KINZO HAND
PRUNING SHEARS

**

ONLY

£8.99
OR 2 FOR JUST

£13.45!

‘Osiria’ Rose from
Number one best seller!

Romantic yet classic.
A red and white rose 

all in one!

3 HYACINTH BULBS
& MATCHING VASES
WITH YOUR ORDERFREE!

USUAL PRICE £9.95
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TRAVEL DIARY
December ELEANOR O’KANE picks festive

destinations for day trips and breaks

DERBYSHIRE

ANIMAL MAGIC
For those parents who’ve had their fill of Disney’s Frozen,
Chatsworth House’s Christmas celebrations will come
as something of a relief. The Wind in the Willows is the
inspiration for its family events this season. On the agenda
are nativity plays starring the resident farmyard animals,
wreath-making demonstrations, floral workshops and
a Christmas market with 100 stalls. The fun will be

surveyed by Ratty, Toad and pals as the spirit of
Toad Hall comes to the stately home. ‘Christmas at
Chatsworth’ is from 7th November to 3rd January
closed 24th to 26th December and 1st January). The

Christmas market runs from 12th to 29th November. 
* 01246 565300; chatsworth.org

ABOVE Christmas at

Chatsworth RIGHT Wreath-

making demonstration

BATH

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

A pre-Christmas trip to Bath is the opportunity to 
tackle the Christmas list while treating yourself in
the Georgian city’s cafes, boutiques and antiques 
shops. The much-loved Christmas market is
back from 26th November until 13th December
(bathchristmasmarket.co.uk) and is open from
10am daily. With the honey-coloured stone
facade of Bath Abbey as its backdrop, the market
has built a reputation for its local and regional
makers and British-made goods. This year you
can browse new sellers and old favourites. Shop
for handmade ceramics and glassware, artisan
cheeses, wreaths, decorations and artworks. With
carol singers ringing out festive tunes and the
aroma of mulled wine in the air, any Scrooge-like
sentiments quickly melt away.

If you’re in town on 19th November, don’t
miss the Holburne Museum’s lantern procession
(holburne.org). This staple of Bath’s Christmas
calendar will have an ‘enchanted forest’ theme
this year and sees the historic streets lit up as
revellers parade their handmade lanterns. Over the
Christmas season the museum, which celebrates
fine and decorative arts, is running Gold, an
exhibition of 60 dazzling works from the Royal
Collection that explores the beauty of the precious
metal through history (until 24th January). All
you’ll need to do next is track down frankincense
and myrrh and that’s Christmas wrapped up.
* 01225 322442; visitbath.co.uk

T
C
(c
C
*

Artist Thomas 

Gainsborough lived 

in Bath between 

1759 and 1774. The 

English portrait and 

landscape painter 

was a founding 

member of the Royal 

Academy; some 

of his works are 

on display at the 

Holburne Museum.

Bath Abbey is the 

dramatic backdrop 

to the city’s annual 

Christmas market

EFTL Market stalls in

he Georgian square ofth

bbey GreenA RIGHT An

namelled cupe

rom the Holburne’sfr

old exhibitionG
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STRASBOURG

A FRENCH

FAIRYTALE

It’s with good reason that Strasbourg

calls itself the capital of Christmas. The

city’s Christkindelsmärik (Christmas

market) has been going for 446 years

and features hundreds of stalls, an ice

rink and, best of all, vendors selling

delicious regional food and mulled wine.

On France’s border with Germany, the

city is a crossroads where two cultures

meet: budget airlines fly there so its

easy to get to. With an imposing Gothic

cathedral, the impossibly pretty half-

timbered buildings of the Petite France

quarter, and twinkling festive lights all

around, you’ll feel like you’re in your

very own Brothers Grimm fairy tale.

* +33 3 88 52 28 28; otstrasbourg.fr

ABOVE The ice

nk at Strasbourg’s

beautiful Christmas 

market LEFT A

erving of warm

spiced wine could

soon have you

zipping through

that shopping list

YORKSHIRE

PUTTING ON THE GLITZ

T
he extravagant Castle Howard estate dazzles all year
round but really comes into its own over the festive
season when the house’s rooms glitter with thousands

of baubles and garlands. As Yorkshire’s finest stately home,
Castle Howard took more than 100 years and the lifespan
of three owners to build. Its rooms have an awe-inspiring
array of fine furnishings, from Japanese leather wallpaper to
William Morris designs. Between 21st November and 23rd
December, visitors will be greeted by live music performed
beside the Christmas tree or in front of the log fire in the
Long Gallery. Outside, the 1,000 acres of grounds provide
the perfect opportunity for a bracing winter walk.
* 01653 648333; castlehoward.co.uk

NORTH WALES

HERITAGE STAY
If you’re that person who lingers longingly at the end of
a historic house tour and has to be ushered out, why not
put a stay at a National Trust property on your Christmas
list? Bodysgallen Hall and Spa near Llandudno has 200
acres of grounds, with views to Snowdonia and Conwy
Castle. Built in the 17th century, the Grade I-listed house
has been restored and guests can relax among original
panelling and fireplaces in this antiques-filled retreat.
There’s a spa and a three AA-rosette restaurant, plus the
profits go to the National Trust, so by pampering yourself 
you’re helping preserve this lovely house.
* 01492 584466; bodysgallen.com
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Artist Marie 

Tussaud was born 

in Strasbourg in 

1761. She rose to 

prominence as the 

creator of death 

masks of victims of 

the French Revolution 

before moving to 

London to open the 

now famous wax 

museum there.

RIGHT Bodysgallen

is run by the National

Trust as a hotel

BELOW Visitors can

explore 200 acres of

grounds including the

historic knot garden

Christmas in the 

Long Gallery at 

Castle Howard
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Magical nights and timeless design make the Danish capital

a Christmas shopping hotspot, says ELEANOR O’KANE

Let’s visit…

COPENHAGEN

T
winkling lights, romantic
palaces, fairy tales and
fir trees: if you’re looking
for a winter wonderland,
Copenhagen is for you. In

winter, as dusk falls, the city takes on an
enchanting elegance as fairy lights and
candles illuminate the night and locals 
flock to the markets and ice rinks.

Tivoli Gardens (tivoli.dk/en),
a satisfyingly old-fashioned pleasure
garden, is Copenhagen’s sparkling festive
heart. The tree-filled theme park, built
in the 19th century, retains its vintage
charm and attracts almost 100,000 

visitors during the annual Christmas
at Tivoli extravaganza. Known for
its illuminations all year round,
Tivoli comes into its own as it plays 
host to festive concerts, processions,
a fireworks festival and music. The
magic starts on 14th November and
continues until 3rd January.

For some regal splendour,
visit Christiansborg Palace
(christiansborg.dk) on the
small island of Slotsholmen. 
Home to generations of kings
and queens, and now used
for state occasions, it houses
the 11 Queen’s tapestries,
made by the Manufactures des
Gobelins tapestry factory in
Paris to mark Queen Margrethe
II’s 50th birthday. They took
a decade to complete and
colourfully depict the history of
the country from the Viking era.

Copenhagen’s neighbour-
hoods allow you to discover
its many layers. Nyhavn is
the old port, its quay lined
with colourful, renovated
17th-century houses that were
once occupied by artists. It was
here that Hans Christian Andersen 
spent most of his life after arriving
in the city in 1819. One of his fairy
tales inspired what is among the
city’s most famous tourist attractions,
the statue of the Little Mermaid
(mermaidsculpture.dk), who gave up her
watery world to join her beloved prince.

To the north of the centre, the
district of Østerbro, referred to simply
as Ø, is a green oasis due to its many
parks. Great for families, it’s also a
honeypot for design fans, thanks to
shops such as Normann Copenhagen
(normann-copenhagen.com). The store
ships abroad, handy if your suitcase
is already stuffed. Also in the area is
Wauw Design (wauw-design.dk), where
Danish/Dutch design duo Sussi Krull
and Maranke de Vos produce beautiful

ceramics from their studio shop.
If you’re looking for inspiration

for this year’s Christmas table, you’ll
do no better than the Royal Copenhagen
store in the city centre (royalcopenhagen.
dk), well-known for its festive table
displays. Founded in 1775, the company
produces signature blue-and-white
china, still made and painted by hand.
If the thought of transporting precious
chinaware is too much, treat yourself
to an elegant decoration by Jette Frölich
(jettefroelich.dk), who has been designing
such pieces since the 1960s and is known
as the Queen of Christmas.

* + 45 70 22 24 42; visitcopenhagen.com

Housed in an 18th-century rococo 
building, this is a must for fans
of Danish design. The Fashion &
Fabric collection traces the history 
of Danish couture and textiles,
from traditional Nordic needlework
to high-fashion garments. Furniture
lovers shouldn’t miss the collection
Danish Furniture Classics
1920–2004, which includes iconic 
pieces from the likes of Kaare
Klint and Arne Jacobsen, while
a new exhibition entitled Danish
Design Now showcases the work 
of contemporary designers.
* designmuseum.dk/en

DON’T MISS

DESIGNMUSEUM 

DANMARK

ABOVE, FROM LEFT One of the 11 Queen s tapestries

in Christiansborg Palace; seasonal decorations by

Jette Frölich; Christmas place settings from Royal

Copenhagen; a festive parade in Tivoli Gardens

ABOVE FROM LEFT One of the 11 Queen’s tapestries
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HO L AL XANDRA

Classic design, well located 

for the shopping district

Mid-century furniture fans will be in heaven

in this temple to the modern Danish aesthetic. 

Centrally located near the station and

the shopping district, the hotel is entirely

furnished in homage to 20th-century design.

The Danish Retro rooms are a tribute to 1950s

and 60s style, while the Classic Danish Design

rooms are themed around an individual

designer. Not everything’s a step back in time

though, and there’s free Wi-Fi, flat-screen

televisions and downloadable apps to help

you get the most out of your visit to

Copenhagen. Do as the Danes do (even

in winter) and hire a hotel bike to get the

full city experience. If you want to push

the boat out, choose one of the two suites,

which evoke the spirit of Verner Panton

and Finn Juhl, respectively. With pieces

by these masters often selling for many

thousands, it’s an affordable way to

encounter true design genius.

* +45 33 74 44 44; hotelalexandra.dk

GET AWAY…

FROM TOP Mid-century modern chairs in

the lobby; a room furnished with pieces by

Danish architect and designer Arne Jacobsen

O

ABOVE, FROM LEFT Edvard Eriksen’s Little

Mermaid statue; Christmas lights at department

store Magasin du Nord’s flagship branch
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NORTH &
SCOTLAND
1st Chic Vintique Fair, The Town

Hall, Market Place, Richmond,

North Yorkshire DL10 4QL. 9.30am-

3.30am. 50p. 07779 342782; 

brevents.co.uk

5th Saltaire Vintage Home

& Fashion Fair, Victoria Hall,

Saltaire, West Yorkshire BD18 3JS.

9.30am-4pm. £3. 07985 181120; 

roseandbrownvintage.co.uk

6th Fancy That? Vintage Bazaar,

Inglis Hall, Edzell, Angus DD9 7TF.

11am-4pm. Free. 01356 648732; 

wefancythat.co.uk

6th Richmond Christmas Fair,  

Town Hall, Trinity Square,

Richmond, North Yorkshire DL10 4L.

10.30am-6pm. Free. 07779342782; 

brevents.co.uk

12th York Interior & Gift Fair,

The Ballroom, De Grey Rooms,

St Leonard’s Place, York YO1 7HD.

11am-4pm. £2. 07985 181120; 

roseandbrownvintage.co.uk

13th Sheffield Antiques Quarter 

Vintage Flea Market, The

Abbeydale Picture House, 387

Abbeydale Road, Sheffield S7 1FS.

11am-5pm. £2. 07939 565587;

sheffieldantiquesquarter.co.uk

13th Vintage Village, Stockport

Covered Market Hall, Market Place,

Stockport SK1 1EU. 10am-4pm.  

Free. thevintagevillage.co.uk

14th Artisan & Collectors Christmas 

Twilight Pop-Up, Byre Theatre,

South Street, St Andrews, Fife

KY16 9LA. 3pm-8pm. Free.

thischarmingvintage.co.uk

WEST & WALES
5th The Vintage & Craft Fair

Gloucester, Blackfriars Priory,

Ladybellgate Street, Gloucester

GL1 2HN. 11am-5pm. £1. 07738

115572; helsbellesboutique.co.uk

5th Original Vintage & Handmade

Christmas Fair, Chipping Sodbury

Town Hall, Chipping Sodbury, South

Glocustershire BS37 6AD. 10am-

3pm. £1. vintageandhandmade.co.uk

6th Shepton Giant Flea and

Collectors Market, The Royal Bath

and West Showground, Shepton

Mallet, Somerset BA4 6QN.

9.30am-4pm. £3.50. 01278 784912; 

sheptonflea.com

6th The Frome Independent – More

Than a Market, Frome town centre,

Somerset BA11. 10am-3pm. Free. 

thefromeindependent.org.uk

6th & 20th Bath Vintage & Antiques 

Market, Green Park Station,

Green Park Road, Bath BA1 1JB.

9.30am-4pm. Free. 07723 611249; 

vintageandantiques.co.uk

12th Somerset Vintage and Retro

Fair, Seager Hall, Union Street, Wells,

Somerset BA5 2PU. 10am-3pm. £1. 

vintagesomerset.co.uk

12th Antiques Fair, Matford

Park Road, Marsh Barton Trading

Estate, Exeter, Devon EX2 8FD.

9am-4pm. £4 (before 10am), £3

(after 10am). 01363 776600; 

antiques-fairs.com

13th Dee Dee’s Vintage & Handmade

Christmas Fair, West Monkton Village

Hall, Taunton, Somerset TA2 8NE.

10am-3pm. £1. facebook.com/

DeeDeesHandmadeAndVintageFairs

20th Liberty Green Antiques &

Collectables Fair, Beaufort Park

Hotel, Mold, Flintshire CH7 6RQ.

9am-4pm. £1. 07572 109520; 

libertygreenantiques.co.uk

28th The Carmarthen Antiques

and Flea Market, United Counties

Showground, Carmarthen SA33 5DR.

10am-5pm Sat, 10am-4pm Sun. £4.

01267 236569; towyevents.co.uk

SOUTH
1st Antiques Fair, Epsom

Racecourse, South London KT18

5LP. 9am-3pm. £3. 01584 873 634; 

continuityfairs.co.uk

5th Antiques & Collectors Fair, Mill

Hill Village, St Paul’s Church Hall,

The Ridgeway, London NW7 1QU.

9am-4pm. £1. 07887 648255; 

marcelfairs.com

5th-6th North London Vintage

Market, St Mary’s Parish Hall,

Cranley Gardens Crouch End,

London N10 3AH. 10am-5pm

Saturday, 1pm-5pm Sunday. £1.50.

northlondonvintagemarket.co.uk

6th The London Vintage Fashion, 

Textiles & Accessories Fair,

Hammersmith Town Hall, King Street, 

London W6 9JU. 8am-5pm. £10

before 10am, £5 after 10am.

020 8543 3028; pa-antiques.co.uk

6th Alexandra Palace Antiques &

Collectors Fair, Alexandra Palace

Way, London N22 7AY. 9.30am-

4.30pm. £6. 01636 702326;  

iacf.co.uk

7th Newbury Antiques & Collectors

Fair, Newbury Racecourse, Newbury,

Berkshire RG14 7NZ. 10am-4pm. £10

(8am-10am), £5 (10am onwards). 

01636 702326; iacf.co.uk

FAIR DATES
December

Our guide to some of the best fairs around

the country this month, from fine art to

antique furniture, from vintage textiles to

seasonal gifts. We’ve also arranged some

special 2-for-1 ticket offers for H&A readers
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You can find quirky and

original Christmas gifts

at fairs. Antique candle

wick trimmers anyone?



EAST STREET, PETWORTH, WEST SUSSEX

Impressive Grade II listed building � 2 large showrooms at ground level
� extensive cellar � balanced residential accommodation over 2 floors � open plan 

living space of kitchen/dining/living room � 3 bedrooms � 2 bathrooms

Guide £795,000

daniel.clay@savills-smithsgore.co.uk 01798 343111

patrick@countryhousecompany.co.uk  02392 633026

GEORGIAN RESIDENCE
WITH COMMERCIAL SHOWROOMS

Our Decembe
& New Year
Antiques&CollectorsFairs

*To access the 2for1 Offer register www.iacf.co.uk/offers

12noon - 5pm £10 (Friday ticket allows
entry Sat & Sun) Sat 9am - 5pm £5 O Sun 10am - 4pm £5

Royal Bath & West Showground SOMERSET Sat nav BA4 6QN

Largest Antiques, Collectors &
Vintage Fair in the West

Fri 15 to Sun 17 Jan 2016

Fri 11 to Sun 13 Mar 2016
Fri

Larges

WEEKEND

30 mins

from 

Bristol

Monday 7 Mar 2016r
8am-10am £10 O 10am onwards £5

(Adjacent to the Newark Air Museum &
Newark & Nottinghamshire Showground)

Drove Lane, Newark, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE Sat nav NG24 2NY

ONE DAY MONDAY FAIRY

y

The
D L N k

Runway
Monday
AT NEWARK

The Largest International Fair
he South of England

am - 5pm £20 (Tues ticket allows
ry on Weds) Weds 8am - 4pm £5
Gatwick O 40 mins from Brighton

South of England Showground WEST SUSSEX Sat nav RH17 6TL

ues 5 & Wed 6 Jan 2016

ues 1 & Wed 2 Mar 2016r

in t

Tues 9
ent

12 miles from G

Tu
Tu

INTERNATIONAL

1 hour South

of London

Sun 6 Dec O Sun 7 Feb 2016
8am - 9.30am £12 O 9.30am - 4.30pm £6
exandra Palace Way LONDON Sat nav N22 7AY

LONDON’S LARGEST SUNDAY FAIR

TheSouth

Al

LONDON S 

Alexandra
Palace

urs 3 & Fri 4 December
hurs 4 & Fri 5 Feb 2016

THE LARGEST ANTIQUEST

FAIR IN EUROPE

urs 9am - 6pm £20 (Thurs ticket
allows entry on Friday) Fri 8am - 4pm £5

Newark & NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Showground Sat nav NG24 2NY

Thu
Th

THE LLARG

F

Th
allows e

2 hours

from London

INTERNATIONAL

VIEW ALL OUR 2016 FAIR DATES AT - iacf.co.uk

01636 702326
enquiries@iacf.co.uk
www.iacf.co.uk
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*CERTAIN DAYS/TIMES



8th Sunbury Antiques Market,

Kempton Park Racecourse,

Staines Road East, Sunbury-

on-Thames, Middlesex TW16

5AQ. 6.30am-2pm. Free. 01932

230946; sunburyantiques.com

12th Vintage & Very Nice Market

Bazaar, The Assembly Rooms,

North Street, Chichester PO19 1LQ.

10am-5pm. Free. 01243 531074;

vintageandverynice.co.uk

12th Christmas in the Country,

Village Hall, Wisborough Green,

Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14

0DU. 10am-3pm. £2. 07821 730758;

thecountrybrocante.co.uk

20th Willow & White Brocante, Kent

County Cricket Ground, Old Dover

Road, Canterbury, Kent CT1 3NZ.

10am-4pm. £1. 07856 432212

CENTRAL
30th November-1st Lincolnshire

Antiques & Home Show, Lincolnshire

Showground, Grange-de-Lings LN2 2NA.

8am-5pm. £20 Monday, £5 Tuesday.

01298 27493; asfairs.com

3rd-4th Newark International

Antiques & Collectors Fair, Newark

& Nottinghamshire Showground,

Newark, Nottinghamshire NG24 2NY.

£20 (Thursday), £5 (Friday).

01636 702326; iacf.co.uk

5th Birmingham Antiques & Vintage

Bazaar, The Custard Factory,

Gibb Street, Birmingham B9 4AA.

10am-4pm. £1. 01636 676531;

b2bevents.info

5th-6th Antiques, Collectors and

Vintage Fair, Brooksby Hall,

Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire

LE14 2LJ. 9.30am-4pm. £2.50.

07772 349431; fielddogfairs.com

6th Shabbytique Christmas Fair, The

Pinewood Hotel, Wexham Park Lane,

George Green, Buckinghamshire

SL3 6AP. 10am-4pm. £1. 07896

902850; shabbytique.com

6th Sunday Antiques Market,

Exhibition Hall, Lincolnshire

Showground, Grange-de-Lings,

Lincoln LN2 2NA. 9am-3pm. £2.

01298 27493; asfairs.com

6th Antiques Fair, Bantock

House Museum, Finchfield Road,

Wolverhampton, West Midlands

WV3 9LQ. 10am-3.30pm. £2.

01746 218525; facebook.com/

bantockhousemuseum

13th Malvern Flea & Collectors

Fair, Three Counties Showground,

Malvern, Worcesteshire WR13 6NW.

7.30am-3.30pm. £4. 01636 676531;

b2bevents.info

16th Leamington Spa Vintage

Fair, Royal Pump Rooms, The 

Parade, Leamington Spa CV32 4AA. 

10am-4pm. £1. 07827 228747;

northamptonvintagefair. 

blogspot.co.uk

19th Vintage, Antiques & Collectors

Market, Stable Yard, Hatfield House,

Hatfield, Hertfordshire AL9 5NQ.

10am-5pm. Free. 07751 296625; 

stable-yard.co.uk

EAST
5th Mainwaring’s Seaside Brocante,

St Mary’s Hall, Oxford Street,

Whitstable, Kent CT5 1DD.

10am-4pm. £1. 01227 773037

12th Lavenham Antique & Collectors

Fair, Lavenham Village Hall, Church

Street, Lavenham, Suffolk CO10 9QT.

9.30am-4pm. £1. 07799 590459

27th Dunston Hall Antiques Fair,

Dunston Hall Hotel, Ipswich Road, 

Norwich, Norfolk NR14 8PQ.

10.30am-4pm. £3. 07596 436260; 

norfolkfairs.com

Enjoy a little careful

rummaging at one

of this month’s

antiques fairs

THIS MONTH’S  

TICKET OFFERS

6th 2-FOR-1 Lingfield

Antiques, Collectables and

Vintage Fair, Lingfield Park

Resort Racecourse, Racecourse

Road, Lingfield. Surrey

RH7 6PQ. 10.30am-4pm. £3

(early bird from 9.30am, £5).

01293 690777; lovefairs.com

11th-13th 2-FOR-1 Stafford

Bingley Hall Antiques Fair,

County Showground, Stafford

ST18 0BD. 10am-5pm. £5. 

01274 588505;

antiquesfairs.com

12th 2-FOR-1 Wanstead

Vintage Fashion & Brocante

Fair, Wanstead United Reformed

Church, Nightingale Lane,

Wanstead, E11 2HD. 11am-

5pm. £2.50. 07860 214009; 

lovevintage.co.uk

13th 2-FOR-1 Adams Antiques 

Fair, The Royal Horticultural

Hall, Lindley Hall, Victoria,

London, SW1P 2QW. 10am-

4.30pm. £4. 020 7254 4054; 

adamsantiquesfairs.com

2-FOR-1 Present this page

on entry to buy two tickets 

for the price of one

VISIT homesandantiques.com

for current fairs listings
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Prices are per person based on two people sharing a twin/double cabin, unless otherwise stated. Prices shown represent the lead-in cabin in each category. Celebrities will appear unless illness or force majeure

occur, in which case we reserve the right to replace with an equivalent celebrity. Cabins subject to availability and prices may increase. This product is only available from CruiseFocus. Prices include port charges,

gratuities and sundries. Supplements for solo travellers are available on application. Book by 28th December 2015 and save up to £500 per person. * Terms and conditions apply – please check website for details

oin this luxury cruise along the

Rhine and Moselle rivers with special

celebrity guests Tim Wonnacott,

Charlie Dimmock and John Sergeant.

Enjoy breathtaking scenery, culinary

delights and incredible experiences.

Whether you’re a gardener, into antiques,

current affairs or just enjoy TV, you’re

bound to find something to chat about

with our celebrities. During your cruise,

you’ll be staying on the APT’s AmaVenita

part of its Concerto River Ships fleet – by

far the grandest ships on Europe’s rivers. 

There’s a FREE ‘Indulgence Tradition’ 

hamper worth £110 with every booking.

SAIL AWAY ON A LUXURY 
CELEBRITY RIVER CRUISE

8 days departing 8th April 2016, from £1,795pp

YOUR ITINERARY

Day 1 Amsterdam, embark ship

Fly to Amsterdam and transfer to your ship.

Enjoy a welcome party and a quiz with Charlie.

Day 2 Amsterdam, Leeghwater landscape

Explore this idyllic rural landscape, with a

visit to a local farm and a historic windmill

and polder. After-dinner talk with Charlie.

Day 3 Cologne, Bonn Botanic Gardens

Discover these beautiful gardens, co-hosted

by Charlie, with presentations from the

gardeners. Join a fun quiz with John later.

Day 4 Cochem, scenic Moselle River cruising

Join John on a visit to pretty Cochem,

then tour Schlagkamp Winery & Museum,

sampling the wines. After dinner, you’ll

be entertained with a talk from John.

HOW TO BOOK
For more information call 02393 880025 and quote H&A or go to cruisefocus.co.uk/tv

Day 5 Mainz

Explore the city at your leisure or enjoy

the great facilities on board your ship.

Day 6 Speyer, historic city

Explore the sights with a local guide,

or visit a local family for afternoon tea.

This evening, join Tim for a fun quiz.

Day 7 Breisach

Visit medieval Colmar with Tim. After

dinner, he’ll regale you with tales of

Bargain Hunt, Strictly Come Dancing andg

Sotheby’s, before your farewell party.

Day 8 Basel, disembark

Disembark in Basel and transfer to

Zurich airport for your onward flight.

THE FOLLOWING:

• Door-to-door transfers to your 

local airport (T&Cs apply*)

• All internal transfers in Europe

• All excursions and on-

board entertainment

• All meals and beverages on board

• Unique question & answer

sessions and fun quizzes

with our celebrity guests

• Unique hosted excursions

with our celebrity guests

• The expertise of an APT cruise 

director and local guides

Suite type Deck Brochure price H&A price

Twin window Piano £2,499£2 499 £1,795
French balcony Cello £2,899£2 899 £2,290
Twin balcony Violin £3,099£3 099 £2,490
Single cabins from only £2,495pp

READER OFFER



Head off to one of these antiques centres or fairs around the UK and enter the world of fascinating antiques 
and collectables, from vintage kitchenalia to antique jewellery

Advertisement Feature
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dairyhouseantiques.com � 01747 853317

Dairy House Antiques and Interiors offers an ever-
changing selection of antique and vintage furniture, 
lighting, prints, rugs, pictures, mirrors, collectables, 
costume jewellery, silver and other decorative items 
for the home and garden. Open seven days a week, 
with free parking, Dairy House is set over three 
floors and also offers tea, coffee and homemade 
cakes. Two miles from the A303 on the Wiltshire/
Dorset border. Don't forget to find us on Facebook.

• Station Road, Semley, Shaftesbury, Dorset, SP7 9AN

Dairy House Antiques
Antiques centre

stationmill.com � 01608 644563

With 80 high quality, genuine stockists of 
antiques, Station Mill is an ideal place to 
shop. They have a wide variety of antiques, 
vintage and collectables beautifully displayed 
over two levels in a large open plan building. 
Come along and spend the day browsing, 
stopping for lunch in our coffee shop and 
purchasing something special and unique. 

` Open seven days a week, Monday to Saturday 
10am–5pm, Sundays 11am–4pm. Station Road, 
Chipping Norton, Oxfordshire, OX7 5HX

Station Mill
Antiques centre

jpmaps.co.uk � 01225 300573

Jonathan Potter
Antiques centre

This Christmas, give a loved one the World – 
choose from a wonderful selection of fine, 
decorative and rare maps, plans and charts 
of all parts of Britain and the World. This 
map published in 1637, shows England and 
Wales in Saxon times and costs £400. Visit 
our lovely gallery in Margarets Buildings, 
Bath, contact us directly or via the website to 
discover a unique and lasting gift.

fellows.co.uk � 0121 222 7666; 020 7127 4198

Fellows Auctioneers
Auction house

Founded in 1876, Fellows is one of the UK’s 
leading auction houses, holding over 100 
auctions each year. As specialists in a variety 
of fields and with an auction to cater for every 
need, its continually changing inventory makes 
Fellows a hub of excitement for lovers of 
watches, jewellery and antiques. See website 
for sale information and free valuations.

• 1st Dec, The Watch Sale; 7th Dec, Vintage Jewellery 
& Accessories; 10th Dec, Antique & Modern Jewellery; 
14th Dec, Silver & Plated Ware.
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emlynantiquecentre@gmail.com � 01239 712991

Emlyn Antiques Centre
Antiques centre

Situated in the market town of Newcastle 
Emlyn, with over 35 unit holders, we have a 
vast array of units and cabinets to browse 
through in a friendly atmosphere. Everything 
from antiques, collectables and fine china to 
vintage tools and garden reclamation.

• Monday to Saturday, 9am–5pm; Bank holidays 
and selected Sundays 10am–4pm. Local/national 
delivery available. New Road, Newcastle Emlyn, 
Carmarthenshire, SA38 9BA

adamsantiquesfairs.com � 020 7254 4054

Adams Antiques Fairs
Antiques fair

The Royal Horticultural Hall Antiques Fair in
Victoria, London, is a great discovery. Over
140 exhibitors from all over Britain and
Europe have been packing this vast hall with
interesting and affordable antiques every
month for more than 40 years. It’s only a
couple of minutes from Victoria station and
you can park for free right outside the hall.

• Sunday 13th Dec. 10am–4.30pm, £4. The Royal
Horticultural Hall, Lindley Hall, Elverton Street, Vincent
Square, Victoria, London, SW1P 2QW

iacf.co.uk � 01636 702326

Alexandra Palace Antiques &
Collectors Fair Antiques fair

Spend a Sunday in the capital at a quality
antiques and collectors fair. Hundreds
of stalls, a pop-up vintage fair and
complimentary evaluations.

• Sunday 6th December; Sunday 7th February.
Alexandra Palace,Alexandra Palace Way, London, N22 7NY

theoldflighthouse.co.uk � 01869 343441

The Old Flight House
Antiques centre

The Old Flight House is a refreshingly different 
antiques centre. It has a fantastic range, from 
quality traditional antiques to vintage and 
retro items and stunning painted furniture, 
all set out in beautiful light and spacious 
surroundings. A licensed cafe serves good 
coffee and freshly prepared lunches with a 
lovely outside terrace for sunny days. 

• Monday to Saturday, 10am–5pm. Sunday, 11am–5pm. 
Weston on the Green, Oxfordshire, OX25 3TJ

iacf.co.uk � 01636 702326

Newark International Antiques & 
Collectors Fair Antiques fair

Do not miss the largest antiques fair in 
Europe! Thousands of products on both indoor 
and outdoor stalls that cover a massive  
84-acre site. A treasure hunter's dream! 

• Thursday 3rd & Friday 4th December; Thursday 
4th & Friday 5th February. Newark & Nottinghamshire 
Showground, Newark, Nottinghamshire, NG24 2NY

hemswell-antiques.com � 01427 668389

Hemswell Antiques Centre
Antiques centre

Visit the home of Europe’s largest range of 
antiques and collectables, with approximately 
400 dealers in four large buildings. A wide range 
of stock is always on display, including period 
furniture, decorative antiques, vintage, retro, 
clocks, mirrors, books, lighting, linen, silver, glass, 
jewellery, ceramics, paintings, and leather and 
sporting goods. Nationwide delivery available.

• Open seven days a week, 10am–5pm. Caenby 
Corner Estate, Hemswell Cliff, Gainsborough, 
Lincolnshire, DN21 5TJ

scottish-antiques.com � 01828 686401 (Abernyte) 01786 841203 (Doune)

Scottish Antique & Arts Centre
Antiques centre

These two centres offer visitors the opportunity 
to purchase antique furniture, silver, ceramics, 
paintings, collectables and jewellery from more 
than 250 antiques dealers. Modern furniture, 
design-led accessories, gifts and fashion are 
also available. Enjoy the ambience of Cafe 
Circa for breakfast and lunch or coffee and 
cake. Ample parking.

• Open seven days a week, 10am–5pm. Abernyte, 
Perthshire, PH14 9SJ; Doune, Stirlingshire, FK16 6HG 

astra-antiques.com � 01427 668312

Astra Antiques
Antiques centre

Astra Antiques is one of the top independent 
antiques centres in the UK. Astra’s diverse range 
and best trade prices makes it the go-to place for 
trade and public. With over 170 dealers dealing 
in silverware to furniture, tribal to retro and the 
largest vintage clothing collection in the area, 
you’ll be stretched to find anywhere that can rival 
Astra’s assorted selection. 

• Open seven days a week. Gibson Road, Hemswell 
Cliff, Lincolnshire, DN21 5TL
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antiquescentrelouth.co.uk � 01507 600366

The Old Maltings Antique &
Home Centre Antiques centre

The centre is a hidden gem in the lovely
market town of Louth. It boasts around 30
independent dealers so variety is never a
problem. We offer antiques, vintage, retro
and also militaria and jewellery all at very
reasonable prices and we are trade friendly.
Please see us on Facebook.

• Monday to Saturday, 10am–5pm (including Louth
events and bank holidays). 38 Aswell Street, Louth,
Lincolnshire, LN11 9HP

homeandcolonial.co.uk � 01442 877007

Home & Colonial Antiques Store
Antiques centre

Five floors of inspirational antique and vintage 
shopping for you and your home. A delicious 
lunch in the Attic Cafe is the perfect way to 
complement a visit to one of the UK’s most 
attractive and innovative antique shops.

• Open seven days a week. 134 High Street, 
Berkhamsted, Herts, HP4 3AT. Berkhamsted is 
approximately 45 minutes north of central London and 
very close to both the M1 (J8) and M25 (J20). 

b2bevents.info � 01636 676531

B2B Events
Antiques fair

Keep history alive – come and join B2B Events in 
Kent, Worcestershire, Birmingham or Edinburgh. 
Our next events are:

• Edinburgh Antiques & Collectors Fair. 21st & 22nd 
November. Early Entry 8am–10am, £6; Public 10am–
4.30pm, £4; Sunday 10am–4pm, £4. The Royal Highland 
Centre, Ingliston, Edinburgh, EH28 8NB 

• Antiques & Vintage Bazaar at the Custard Factory. 
Saturday 5th December. 10am–4pm. Free entry. 
Birmingham. Free parking in Heath Mill Lane Car Park. 

theantiquesemporium.co.uk � 01539 734849

Butterfield & French
Antiques fair

A new way to discover the beauty of antiques; 
our newly opened family-run emporium offers 
a treasure trove of antiques, collectibles and 
all things vintage. With over 60 individual 
traders, each bringing their own eclectic mix of 
items, it makes for a great destination venue 
just outside of Kendal Town centre. 

• Monday to Saturday, 10am–5pm, Sundays and 
bank holidays 10am–4pm. Dockray Hall Mill, Kendal, 
Cumbria, LA9 4RU

iacf.co.uk � 01636  702326

Ardingly International Antiques & 
Collectors Fair Antiques fair

A huge variety of goods await – from furniture 
through to decorative pieces and vintage 
clothing. Expect a flavour of the continent with 
overseas dealers and buyers in attendance. 

• Tuesday 5th & Wednesday 6th January; Tuesday 
1st & Wednesday 2nd March. South of England 
Showground, Ardingly, West Sussex, RH17 6TL

edenbridgegalleries.com � 01732 864163

The Edenbridge Galleries
Antiques centre

You are invited to join the galleries for their 
annual Christmas Open Weekend on 28th and 
29th November. Wonderful gift ideas, great 
variety of antiques and fine art, mulled wine, 
mince pies not to mention two interesting 
talks on carriage clocks and Chinese gaming 
counters. Visit their website for full details.

• 1 The Square, Church Street, Edenbridge,  
Kent, TN8 5BD
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iacf.co.uk � 01636 702326

Shepton Mallet Antiques, Vintage & 
Collectors Fair Antiques fair

Shop like the professionals and head to the 
Shepton fair. Quality goods are available in 
quantity at this weekend event. Great for 
interior goods. 

• Friday 15th– Sunday 17th January; Friday  
11th–Sunday 13th March. Royal Bath & West 
Showground, Shepton Mallet, Somerset, BA4 6QN

vintagetradingcompany.co � 01392 431682

The Vintage Trading Co.
Antiques centre

Antiques, vintage, retro and collectables centre 
with over 40 stallholders, selling a variety 
of unique stock including furniture, clocks, 
jewellery, silver, china, home wares, fabric, 
clothing and much more. We offer informal 
valuations and house clearances.   

• Open seven days a week, 10am–5pm. Vintage 
Trading Company, 16 Marsh Green Road East, Marsh 
Barton, Exeter, EX2 8PQ

amoriniantiquescentre.co.uk � 0151 5392211

Amorini Antiques Centre
Antiques centre

Amorini Antiques Centre is on the Wirral 
Peninsula with easy access to Liverpool and 
Chester. With nearly 40 dealers under one 
roof, its maze of 10 rooms is crammed full 
of antiques, vintage, shabby chic and retro 
items. With thousands of unique gift ideas 
and gift vouchers available, it’s a must for your 
Christmas shopping.  

• Monday to Saturday, 10am–5pm Sunday 11am–4pm.  
1 Hamilton Street, Birkenhead, Wirral, Merseyside, CD41 6DJ

indigo-uk.com � 01672 564722

Indigo Antiques
Antiques centre

Indigo is an Aladdin’s cave of mostly one-off 
pieces. They have been importing a wonderful 
selection of antique and vintage furniture, 
architectural pieces, mirrors, collectables and 
stylish accessories from India, China and Tibet 
for over 30 years. Browse the well laid out 
showrooms and extensive barns.

• Monday to Friday 9am–5pm, Saturday 10am– 
4pm, closed Sundays & bank holidays. Dairy Barn, 
Manningford Bruce, Wiltshire, SN9 6JW (on the A345) 

secolariandco.com � 01273 472042

Secolari & Co.
Antiques centre

Only the very best of retro, vintage and antiques 
shows up at Secolari and Co. in Lewes.  
The collection includes Italian, French and 
German design as well as internationally 
acclaimed Danish art. A wealth of quality 
handmade accessories from the local community 
and not-on-the-highstreet items makes it the 
perfect place for unique Christmas shopping.

• Tuesday to Saturday. 10am–5pm. Free Entry. Unit 1, 
Shepherds Estate, Brooks Road, Lewes, BN7 2BY

picturehouseantiquecentre.co.uk � 01824 308148

The Picture House Antiques Centre
Antique centre

Located in the historical, picturesque 
town of Ruthin in North Wales, the Picture 
House Antiques Centre offers a friendly and 
welcoming atmosphere seven days a week, 
with a wide range of antiques and collectables 
from the 18th to 21st centuries from 30-plus 
dealers.There is always a good selection of 
furniture, clocks, pottery, porcelain, glass, 
militaria, and also the weird and wonderful.

• Well Street, Ruthin, North Wales, LL15 1AE

malthouseemporium.com � 01453 753526

Malt House
Antiques centre

Home to more than 80 dealers over two floors, 
open seven days a week and an independent 
in-house auction company, the Malt House 
Emporium is one of Gloucestershire's leading 
vintage and antique centres. Conveniently 
located on the A46 between Stroud and 
Painswick, you will find a fantastic range of 
vintage, antiques, retro and collectables, and 
garden reclamation.

• Salmon Springs, Painswick Road, Stroud, GL6 6NU

iacf.co.uk � 01636  702326

Runway Monday at Newark.  
Antiques & Collectors Fair Antiques fair

A great chance to stock up on antique and 
vintage goods between the larger fairs.  
An eclectic offering of goods will be available. 

• Monday 7th March; Monday 25th April.  
The Runway, adjacent to Newark Air Museum, Newark 
& Nottinghamshire Showground, NG24 2NY
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CHRISTMAS

1

2. 6.

1. MRS MOORE’S VINTAGE STORE

Adding to the existing range of silk printed bone china

tableware, a limited edition tankard will be available this

winter for one year only for £45. The numbered tankard

has 22ct gold gilding which is applied by hand at the

pottery in Stoke-on-Trent and makes a great gift for fans

of the classic novel.

mrs-moores-vintage-store.co.uk

1.1.

2. CHARLES MALLORY LONDON

Carry a wonderful piece of British history with this luxury

mirror compact from Charles Mallory London. Crafted from

solid brass and plated in gold for extra indulgence, the

compact features their signature Peacock design. It holds two

mirrors, including one of 5x magnification. Charles Mallory

compacts make the perfect gift for a loved one this Christmas.ft

thecompactshop.com // charlesmallory.com

3. BRAYBROOK & BRITTEN

British designer silversmiths Braybrook & Britten

make limited edition sterling silver Christmas tree

and cake decorations, hallmarked in London. There

are over 30 different tree decorations in the collection,

some with real pearls and gemstones. Order online, or

call for a free catalogue.

braybrook.co.uk // 020 8993 7334

3

4.4.

..

6. WILSTONE HOUSE AND GARDENS

The award-winning Kadai firebowl is the number one

product for luxury outdoor living. A beautiful and

versatile BBQ/Firebowl, steeped in history, original

bowls aged between 50–200 years. Lovingly handmade

in India, admired the World over. Original Kadai 

firebowls from £363.40.

kadai.co.uk // 01694 771800

5. MY LEATHER MANBAG

Why not treat someone to a luxury gift this Christmas…youft

might even want to treat yourself! The New Cargo; 16.5 inches

of rugged high quality leather, the perfect all year round man

bag. Also discover our range of Briefcases, Travel Bags, Laptop

Bags and more. Please use code HA15 at checkout for 15% 

discount across the website. Plus free delivery.

myleathermanbag.com // 0333 1234 104

5.5.

4. JESSICA ZOOB LTD

Discover beautiful paintings and find perfect Christmas

gifts in Jessica’s new online shop. Limited edition prints on

fine art paper, canvas and diasec. Original miniatures from

£225, limited edition prints from £69. Also iPad and

iPhone cases, mugs, leggings and bags available for a

limited period only.

jessicazoob.com/shop // 07966 572204



Be inspired by our selection of beautiful gift ideas.
Perfect for treating your family and friends or even yourself.
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7. BOOKPILLOW

BookPillow is the ideal gift for the readers in your life.

The unique design of the BookPillow supports books,

magazines and tablets of all sizes, effortlessly. Perfect for

reading in bed, at a table or in a chair, it’s made of faux

suede in three colours – chocolate, coffee and graphite.

Call or visit the website to place your order.

bookpillow.co.uk // 01142 334303

8. THE VINTAGE TEAPOT

We specialise in authentic, English vintage china dating from

the Victorian era to the 1960s. The collection includes china

of the highest quality in beautiful and unusual designs. Our

tea sets are carefully chosen, beautifully packaged and make

the perfect gift. We are proud to supply Fortnum & Mason,

London. Use code “HA15” for a 10% discount on the website.

thevintageteapot.co.uk // 07922 100132

8.8.

9. ADOPT A BEEHIVE

Give the gift of armchair beekeeping, and help save the

honey bee. Receive a delightful welcome pack of bee

goodies and three award-winning newsletters with a

year’s subscription to Adopt a Beehive for £30 plus P&P.

You also receive a jar of pure British honey from this 

charitable scheme.

adoptabeehive.co.uk // 0845 680 7038

11. JENNY BELL CERAMICS

A snowy evening at a Christmas market with reindeer,

musicians and a roast chestnut stall on this bone

china mug by Jenny Bell. The blackboard sign can be

personalised (add £1.00) for an extra special gift.

Priced at £11.50 plus P&P. See other designs and order

from our website.

jennybell.co.uk // 01388 665757

10. ALLUM’S ANTIQUES ALMANAC

From BBC Antiques Roadshow specialist and author Marc Allumw

comes the second instalment of his annual almanac, revealing the

current news, tall tales and tasty titbits from the year in art,

antiques and collectables: What do London Bridge and a £40,000

corkscrew have in common? What would a collector pay for the

real Batmobile? In all good bookshops. Published 5th November.

iconbooks.com

12. THE COUNTRY STILE

Make The Country Stile your ‘go-to’ destination this Christmas.

Whether you’re looking for unique presents or ideas for your

own wish list, their wide selection of stylish framed prints and

canvases are sure to inspire and excite! Their range includes

land, sea and cityscapes along with florals and contemporary 

prints by an array of popular artists.

thecountrystile.co.uk // 01507 525871



13.

14.

15.

18.

17.

18. FERNSBY HALL TAPESTRY KITS

ln all the charity art exhibitions that Diana organised

over 20 years, the works that always sold were the quirky

and amusing animal and bird paintings of Catriona Hall.

As a stitcher of some experience, Diana had always

longed to make tapestries from Catriona’s paintings. ln

2011 she finally got around to it.

fernsbyhall.com // 01279 777795

16. CARPET BAGS

Stylish and unique carpet bags make gorgeous gift options.ft

These individually hand-crafted treasures are made in the

heart of East Anglia using velvety soft yet tough viscose and

cotton rugs, with a number of different traditional carpetff

designs to choose from, and a range of styles from small 

shoulder bags and handbags to big Gladstone bags.

carpetbags.co.uk // 01379 687690

16.

15. SMITH & STOCKING

Smith & Stocking is a new online boutique established by

Richard Smith who sources much of his diverse collection of

antiques and decorative pieces from India. If you’re looking

for an indulgent, exotic and magical gift this Christmas you’re

sure to find the perfect item here. You’ll more than likely just

fall in love with something that you can’t live without!

smithandstocking.com // 07525 490872

13. ARTS AND CRAFTS LIVING

Looking for Christmas gifts that are beautiful and useful?

Arts and Crafts Living sells elegant home interiors and gifts

inspired by the Arts and Crafts era (c.1860–1930). We have a

wide range of homewares and gifts in designs by William

Morris, as well as beautiful products in designs by Charles

Rennie Mackintosh, CFA Voysey and Frank Lloyd Wright.

artsandcraftsliving.co.uk // 01799 531233

17. ARTISAN POSTBOXES & SIGNS

For a truly personal and thoughtful Christmas gift the

beautiful range of postboxes and signs from Artisan are an

ideal choice. Handcrafted from heavy duty cast aluminium by

Artisans in Northamptonshire and with a wide choice of sizes,

colours and optional motifs you can choose a gift that is asft

simply elegant or as personal as you wish.

rockartisansigns.co.uk // 01327 351561

14. THE NEW AND IMPROVED, SA&I

Under new management in Stratford-Upon-Avon, 40

dealers fill 12,500sqft with decorative antiques,

collectables, accessories, lighting and interiors aswell as

bespoke handmade British sofas. Homemade food

available all day in The Antique Café. SA&I is open seven 

days a week. Lookout for the vintage Citroen van.

stratforduaantiques.co.uk // 01789 297729
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Vintage

www.tuliptreeantiques.co.uk

HAPPY CHRISTMAS

A friendly shop with a range of 18th-20th century stock.  
To see our virtual tour google “Jubilee Hall Antiques for all”

Open 7 days a week. Easy free parking

Gloucestershire GL73AY // 01367 253777 // jubileehallantiques@btconnect.com

from Jubilee Hall Antiques

Unique decorative, vintage

items for you, your

home & garden

www.vintageetal.co.uk

vintageetal6@gmail.com

COME SEE US IN WARMINSTER

MON TO SAT
10AM–5PM

The Chimes

Tel: 07767 617507 or 01663 733209
www.antique–clock.co.uk

For a superb
selection of Genuine
Antique longcase, wall

and bracket clocks

Open 7 days by appointment

Whaley Bridge,

High Peak, Derbyshire

Antique

Centre
Clock

HEATHER FITZ
Watercolour Artist

www.heatherfitz.co.uk
Prints, Canvases & Tea towels

07711 629420

www.paraphernaliafairs.com

ANTIQUES & VINTAGE FAIR
Lyndhurst Community Centre

Main Car Park, Off High St, Lyndhurst, Hants SO43 7NY

Dec 3rd & Jan 7th
10am-4pm, 50p entry

40+ Stands

UK
ARCHITECTURAL

HERITAGe

Quality Architectural Antiques

www.uk-heritage.co.uk.
0845 644 9051
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ANTIQUES

ANTIQUES & VINTAGE

BATHROOM

TO ADVERTISE IN H&A CALL  

ALI 

0117 314 7412

BLINDS

CHIMNEYS

ARCHITECTURAL ANTIQUES ● INTERIORS   

GALLERIES ● HARRY’S CAFE BAR ● ARTISANS

Low Newton, Nr Cartmel, Cumbria, LA11 6JP
www.yewtreebarn.co.uk ● 01539 531498

CHRIS
TM

AS M
ARKET

5th &
 6th D

ece
mber 

2015 

Inspiring people to share our heritage

Discover Yew Tree Barn for unique and

desirable antiques, interiors, arts & crafts,

along with a fabulous eclectic range of   

Christmas gifts, cards and decorations.

for genuine antiques online...

Request your brochure
on: 01255 831605
or go to: www.albionbathco.com

What makes an Albion Bath unique?
6\Y L_JS\ZP]L IH[O TH[LYPHS JYLH[LZ H KPăLYLUJLăă `V\ JHU MLLS����

Santorini bath shown - 2 sizes available

ALBION
Handmade bathrooms directly from our factory

ROMANS • ROLLERS • VENETIANS • VERTICALS • CURTAINS

SHUTTERS • AWNINGS • PLEATED CONSERVATORY BLINDS

MADE-TO-MEASURE BLINDS, 

CURTAINS & SHUTTERS

*Selected items only. T’s & C’s apply.

TO BOOK AN APPOINTMENT WITH YOUR LOCAL ADVISOR
CALL 0800 916 6568 OR VISIT HILLARYS.CO.UK

up to
 50% off 

*
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BEDS & BEDDING

CHINA & PORCELAIN

PUBLISHERRESTORATION & REPAIR

So
ut

hd
own Duvets

A
 PRO

DUCT OF SCOTLAND F
A

R
M

A treat to bleat about!
Buy any combination of Southdown wool bedding to the value 
of £250 (excluding postage) and you and your partner are 
invited to stay at our luxury B&B for a night as our guests. At 
Scotland Farm you can meet the sheep that provide the wool 
for our award winning bedding, soak up the beauty of the 
Southdown National Park and enjoy what has become known as 
the best breakfast in Hampshire. 

T&C Apply, bookings subject to availability

Call Jessica on: 01730 827 148 

or visit southdownduvets.com

Vastly improved sleep and harmony 
from clever, happy sheep

Meissen, Nymphenburg, Rosenthal, Hutschenreuther 

Royal Copenhagen, Royal Worcester, Wedgwood 

Augarten, Goldscheider 

Coscombe Fine Porcelain Est 1997

20th Century Porcelain and Ceramics

___�KW[KWUJMÅVMXWZKMTIQV�KWU�
UIQT(KW[KWUJMÅVMXWZKMTIQV�KWU

AUTHORS
Synopsis and sample chapters

welcome, please send to:

CGC - 33 -  01,

25 Canada Square,

Canary Wharf,  

London, E14 5LQ

Tel:0207 0388212

editors@austinmacauley.com

w w w. a u s t i n m a c a u l e y . c o m

All  genres welcome

Denby Specialists
with over 150
ranges dating back
to the 1930’s

Top up your place
settings or replace any
breakages in preparation
for Christmas

www.TablewareForLife.co.uk

Tableware For Life, 4 Nuffield Road,
St Ives, Cambs, PE27 3LX. Open
9.30am till 3pm Monday - Saturday

Tel: 01480 463212
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FLOORING

GIFTS

VINTAGE

 

EDUCATION & COURSES

ARTS CRAFTS & GIFTS PARQUET PARQUET
TEL. 01507 313 470

www.parquet-parquet.co.uk
One of the largest suppliers of reclaimed parquet in the UK

Get cosy with 
parquet this 
winter...

Your Tapestries & Needleworks…
Beautifully stretched and made-up into cushions, wall hangings, 
bell-pulls, rugs etc… www.sarabarnsneedlework.co.uk

Experienced professional high quality 21 day service.  
Unfinished tapestries and other needleworks completed. 

Designs painted onto canvas. Specialist framing service.  
Multi-panel rugs completed and made-up.

The Old Swan | 5 School Road | Great Massingham | Norfolk | PE32 2JA

Sara Barns Needlework  01485 520 151  

MINIATURE PORTRAITS

A beautiful watercolour miniature  
portrait from a favourite photograph  
or a treasured photo of  an ancestor.

3” oval framed portraits from £150

2IVM\�5K4I]OPTQV

<MT"������� ������ 
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Bird Carvings

Tel: 01736 752905

E: enquiries@geoffreybickley.co.uk

www.geoffreybickley.co.uk

Geoffrey BickleyG ff y y

THE UPHOLSTERY WORKSHOP
Member of the Association of Master Upholsterers

Stuck in a rut, need a change? Learn the professional way!

Individual tuition by Master Upholsterer • Residential courses in the heart
of Wiltshire • Choose from Upholstery, Soft Furnishings or Loose Covers

Telephone: 01722 710274 www.upholsteryworkshop.com

The Traditional  
Upholstery Workshop

Members of the Association of  
Master Upholsterers. Established 1990.
A CAREER CHANGE OR NEW HOBBY?

FROM BEGINNER TO PROFESSIONAL LEARN
TO UPHOLSTER THE TRADITIONAL WAY

Call Liz Marks on 01994 232124
info@upholsterycourses.com
www.upholsterycourses.com

LOVE LITTER
VINTAGE FURNITURE DEPOSITORY

WWW.LOVELITTER.CO.UK
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

* Availability of cover is subject to your medical history and cover chosen. Homes & Antiques is introducing customers to AXA PPP healthcare to provide affordable health insurance to readers. Immediate

Media, which is the holding company of Homes & Antiques, is an Introducer Appointed Representative of AXA PPP healthcare. Personal Health is underwritten by AXA PPP healthcare Limited. AXA PPP

Healthcare Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered in England number 3148119.

Registered office: AXA PPP Healthcare, 5 Old Broad Street, London, EC2N 1AD. Your personal information will be used as set out in our privacy policy, which can be viewed at immediate.co.uk/privacy-policy.

Lines are open 9am to 8pm weekdays. Calls may be recorded and/or monitored for quality assurance, training and as a record of the conversation

AXA PPP healthcare is offering Home & Antiques readers private health insurance

H
aving private health insurance

means that when you need

treatment that’s covered by

the plan you’ll be cared for comfortably

and quickly, and be given a greater choice  

about where and when you receive

treatment. It also offers you flexibility

around appointment times, and a choice

of specialists, consultants and surgeons.

If you do need to have hospital

treatment, maintaining your privacy during 

stressful times is of real importance –

AXA PPP healthcare offers private rooms,

usually with the added convenience and

comfort of en-suite facilities and your  

own TV and telephone.

It’s often the little details that

members and those close to them

really appreciate when they’re in a

private hospital – typically from a choice 

of nutritionally balanced meals to the

flexibility of free hospital parking for

visitors, who are unrestricted by set  

visiting hours.

Choosing the right plan for you will

depend on your budget and the level of

cover you select to meet your needs,

but you can be confident that you’ll

receive a high quality of service from  

AXA PPP healthcare.

SOME OF THE BENEFITS OF BEING AN AXA 

PPP HEALTHCARE MEMBER:
O Fast-track appointments – finding you

the right specialist, at the right time 

and place for you
O Market-leading heart and cancer cover 

and care*
O Access to over 250 hospitals and  

24,000 specialists

AFFORDABLE HEALTH COVER

AXA PPP healthcare can

help people stay healthy.

Whatever your budget,

there’s a plan that’s right

for you and your family

– AXA PPP healthcare

believes great health

cover is for everyone.

For a no-obligation quote

please call or visit the

website today.

For a free, no-obligation quote call 0800 011 3334

or visit axappp.co.uk/homesandantiques
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I would like to send a gift to... (optional)
Your choice of magazine(s)†  Price
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SAVE 50%
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SAVE 46%
£29.99 - 13 issues

SAVE 46%
£29.99 - 13 issues

SAVE 38%
£28.99 - 12 issues

SAVE 35%
£41.99 - 13 issues

SAVE 42%
£29.99 - 13 issues

SAVE 30%
£45.49 - 13 issues

Call the hotline now on
0844 844 0390
and quote X15PB

Order a magazine as a gift subscription
before 15th December and not only will
you SAVE up to 50% on the price but
we’ll also send you a FREE Christmas 
card to personalise! 

Take the hassle out of your Christmas shopping

Order online at
www.buysubscriptions.com/christmas 
and quote X15PB

Complete order form below and send to:
FREEPOST IMMEDIATE MEDIA
(Please write in block capitals)

Don’t forget ordering 
online is safe and
secure, choose from
any of these payment 
options



A A Petal Unfolds

apetalunfolds.com

Alfies Antique Market

020 7723 6066; alfiesantiques.com

Amara 0800 587 7645; amara.com

Anthropologie 00800 0026 8476; 

anthropologie.com

Appley Hoare Antiques

020 7351 5206; appleyhoare.com

Aram 020 7557 7557; aram.co.uk

Ardingly Antiques Fair

01636 702326; iacf.co.uk

Att Pynta 020 8692 2412;  

attpynta.com

B Blackwell’s 01865 333536; 

blackwell.co.uk

Bonhams 020 7447 7447;  

bonhams.com

C Chase and Wonder 01829

720011; chaseandwonder.com

Chisel and Mouse 01273 251335; 

chiselandmouse.com

Collier Webb 020 7373 8888; 

collierwebb.com

The Conran Shop 0844 848 4000; 

conranshop.co.uk

The Contemporary Home

0845 130 8229; tch.net

Cox & Cox 0844 858 0744; 

coxandcox.co.uk,

D Decorative Country

Living 01400 273632;

decorativecountryliving.com

Designers Guild 020 7893 7400; 

designersguild.com

Dotcomgiftshop 020 8746 2473; 

dotcomgiftshop.com

Dulux 0333 222 7171; dulux.co.uk

E Edit58 07931 159171;  

edit58.com

Elemental 020 7247 7588;  

elemental.uk.com

Elm Garden 07768 997 907; 

elmgarden.co.uk

Etsy etsy.com

F Farrow & Ball 01202 876141; 

farrow-ball.com

Fine Cell Work 020 7931 9998; 

finecellwork.co.uk

Fired Earth 0845 366 0400; 

firedearth.com

The French Bedroom Company  

01444 415430;

frenchbedroomcompany.co.uk

Fox and Star thefoxandstar.co.uk

G Glyndebourne Shop

01273 815033;

glyndebourneshop.com

Gordon Watson 020 7259 0555; 

gordonwatson.co.uk

Graham & Green 020 8987 3700; 

grahamandgreen.co.uk

Grays 020 7629 7034;  

graysantiques.com

Guinevere Antiques 020 7736 2917; 

guinevere.co.uk

H Harlequin 0845 123 6805; 

harlequin.uk.com

Hatbox Designs 01491 414000; 

hatboxdesigns.co.uk

Highgrove Shop 0333 222 4555; 

highgroveshop.com

Hilary Batsone Antiques

020 7730 5335; hilarybatstone.com

Homebase 0345 077 8888; 

homebase.co.uk

House of Fraser 0845 602 1073; 

houseoffraser.co.uk

Houseology 0141 280 4533; 

houseology.com

Howe 020 7730 7987;  

howelondon.com

I I & JL Brown 020 736 4141; 

brownantiques.com

J Jamb Ltd 020 7730 2122;  

jamb.co.uk

Jane Churchill 020 8877 6400; 

janechurchill.com

Jo Malone London 0800 054 2411; 

jomalone.co.uk

Joanna Wood 020 7730 5064; 

joannawood.co.uk

John Lewis 03456 049049;  

johnlewis.com

Jonathan Adler 020 7589 9563; 

jonathanadler.com

Josephine Ryan 020 7352 5618; 

josephineryanantiques.co.uk

K Katharine Pole 07747 616692; 

katharinepole.com

Kith and Kin 020 3332 2826; 

kithandkin.org.uk

Kress Hill Vintage Art & Collectibles

etsy.com/uk/shop/kresshillvintage

L L & V Art Design 020 7819 9655; 

landvdesign.com

Larsen 020 7318 6000; larsenfabrics.com

Lassco 020 7394 2100; lassco.co.uk

Laura Ashley 0871 983 5999; 

lauraashley.com

Lewis and Co 020 7487 5961; 

lewisandcompany.co.uk

Liberty 020 7734 1234; liberty.co.uk 

Linda Jackson 020 7242 6417; 

lindasilver.co.uk

Little Greene 0845 880 5855; 

littlegreene.com

Lock & Co 020 7930 8874; 

lockhatters.co.uk

MMaison Artefact 020 7381

2500; maisonartefact.com

Marks & Spencer 0845 603 1603; 

marksandspencer.com

Marquis & Dawe 01925 767611; 

marquisanddawe.co.uk

N National Gallery 020 7747

2870; nationalgallery.co.uk

Native & Co 020 7243 0418; 

nativeandco.com

Nkuku 01803 866847; nkuku.com

Nordic House nordichouse.co.uk

Norpar 01277 374968; norpar.co.uk

Not on the High Street 0345 259

1359; notonthehighstreet.com

O Oka 0844 815 7380;  

okadirect.com

The Old Cinema 020 8995 4166; 

theoldcinema.co.uk

Oliver Bonas 020 8974 0110; 

oliverbonas.com

Orchid 020 7384 2443;

orchidfurniture.co.uk

Osprey London 01582 877205; 

ospreylondon.com

Oxfam 0300 200 1252; oxfam.org.uk

P Paperchase 020 7467 6200; 

paperchase.co.uk

Penhaligons 0800 716 108; 

penhaligons.com

Pentreath & Hall 020 7430 2526; 

pentreath-hall.com

Pimpernel & Partners 020 7731

2448; pimpernelandpartners.co.uk

Pitfield 020 7490 6852; 

pitfieldlondon.com

Poppy England 016427 90000; 

poppyengland.com

Puckhaber Decorative

Antiques 020 3304 7327;

puckhaberdecorativeantiques.com

R RE 01434 634567;

re-foundobjects.com

Rockett St George 01444 253391; 

rockettstgeorge.co.uk

Rose & Grey 01619 268763; 

roseandgrey.co.uk

S Sainsbury’s 0800 328 1700; 

sainsburys.co.uk

Sanderson 0844 543 9500; 

sanderson-uk.com

Sofas & Stuff 0808 178 3211; 

sofasandstuff.com

Steiff steiff.com

Sunbury Antiques Market 01932

230946; sunburyantiques.com

Sweetpea & Willow 0345 257 2627; 

sweetpeaandwillow.com

T Tales from the Rookery 07968

131655; talesfromtherookery.com

Talisman 020 7730 7800; 

talismanlondon.com

Talking Tables 020 7627 6767; 

talkingtables.co.uk

Toast 0333 400 5200; toa.st

Tobias and the Angel 020 8878 8902; 

tobiasandtheangel.com

U Urban Outfitters 0845 330

1288; urbanoutfitters.com

V Vectis 01642 750616;  

vectis.co.uk

Voyage Decoration 0141 641 1700; 

voyagedecoration.com

WWalpole Antiques 07831

561042; walpoleantiques.com

West Elm 020 7637 9150;  

westelm.co.uk

The White Company 020 3758 9222; 

thewhitecompany.co.uk

Wild and Wolf 01225 789909; 

wildandwolf.com

Z Zoffany 0844 543 4600;  

zoffany.com

# 1stdibs

1stdibs.com

SHOPPING DIRECTORY

Terms and conditions for competitions and reader survey Promoter: Immediate Media Company Bristol Limited. Entrants must be UK residents aged 18 years or older, excluding the promoter’s

employees. By entering, you agree to be bound by all the rules of the promotion. Only one entry per person allowed. No responsibility accepted for lost, delayed, ineligible or fraudulent

entries. Winning entries will be chosen at random from all eligible entries. The winner will be notified by email within 28 days of the closing date. The draw is final and no correspondence

will be entered into. For details of the winners, send an SAE to Immediate Media Company Bristol Limited, Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol, BS1 3BN within two months of the closing

date. If any winner is unable to be contacted within one month of the closing date, the promoter may redraw or offer the prize in a future promotion. Promoter reserves the right to substitute 

the prize with one of the same or greater value, but there is no cash alternative. See homesandantiques.com/competitionterms for full terms and conditions.

Competitions Send a postcard with your name, address, phone number and the name of the competition you wish to enter to: Homes &

Antiques magazine, PO Box 501, Leicester, LE94 0AA. Closing date for this issue is midnight on 9th December 2015 unless otherwise stated.
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I
call this statue my mystery woman.
I found her while on a trip to China to
buy antiquities for my restaurant and hotel
Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons. 
It was in 1992 and we had decided to do

10 new suites. In the corner of one of the rooms
I noticed a crevice that looked really Chinese so
I decided that I had to create a Chinese room.

She dates from the 17th century and is about two
feet tall. Her lips are lightly painted and she is
completely wrapped up in clothes. I found her in
a small antiques shop outside Shanghai and fell
in love with her secretive beauty. She’s old but looks
as if a 21st-century artist could have made her.

We created an alcove by the bed for her. I worked
on the rooms with designer Emily Todhunter and
this one is full of Oriental textures and colours. My
mystery woman is caged so no man may touch her
– my playfulness with the English sensibility.

I found an enclosed 19th-century bed on the same
trip. It had charming scenery painted
on the walls, all about joie de vivre and 
the beauty of the female. But I hadn’t
accounted for the space taken up by the
plasterwork at Belmond Le Manoir so the
bed was too big and we had to sell it.

Wherever I go, I visit design and antiques
shops. My favourite places in London are
Kings Road and Lillie Road – I’ll spend
the whole day there. In Anthony Redmile
Antiques, Kings Road, I recently bought
Wellington and Napoleon plaster busts so 
I can create my own entente cordiale.

When looking for antiques, listen to your
heart, as you would for a beautiful sunset.
If you connect emotionally, go for it – but
if it’s expensive, do check it is authentic.

The French chef and founder

of Belmond Le Manoir aux

Quat’Saisons ponders his

mysterious Ming dynasty statuette

INTERVIEW ALICE HANCOCK

PHOTOGRAPH GRANT SCOTT

RAYMOND

BLANC

THE FINAL LOT

I have a beautiful 1920s Chinese dining table and
chairs that I imported. It is so interesting to see
the impact of art nouveau on Chinese artefacts.
You think of it as a culture that keeps to itself but
in that period it was trying to modernise and you
see a western influence in many of its lines.

Many of my own things are in Belmond Le
Manoir. I have given everything to this place.
I see it more as my home than my own house.
From the golden stone that it is built from to
the sunken gardens, I am totally in love with it.

I found Belmond Le Manoir one Sunday
morning. As a young chef, Sunday was my only
day off. I would wake up, look in the mirror and 
feel 50 years old. I was reading a magazine with
my morning espresso, saw a picture of Belmond
Le Manoir and fell in love. I jumped in my old 
car and drove over to ask if I could buy it.

I am now totally converted to living in Britain. In
fact so much so that we have Christmas pudding
alongside Maman Blanc’s bûche de noël. We
make the pudding really early then steam it back
to life, flambé it, and I sing God Save the Queen.

* Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons, Great Milton,

Oxford. 01844 278881; belmond.com/lemanoir

ABOVE French restaurateur 

Raymond Blanc enjoys

living in Britain and has

even embraced Christmas

pud BELOW Raymond is 

fascinated by his mystery

woman, bought in China for

one of the hotel rooms at  

Belmond Le Manoir
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